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Introduction - The Creativity Of Interpretation And listening
Music, to be consummated, must be performed. Interpretation in music is the refinement
of performance to develop human powers to share meanings about man and his world.
Not surprisingly this, too, is a plausible definition of music education. Music interpretation
and music education are so interpenetrated as to be indispensable to one another. Art aims
at being understood; education is its agent and philosophy the mainspring of that agency.
To understand the nature, the aims and the possibilities of an art is a sine-qua-non. for
those who will practise it. It is "a great deal easier if you don't have to invent a philosophy
but instead can build on the experience and knowledge of others."!
The profundity of the interpretative act in an artistic context is directly related to the essence
of its material and, in humanistic terms, that essence, to be valued, can accrue only from its
relationship to human life and from its contribution to human knowledge, from its faculty
to encourage creativity and sharing - in short, from its aesthetic value. Interpretation is the

1Harold F. Abeles, Charles R. Hoffer and Robert H. Klotman, Foundations of Music Education (London: Collier
Macmillan Publishers, 1984), 33.
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pivotal enabling act which allows the roles of composer, performer and listener to coalesce,
mediated by the work itself , into the indivisible relationship which is indispensable to any
musical experience. The creativity characteristic of engagement with the art-symbol
transmutes interpretation into vicarious composition and listening into subconscious
interpretation "Active listening is, after all, a kind of vicarious performance. "2 The
composer's creativity, encapsulated in the art work, is summoned from the stasis of
notation to stimulate not only re-creation, but that vital new creativity which springs, almost
by definition, from the notion of the unconsummated symbol. 3 A. S. Eddington caught a
Platonic flavour when he observed that
not once in the dim past, but continuously by conscious mind is the miracle of
creation wrought. The element of permanence . .. which is familiarly represented
by the conception of substance, is essentially a contribution of the mind. ... The
things which we might have built but did not are there just as much as those we did
build. What we have called building is rather a selection from the patterns that
weave themselves. 4

And Steinbeck handsomely corroborates this view in the context of the uniqueness and
ascendancy of individual engagement in the art process:

2Edward Cone, Musical Form and Performance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968), 21.
3Susanne Langer, in works which span a quarter of a century, has attempted to extend the world of

symbolism beyond the confines of word and number. From Philosophy in a New Key (1951) to her magnificent
opus, Mind (1972), she has proposed a theory which develops her idea of the presentational forms in art as
worthy enhancements of the discursive capabilities of language and the sciences. She claims that symbolization
is the essential act of thought and the key to a mental life that is characteristically human. "Symbol and meaning
make man's world." Langer reaches her greatest moment when she delivers the coup-de-grace to the notion that
nothing outside language can be symbolically expressive - that nothing incapable of discursive form can reach
the human mind. In a passage worthy of celebration she writes "intelligence is a slippery customer: if one door is
closed to it, it finds, or even breaks, another entrance to the world. If one symbolism is inadequate, it seizes
another; there is no eternal decree over its means and methods. So I will go with the logisticians and linguists as
far as they like, but do not promise to go no further. For there is an unexplored possibility of genuine semantic
beyond the limits of discursive language." Music as unconsummated symbol is her theory.
4A. S. Eddington, quoted in Howes, Man, Mind and Music (London: Seeker and Warburg, 1948), 94.
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Our species is the only creative species, and it has only one creative instrument, the
individual mind and spirit of a man. Nothing was ever created by two men. There
are no good collaborations, whether in music, in art, in poetry, in mathematics, in
philosophy . ... The preciousness lies in the lonely mind of a man.

5

Here, then, is the heart of the matter; can there be a philosophy that would cavil at that?

Derivation Of The Term Aesthetic
Music as art is so thoroughly embedded in popular perception as scarcely to brook
challenge. Of the many and often contradictory definitions of art the writer offers a
paraphrase of his own view, prefaced by Stravinsky's epigrammatic comment: "To the
gifts of nature are added the benefits of artifice - such is the general significance of art. "6

Art is an attempt to find correspondences between the objectivity of man's natural
environment (man being himself part of that environment) and the subjectivity of the inner
world of his own imagination. These resonances are expressed in perceptible formal
structures which externalize the state of mind giving rise to them. This extemalization
provides for both artist and audience a better understanding of the human condition as a
mentally appreciated response to things perceived. Art is essentially creative; it does not
reside in the art object itself, but in the mind which engages it. There is a pervasive
confusion about the relationship between art, beauty and pleasure, all being loosely
subsumed (and correctly) under the rubric of aesthetics. Fundamentally, however,
confrontation with an art object should make us conscious of our feelings, without which
the experience must be barren. Art forces us simultaneously to the recognition of
resemblance to its subject, as for example in the case of music and feeling, and to the
appreciation of the symbolic conventions that achieve it. The nature of the work of art
becomes secondary to the nature of the response to it. The mental balancing act required to
relate the subject to its artistic configurations is the aesthetic challenge. "Once we become

5John Steinbeck, EastofEden (New York: The Viking Press, 1952: Penguin Edition 1979, reprinted 1987), 171.
6stravinsky,Poetics, 29)
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accustomed to making the necessary imaginative leap, we may regard as specially valuable
art which has given our imagination new and exciting scope. "7
Twentieth-century defmition has generally reduced aesthetics to considerations of art and
beauty, although as to their being absolute cognates there is much philosophical dispute.
The word aesthetic, coined by A.G. Baumgarten, is derived from the Greek, aistheta,
meaning things perceived; therein is the seed of the confusion, for things perceived have
been taken to be the raw sensa which, only with the addition of their emotional charges,
can become feeling proper by the act of attention or consciousness. Aesthetic experience
comprises perception and response, a dichotomy occurring along the axis of feeling,
whether of pleasure or of pain, when the processes of thought and judgment intervene.
This is also the interface at which the possibility of emotion becomes an embarrassment to
philosophers, as adversely affecting the processes of judgment, if not wholly invalidating
them. Aesthetics is most usually considered to be a study of response, to things perceived,
which demands an extreme refinement of sensibility in the subject, playing down raw
emotion and elevating the interplay of sensation, imagination, recollection and reasoning as
the more stable and reliable components of feeling leading to the personal and collective
identification of beauty. The writer uses the word in this sense.
It was in the eighteenth century that the discipline of aesthetics took shape. Although the
word relates strictly to sensibility, a heightened susceptibility to feelings of pleasure or of
pain, or the ability to respond freely to things perceived, it merely borrowed this
connotation. One of the earliest defmitions of aesthetics appeared in Sulzer's Allgemeine

Theorie der Schonen Kiinste (1771) and described aesthetics as the philosophy of the fine
arts by which the fundamental laws and general theories of the arts are deduced. Le Huray

& Day in the Introduction to Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth and Early-Nineteenth
Centuries give a clear idea of the wider contexts in which the discipline was to operate:
"Amongst the various matters that were debated, some half a dozen proved to be of very
general interest: the nature of aesthetic experience, the factors that determine aesthetic
judgment, the qualities that comprise beauty and sublimity, the necessity of both unity and
variety within a work of art, the relevance of the principle of 'imitation of nature' in the

7Anne Sheppard, Aesthetics: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Art (Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 1987)14
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creative process, and from 1800 onwards, the romantic movement."S The latter, of course,
concentrating on aspects of human feeling, brought the argument back full circle in the case
of music, for "philosophers and critics were unanimous that of all the arts music spoke
most directly to the feelings."

9

Aesthetic Concepts And The Philosophers
Plato was puzzled by music for "it is by no means plain why it should exist at all"; 10
Aristotle observed that "it is not easy to determine the nature of music, or why anyone
should have knowledge of it."ll Against this background their commentary, nevertheless,
advances the aesthetic argument. For Plato the beautiful is what is good, virtuous and
beneficial, and since beauty pleases it could be described as "beneficial pleasure. "12 But he
also expects it to answer to what is "measured or appropriate, ... what is proportioned,
perfect, and satisfying. "13 Thus, form is significant; unity in variety, regularity, and
simplicity all sustain beauty. But while Plato demands truth, order, and symmetry, he
expects the beauty of the rhapsode's (musician's) art to proceed from inspiration,
possession, and the "madness of the Muses", 14 and raises the poet who really knows the
truth to the level of philosopher. Thus art has both a rational and a creative inspirational
element which surely elevates it above pure craft and technique; here is a useful deduction
from Plato. But Plato also gives a foretaste of philosophical travail to come when he refers
to the true pleasure afforded by beauty which "comes unbidden ... not preceded by a
hunger or a thirst; and [beauty] leaves behind no unwanted after-effect."15 This neatly
anticipates the important criterion of the disinterestedness16 of judgments of taste in a

8Peter le Huray & JamesDay, eds., Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries
(Cambridge and Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1981,1988), 1.
9Ibid, 5.
1
~onroe C.Beardsley, Aesthetics (New York: Brace and World, Inc., 1958), 33.
11 Aristotle, The Politics, 1339a quoted in Albert Hofstadter and Richard Kuhns, Philosophies of Art and Beauty
(London: The University of Chicago Press, 1964), 131.
12Beardsley, Aesthetics, 42.
l3Jbid., 43.
14Ibid, 44.
l5Jbid, 7.
16-rhe eighteenth-century key concept of disinterestedness, in which the aesthetic object has no cause or function
other than that' of its own existence may seem plausible; yet the related concept of the so-called fine arts having
no practical value has a certain naivete when viewed against the undoubted pleasure that they give (see
Collingwood, The Principles of Art, 293-4 for relevant comment). Music may be peripheral to our biological
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Kantian sense . Plato's rejection of the hedonistic theory that "the value of music consists
in its power of affording pleasure, ... the greater the quantity of pleasure the greater the
music, "17 emphasizes still more the judgmental aspect of beauty, and the corollary - his
advocacy of "that music which pleases the best men and the highly educated "18 - is proof
of his idealistic stand as an educationalist.
Aristotle's contribution to aesthetics provides much of the material on which modem
aesthetics is based. He upholds Plato's view that beauty and pleasure are allied, and
defines some of the characteristics of beautiful artifacts; the relevance to music should be
abundantly clear.
Any structure made ofparts must have not only an orderly arrangement of these
parts but a size which is not accidental -for beauty lies in size and arrangement. ...
the chiefforms of beauty are order and symmetry and definiteness.... All sense
perception is actively exercised in relation to its object. ... that activity is best
whose object is the best of all the objects that fall within its range.l9
Aristotle is suggesting that the arts aspire to the representation of the ideal, that they are
imitations not of particulars but of universals or essences. And in this context he
significantly expands their function by attributing to them the imitation of "human actions
through verse, song and dance."20 His suggestions that "imitation is natural to man, and
the recognition of the imitation is pleasurable, [and that] melody and rhythm also come
naturally to man- and so are presumably enjoyable"21 are worth correlating. He clearly
sees imitation as a special case of learning:
And since learning and admiring are pleasant, all things connected with them must
also be pleasant; ... for it is not [a work of imitation] that causes pleasure but the

needs, but, as Epperson says: "the relevance of music to life is not fundamentally a utilitarian one .... to say that
music is nonutilitarian is not to say that it is unnecessary to human discourse." (GordonEpperson, The Musical
Symbol: Iowa State University Press, 1967, 29.)
17Plato, Laws, 655c quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 47.
18Plato, Laws, 658e-659, quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 47.
l9 Aristotle, quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 61.
20Aristotle, Poetics, ch. 25, quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 55.
21Aristotle, quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 57.
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inference that the imitation and the object imitated are identical, so that the result is
that we learn something.22
There is a potent case here for art as knowledge, as the source of the pleasure of corning to
know. Of even more consequence is the unambiguous suggestion that this happens by
symbolic transfer. Beardsley comments appropriately:

In so far as matters of human behaviour are of greater moment to us than other
activities ... the pleasure of seeing an imitation of them ... might be the most
intense of all imitation-pleasures. 23
The Greeks clung to the idea of artistic imitation and convincingly aligned it with pleasure
and therefore with beauty, though guardedly, and with feeling. They had not advanced to
the analytical consensus which attributes to feeling a complex content, inter alia, of
thought, reason, imagination, and memory; the Greeks had a simple view in which raw
emotion, now generally considered to be only the demonstrative partial, was virtually
synonymous with feeling. But there was a groping towards a hierarchy which inevitably
surfaced as an ethical theory. And later on Sulzer24, too, had a moralistic cast which was
neo-Platonic, but he had other strong connections with Greek philosophy. "Nature [is] the
first and most perfect of artists. . . . The artist must therefore model himself on her ... by
imitating her universal procedures."25 He saw the purpose and nature of the fine arts as
establishing "a hold over our hearts through the medium of our feelings of pleasure and
displeasure"26 and again he asserts that "if music reaches the heart, it has achieved its
purpose, and whatever serves to achieve this aim is good." 27 With commendable
sensitivity he advances an analysis of musical procedures which makes many of the critical
connections which have endured.

22Aristotle, Rhetoric, I xi, 137b, trans. Freese, quoted in Beardsley, Aesthetics, 57.
23Beardsley, Aesthetics, 58.
24Johann Georg Sulzer (1720-1779), Swiss aesthetician and theologian, belongs in the middle period between the
Cartesians, exemplified by Baumgarten, and the Kantians; he was a German-speaki~g counterpart of the critics of
the early Enlightenment. His Allgemeine Theorie der schOnen Kiinste, published in 1771, was influential and
much read; it was the first work on aesthetics to deal seriously with music.
25Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie, quoted in Peter le Huray and James Day eds., Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth
and Early Nineteenth Centuries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 198111988), 96.
26Ibid., 98.
27Ibid., 110.
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Emotions play such a significant role in the fine arts that their place in aesthetic
theory merits special consideration. It is the artist's immediate purpose to excite or
to temper emotions; to illustrate their true nature and expression.28

Immanuel Kant's contribution to aesthetics was considerable, by virtue of an inexorable
logic; it resides in his Kritik der Urteilskraft (Analytic of the Beautiful) published in 1790.
"We are all pursuing the same goal, namely pleasure, "29 Those who have enjoyment or
satisfaction as their sole aim are prejudiced, and therefore unfit to be judges. Where beauty
is concerned, judgment based on pleasure enshrines the beauty as the product of the
purely sensuous relationship between the perceiver and the perceived. It lacks the pseudoobjectivity which leads us to speak of beauty as if it were a quality of things, demanding
universal agreement and validity; judgment of this latter kind is based on reason, according
to Kant's earliest thoughts on the subject.

Interest is based on preferring what affords immediate pleasure, not, as reason
does, preferring what suits the situation. Judgments that are swayed by emotion
may make no claim whatever to universal validity [and] stand in inverse proportion
to the influence the emotions exert over them. ... (Beauty should surely be a
question only ofform), ... Beauty has nothing to do with being moved ... no
sensation is, in short, the substance of aesthetic judgment.30
But Peter le Huray succinctly summarizes how Kant, too, became a victim to the
intractability of music as a philosophical theme:

Although Kant argued that feelings have absolutely nothing to do with the judgment
of beauty, he had somewhat uncomfortably to attempt a reconciliation between the
proposition and the inescapable fact that music was universally regarded as a
language of the "affections." Feelings therefore could not wholly be avoided even

28Ibid., 98.
29/mmanuel Kant, Kritik der Urtreilskrq[t. quoted in le Huay and Day, eds., Music and Aesthetics, 157
30/bid., 159-60.
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by those who might have preferred to do so; and it was in the field of musical
aesthetics that the feelings most obtruded. 31
Music, in its greatest manifestations, is created for contemplation; in this phase it can be
argued that its appreciation truly is detached and disinterested in the non-utilitarian sense.
But beauty cannot be determined by intellect alone; it demands an ultimate (relational)
involvement between the perceiver and the object of potential beauty, attempting to uncover
both the form and the intention of an artist's critical engagement with his medium. It is also
inescapably bound into a process of evaluation32 and communication (in the sense of
sharing) in art. "These two are as inextricably locked to one another as are means and
ends. "33 Beauty is, then, the measure of art's power of communication and it is a verdict
of critical evaluation. In a general sense, the creation of beauty is a goal and an aspiration
of art. Kant, when faced with the need to explain beauty, "rested his case for inherently
necessary value judgments on the fact that our cognition of a shared cultural object
presupposes a shared system of feelings [writer's italics] and attitudes with respect to it;" 34
Dealing specifically with the judgment of beauty Kant then states:

There must be one harmony in which the inner ratio ("mental set") is most
propitious to the quickening of mental powers for the purpose of cognition and this
harmony can be discovered by no other way than by feeling . ... Now this
harmony itself must be able to be universally shared and consequently the feeling of
it on the occasion of a given representation .35
Kant finds, by a process of elimination, that if intellect, proposition, even assertion, cannot
pronounce on beauty unaided (and we instinctively know this to be the case), then only
sentience is left. Feeling then is a necessary criterion of the judgment of beauty, as beauty

is a criterion of art. It can thus be claimed that the presence of human feeling is a
necessary condition for art to exist. Langer's beautiful observation now acquires more
31Le Huray and Day, eds., Music and Aesthetics, 2.
32When simple communication does not convey precise meaning, explanation (a function of interpretation) is
resorted to. If ambiguity persists, evaluation is added to yield significance; in the case of an art work this relates
the quality of the work to the quality of human experience.
33Leonard B. Meyer, Music. The Arts and Ideas. (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1967),
23.
34E.D.Hirsch, The Aims of Interpration (Chicago and London: the University of Chicago Press, 1976), 102.
35Immanuel Kant, The Analytic of the Beautiful, sec. 21, quoted in Hirsch, The Aims of Interpretation, 102.
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deeply-rooted relevance. "Not communication but insight is the gift of music; in very naive
phrase, a knowledge of 'how feelings go."'36
Hegel's romantic aesthetics37 can be regarded as an illuminating pendant to Idealism. He
supported the idea of formal beauty created by unity in variety, but he regarded this beauty
alone to be

unworthy of consideration as art, since it lacks spiritual content and expression,
which are essential to art. Music rises to the level of true art only when the
sensuous element of sound in its innumerable combinations expresses something
that is suitably spiritual. 38
This spiritual content he identifies with the listener's subjective inner consciousness, which
is the "form in which music contrives to embody its content, making the listener more
clearly aware of the workings of his inner self." 39 Hegel also impressively prefigures the
theories of the twentieth-century Absolute Expressionists by positing the symbolic theory
of music. In a magnificent passage of unrivalled terseness he predicates material on which
whole theories have been based, speaking of musical sounds as having

no predetermined content under the guise of a universal concept, but they give
expression through sound of a mood and emotion which the sound itself directly
symbolizes. Expressions of the kind afford the heart relief. None the less, such
relief is not aesthetic relief. Music, however, must express emotions, purging them
of intemperance and crudity. "40

36Susanne K.Langer, Philosophy in a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason. Rite and Art (London:
Oxford University Press, 1951), 198.
37Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770 -1831), an exact contemporary of Beethoven, built on the foundations
laid by Kant, developing the final and most complex structure of German idealist philosophy. Music played a
considerable part in his system of aesthetics. In 1842 Schumann's Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik devoted the greater
part of ten successive issues to an exhaustive critique of Hegel's ideas on aesthetics in general and on music in
particular. Hegel forms a bridge between Idealism and Romanticism, whose forms corresponded to spiritual
subjectivity and to the comprehension and expression of its freedom and independence. His system of aesthetics
is metaphysical and is written in a complex and often obscure style which is notoriously difficult to translate.
38Hegel quoted in le Huray and Day, eds., Music and Aesthetics. 229.
39/bid.
4°/bid, 230.
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He demands of music much more than the presentation of abstract patterns of sound in time

A musical work, then, needs constant recreation in peiformance on account of its
purely ephemeral existence . ... Music's content is the subjective inner self; there
is no suggestion here of creating a physical object existing in its own right.
Music's content, then, must already express a living subject, in which the work
invests its entire inner being. 41

Art, Beauty, Creativity And Feeling - A Synthesis
The Beautiful in music, as a judgment, has a crucial residue when emotion ("the greedy
organism of self'42) has been purged from it and its purely formal features ("der Inhalt der

Musik sind wnend bewegte Formen" {"The essence of music is sound in motion" [Cohen];
"the content of music is tonally moving forms" [Payzant] }43) have also been removed from
consideration. Kant's formula, developed from pregnant Greek thought, troubled him, for
he knew that something was missing. It is therefore significant to note that he defines a
pleasure (distinct from either sensuous or intellectual enjoyment) which he describes as
"reflective forms of perception affecting the faculty of judgment. "44 This is an exquisite
sublimation from his theory of the aesthetic and surely suggests, in the case of music, an
ultra-refmed version of (aesthetic) feeling which invites serious assessment of the validity
of Hegel's and Schopenhauer's theories of the inner self. It effects, too, a successful flight
from the technical theory of art, which reduces music to mere craft. It is impressively
corroborated by a powerful statement from R. G. Collingwood,45 who declares beauty as
redundant in aesthetic theory, subsuming it in art.

41Jbid., 237.

42Iris Murdoch, The Sovereignty of Good, (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1970), 65.
43Eduard Hanslick, On the Musically Beautiful: A Contribution towards the Revision of the Aesthetics of Music,
trans. Geoffrey Payzant (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Co., 1986), 93.
44Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Urteilskraft quoted in le Huray and Day, Music and Aesthetics in the Eighteenth and
Early-Nineteenth Centuries (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981; abridged edition 1988), 157.
45R. G. Collingwood (1889-1943), philosopher and historian, was Waynflete Professor of Metaphysical
Philosophy, Oxford University. One of the most learned men of his generation, he had a remarkable breadth of
interest and knowledge and originality of mind. He is the author of many notable books, including Essay on
Metaphysics, Essay on Philosophical Method and The New Leviathan. Speculum Mentis: or The Map of
Knowledge (cover note to The Principles of Art). His theory of aesthetics, equating art with expression, is
generally linked with that of Benedetto Croce. According to Monroe Beardsley, however, "the extent of his
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Aesthetic theory is the theory not of beauty but of art. The theory of beauty ... is
merely an attempt to explain away the aesthetic activity by appeal to a supposed
quality which is in fact nothing but the activity itself, falsely located not in the agent
but in his external world. 46
What then of music as art? What makes art is not the same as what achieves usefulness,
whether this be in the form of a physical artifact or of a stimulated mood.
This is not because (as Oscar Wilde said, with that curious talent for just missing
the truth and then giving himself a prize for hitting it) "all art is quite useless", for it
is not; a work of art may very well amuse, instruct, puzzle, exhort and so forth,
without ceasing to be art, and in these ways may be very useful indeed.47
The definition of art in an aesthetic sense, it seems, is very much influenced by the
underlying reason for its creation. The stimulation of emotion, although it may be incidental
to aesthetic experience, is insufficient to constitute art if done for its own sake. To excite
emotion and to value its discharge in its own right is to indulge in amusement; to produce
it, in an acathartic way, as an inertia to be channelled eventually into useful end products is
the function of advertisement, exhortation, magic and religion, each valid in its own way,
but equally anti-aesthetic. Art which exercises the intellectual faculties alone, either in
composition or instruction, however enjoyable, is skill-orientated and at least suspect, in
that sense, as having real aesthetic potential. We are left with two key-concepts - imitation
and feeling. What if, in a final dramatic urge towards denouement, art were assumed to
aim at that beneficial pleasure (itself the product of beauty) resulting from the imitation of

feeling; is this a defensible claim? And how, it might be asked, can it achieve its aim?
Collingwood ably provides some of the evidence for this line of thought in his Principles of

Art. The perceptible form of art is the outcrop of an internal something which we call
indebtedness is not clear, but it must be considerable (despite the fact that Collingwood hardly refers to Croce in
his works), even if we allow- as we must for such a strong and go-it-alone mind as Collingwood's -that he could
have worked out a great many of the ideas himself, given only a few suggestions. Collingwood is not to be
dismissed as a mere follower, in any case; his own originality shows in his determined search for the differentia of
art, as opposed to all manner of things confused with it, and in his detailed analysis of imaginative expression as
a process in which inchoate emotion becomes articulate and self-aware." (Beardsley, Aesthetics, 324.)
46R,G,Collingwood, The Principles of Art, (London and Oxford: Oxford Uniersity Press, 1958), 41.
47Ibid., 32.
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experience; the correspondence between the two may loosely be called imitation. The
public form of the tension and inner conflict which this feelingful experience engenders
amounts, by sharing, to an enlargement of experience. The craft of the process is
necessary but it is merely there to serve the art proper, whose function is not as in so-called
representative art, to arouse emotion (if we are to believe Plato and Aristotle) but to
examine it and communicate its essence in comprehensible form. Collingwood epitomizes
the riddle:
There is in art proper a distinction resembling that between means and end, but not
identical with it; something to do with emotion, with a resemblance to arousing it,
but [which] is not arousing it; something to do with making things .... but not by
skill. 4B

Conclusion
The conclusions to be drawn from this short study are quintessentially important to an
understanding of how the processes of communication function in a performing art. The
system by which a composer reaches his total audience is simply reducible to the unique
encounter between his work and an archetypal listener. The musical performer(s) must
create an experiential fabric which draws on a comprehensive array of objective and
subjective components; these can be summarized as sound quality, technical skill,
imagination, communication and knowledge.
The search for beauty in performance is an evaluative and judgmental process. The quality
of sound, the purely sensuous component, felt by many to be problematic in an aesthetic
sense, is, in the writer's view, only marginally pre-aesthetic; once the process of
comparison with previous experience of similar sound configurations begins, cognition and
feeling intervene and normalize it into an authentic aesthetic response. When sounds begin
to be combined, the Absolutist processes associated with Hanslick's definition of music,
quoted above, intervene and make their legitimate contribution. In the final analysis, there
is an additional quality in great interpretation which is as real as it is unmistakeable. It is
obvious from the consulted writings of philosophers and aestheticians that this elusive

48/bid., 108.
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quality defies defmition; it is undoubtedly related to human feeling, that prime requisite for
art to exist. Immanuel Kant, perhaps, came nearest to isolating and capturing the spirit of
this harmony when he set the criterion for validity in the judgment of beauty which "must
be able to be shared and consequently the feeling of it on the occasion of a given
representation." 49 There is safety, too, in eclecticism for "it is not surprising that several of
the greatest composers who have established themselves among history's greatest wrote
music that seems equally suitable for appreciation of its formal qualities or its sensuous
qualities or its expressive power."50 Edwin Fischer, one of the most humble and admired
of twentieth century musicians, catches a mystical quality in his confrontation with the
Ding an sich; in seeking to defme the subtle quality of communication in music he suggests
that the interpreter
feels no longer : I am playing but it is playing, and behold, all is well: ... in humility he
experiences the supreme happiness of the interpretative artist: to be only the medium, only
the mediator between the Divine, the Eternal, and Man.51
Frank Heneghan. Dublin, Ireland- Apri11994 (Revised September 1994) (3990 words)

49munanuel Kant, The Analytic of the Beautiful, sec. 21, quoted in Hirsch, The Aims of Interpretation, 102.
50Abeles, Foundations of Music Education.62.
51Edwin Fischer, Reflections on Music (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd, 1951), 22.
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TECHNIQUE AND INTERPRETATION: THE JOURNEY
FROM OBJECTIVITY TO SUBJECTIVITY

Paper II (Frank Heneghan -Ireland). Educational Illustrated Lecture
27 Waltham Tee,
Blackrock.
Co Dublin
Ireland
3531 288 8318
Telephone
heneghan@ indigo.ie
Email:

I can only scratch the surface of my subject in such a short time as this illustrated lecture
permits. I have always maintained, perhaps swimming a little against a tide of romantic
supposition, that there is an intimate and limiting relationship between musical
interpretation and the mechanically-reducible techniques required to achieve it at any
convincing level, from the most modest to the sublime. We are all familiar with the rather
dismissive and pessimistic adage that great interpreters are born, not made. So I want to
start this morning by singing a canticle of hope and by challenging that maxim with some
discriminating rewording. I accept that the greatest interpreters are born, but I believe also
that they must be made. My premise this morning is that great interpreters need not be born
but can be made. Above all I want to be optimistically reassuring to my teacher colleagues
by saying that all interpreters must and can be made and I want to point directions in which
we can travel to participate in this exciting and challenging pursuit. Otherwise we are
condemning ourselves to a very bleak pedagogical life. My plan is, having dealt with
interpretation as a philosophically argued case of art, to talk a little about the key elements
in the process of converting mere performance into interpretation. What is involved in
passing from an objective notion of the conveyance of musical ideas, which is synonymous
with craft or technique, to a subjective one which we elevate to the status of art? And,
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indeed, what about the reversibility of this process - about the idea, which I offer with a
deep respect for my subject, of thinking about and analysing its anatomy without fear.
The idea that objects of beauty, as well as their creation and appreciation, are subject to
scientific scrutiny, appears abhorrent to most people.... There appears to exist a fear that
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clumsy handling might crush the butterfly's wings; an idea that analysis may destroy what
it is intending to study .52
Not so, in my view, which I would like to put to you today. I am then going to take some
practical examples to illustrate the points I wish to make. To highlight the universality of
music as 'experience' (not as language), which can negotiate every barrier in human
discourse for those who are conditioned (voluntarily I might add) to its appreciation, we are
going to hear some recorded performances from a bewildering cross-section of the world's
finest artists, some of whom we hear in the form of touching epitaphs, simply because
they are no longer with us (or are they?)- pianists from Ukraine, Hungary, Canada, Japan,
England and Spain.
It would be unconscionable to use words only where music itself is of surpassing
eloquence. I am going to start, therefore, with perhaps my most memorable example
Forgive me if I try a gentle experiment here to test how music, in an open mind, can be
very suggestive; we can easily fit it to a mood. As George Bernard Shaw once said 'music will express any emotion, base or lofty, she is absolutely unmoral .. .' Music in
London 1890-94 (in Chambers Music Quotations, compiled by Derek Watson
(Edinburgh: W &b R Chambers Ltd, 1991), 46. I want to borrow from one of the most
melodramatic and poignant events that this century has known, an event to which (I
suspect) few people can have remained completely indifferent in recent months - the tragic
death of Diana, Princess ofWales. I shall try to clothe its sombre atmosphere and
searching human issues with immortal pianism (in my view) that could be said to catch
some of its consuming emotional holism - to sum it up and give it expression - ah! already
I have one of my key words. Significantly, from two recordings of this piece made by the
same artist within a few years of one another, one (the second) at a historic and rapturously
received public come-back recital, I have chosen rather the first, simply to point the
question more acutely as to how we define communication (another key word), or what it
is that is being expressed. We face the eternal question: is it the composer's mood, the
pianist's, ours? Is it a mood at all or is it some idealization which gives it universal validity
as art? Every shade of outpouring from full-blooded despair to the most delicate subtle and
murmuring contrapuntal commentary (dare I call it resignation)- there is something for
52H.

J. Eysenck, "The Psychology of Aesthetics," in Sense and Nonsense in Psychology (Harmondsworth,
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everyone here. And, as I have found in choosing this example, a glance at the music will
reveal little of what this interpretation uncovers, suggesting .to me that it is objectively
loaded with a wealth of technical know-how that is mysterious in its enactment. I would
like to preface this moving excerpt from the repertoire with words which seem particularly
appropriate. They are taken from the writings of Susanne Langer53, whose own
eloquence almost carries her across that impenetrable barrier which she would erect
between music and language. It reads:
The imagination [another key word] that responds to music is personal and associative and
logical, tinged with affect, tinged with bodily rhythm, tinged with dream, but "concerned"
with a wealth of formulations for its wealth of wordless knowledge, its whole knowledge
of emotional and organic experience, of vital impulse, balance, conflict, the "ways" of
living and dying and feeling .... Not communication but insight is the gift of music; in
very naive phrase, a knowledge of "how feelings go." 54
So listen to this excerpt- the ultimate tear-jerker here recorded (and note, only for a
notional audience) in CBS 30th St Studio, New York City on 4th November 1963. How
cold and clinical it seems to describe it so.
(Example: Scriabin. Etude in C sharp minor Op 2 No 1 played by Vladimir Horowitz)
That, of course, is the playing of the incomparable Vladimir Horowitz in Scriabin' s Op 2
Etude, which the modern techniques of digital remastering have miraculously imbued with
a kind of radiant immortality that we all happily associate with great music and with great
playing. Performance may be ephemeral (one of its most tantalizing features); but, although
it is a thing of the present it has (to use a powerful paradox) a 'lingering immediacy' that is

Middlesex: PenguinBooks Ltd, 1957), 308.
53 Susanne K. Langer was a distinguished American philosopher and logician. She was research scholar
and Professor Emeritus of philosophy at Connecticut College. She included music as a major area in her
copious writings on aesthetics. She belongs to the group known as Absolute Expressionists, whose
theories must be considered of overriding importance in any study of the art of interpretation. Mrs Langer's
most significant philosophical work is Mind: An Essay on Human Feeling (1967), Volumes I and II of
which were nominated for National Book Awards. The themes developed in the Essay were first put forward
in two widely acclaimed books, Philosophy in a New Key and Feeling and Form.
54Susanne K Langer, Philosophy in a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason. Rite and Art
(London, Oxford University Press, 1951), 244.
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undeniable. This performance does, however, raise the burning questions about emotion
and feeling, discharge and expression, the differences between direct experience and
catharsis- or, as expressed in another way, and on the authority of Aristotle - 'one of the
benefits of music is the release of emotion'. As sophisticated listeners of greater or lesser
experience, we can appreciate the craft, the idiomaticism, the pianism - and, to an extent,
how and why it is effective. Much depends on our training, our personal listening skills,
the depth of our knowledge and experience, and of our sense of 'style', as to how the
communication works for us as a piece of art. In short it depends on what we have
received from our own teachers and from our education, how we have ourselves made the
journey from objectivity to subjectivity; and it should make us very conscious too of our
responsibilities as teachers. If we care to think about our reaction (and it is our duty as
transmitting professionals, even as human beings possessed of human feelings,
participants in the human condition, so to speak, to think about it) we may quickly come to
the conclusion that the process by which music reaches our sensibilities is extremely
complex and the impression it makes not easily explained. One thing is certain. The
communication depends as much on the performer's comprehensive gifts as on the
inspirational powers of the composer, though that is not to gainsay these latter. This
empowers the performer and puts a mighty tool in the hands of our students - a tool that we
must hone by careful attention to the inculcation of a true understanding of its significance
as a life force. Furthermore I would claim that the communication depends on the
performer's skill, his technique - his ability to transmute artistic propensity (sometimes of
incalculable depth, poetry and intensity) into mechanical sequences, and then to convert
them once again to the service of the mature whim of original impulse and of the forces of
imagination. The process is rather like the intervention of the cold technological 'miracle' of
digital sound, which none of us would now lightly dispense with, as affording us the
opportunity to commit great moments to immortality for our regular and continued
enjoyment. The nature of performance is truly arcane; we instinctively sense it and we
admire it when it is great and good, but we also aspire to it. Why?
I shouldn't apologize for this attempt at demystification. Good performance gives pleasure;
and we enjoy pleasure, by definition. Just as tears give us the 'pleasure' of relief and
healing (and let nobody imagine that it is otherwise), so. by this process that we call
catharsis, we can feel vicariously, intensely by proxy as it were, without the sometimes
draining experiences which direct involvement can exact. In artistic performance we are
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enabled to express and appreciate the feelings of which the associated emotions are but the
demonstrative partials (the emotions can flash off; the feelings are much more enduring
and sharable). And the spectrum of our emotions is one measure of what we are as people;
and the spectrum is wide - not just sadness, but joy and confidence too, triumph, love,
despair, frustration, amusement, agitation, nostalgia, hope, surprise, anger, and the list
could go on and on. So we turn to music to access the feelings that are pleasurable in
themselves or, moving along the continuum, to experience or vicariously to savour and
express less pleasant feelings without undergoing the associated pain or even anguish in
which they are often encapsulated. All this may seem very familiar to you.

In creating art of any kind (both in the inspiration and in the enjoyment, which, after all, are
only two sides of the same coin) we arrest the volatility of our feelings (which we may
associate with the process of discharging emotion) and can hold them in a kind of
suspension by the process of creation. It is not for discussion today, but I believe deeply
that the process of creation is available to all who engage in musical discourse, be they
composers or performers or, significantly, listeners. We can thus not only come to a
deeper understanding of our feelings, leading us to self-knowledge, but we can share them
with others; and in the sharing we can influence others, gain their admiration and approval.
Therefore as far as the physically expressed arts are concerned it is natural to want to
perform - and to influence people. And I am not being cynical in saying that much of what
we do is, in the end, reducible to seeking the approval that we need for psychological
survival.
I have often observed as a matter of a shared fact of our life as teachers, that the vast
majority of our pupils are at a very rudimentary stage of musical maturity and are probably
not very talented (whatever that means!). So you may very well ask what has all this
transcendental performance by one of the century's most celebrated artists, together with an
examination of the processes of interpretation as art, got to do with the mundane reality of
our working life as instrumental music teachers. My answer is that I am developing and
offering a prototype that we must examine and arguably use as a plausible and truly
imitable model to inform our everyday activities - to lead us and our pupils to the realization
that in well-guided and mature performance there is much more than showing off; it can
offer us real possibilities for self expression, and so for self discovery, if we manipulate
the means skilfully.
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So, again, why performance, and note I am choosing my words very carefully? Why do
we want to perform. Like children we are all conditioned by our admirations; we admire
and we imitate. But are we sure of our motives or of the motives of our pupils? According
to Theodor Adorno who attempts to classify listeners (and therefore potential or aspiring
performers) 'there are the culture consumers who focus on the virtuosity of familiar
masterpieces; they comprise the majority'. This rather depressing common denominator
should steel our resolve as teachers to give our pupils something more to aspire to than the
arguable vulgarity and superficiality of such an approach to musical enjoyment. We should
be concerned about the deeper issues.
I would like to give, without prejudice and with little comment, my second example here
Example: Presto in B flat by Poulenc and Moszkowski's Etude in A flat major Op 72 No
11 from 15 Virtuosity Studies "Per Aspera". Both are played by Horowitz)
I would like to lead you to two models of how music and performance work. And I use
two very complementary and easily remembered acronyms, both suggestive of the
intimacy, the intrinsicality, of musical experience and its closeness to our way of life as
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transmitters in the educational process. They are CLASP 55 (Keith Swanwick' s model for
the way music 'works') and STICK (the fruit of my own research, as to what are the
necessary and sufficient criteria for effective interpretation). But first let me deal briefly
with music as art. Philosophically we should know why music is so important a
dimension in human discourse. It is not acceptable that we use our personal unexplained
response to music as our only justification for its serious inclusion in the education of our
young. I am on my soap-box again, but I make no apology for insisting that it is our duty
to think before we act.

Art is uniquely a human creation; it is emancipating to speculate that we are human
because we are musical. Art is an attempt to find correspondences - often unusual ones between the objectivity of man's natural environment (man being himself part of that
environment) and the subjectivity of the inner world of his own imagination. [Note this
conflict, or is it complementarity, between subjective and objective which we seek to
explain.] These resonances are expressed in perceptible formal structures (music?) which
externalize the state of mind (feeling being a state of mind) giving rise to them. This
externalization provides for both artist (composer and interpreter in the case of music) and
audience a better understanding of the human condition as a mentally appreciated response
to things perceived. Art is essentially creative; it does not reside in the art object itself, but
in the mind which engages it. There is a pervasive confusion about the relationship
between art, beauty and pleasure, all being loosely subsumed (and correctly) under the
rubric of aesthetics. Art in its greatest moments can lead to feelings of sublimity and awe.
But we must remember that all life is not, all the time, concerned with the big issues (I am
giving licence/hostage here to all kinds of music, each in its own time and place). Since the
human condition is dominated by feeling, art to be relevant needs to be true to the nature of
that feeling, its expression in a controlled fashion (not its arousal, betrayal or
undifferentiated discharge) enabling it to be held before the mind and to be better
understood. Art aims to be understood. And as Walter Pater once said: "all art aspires to
the condition of music" 56 Art forces us simultaneously to the recognition of resemblance

55 Keith Swanwick, A Basis for Music Education (Windsor: The NFER-NELSON Publishing Company

Ltd.1979;reprinted 1989). 43.
56 Walter Pater, "The School of Giorgione," in Studies in the History of the-Renaissance- Studies in Art

and Poetty (1873; reprint New York: Mentor Press, 1959), 140.
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to its subject (is it human feeling in the case of music?) and to the appreciation of the
symbolic conventions that achieve it.
The word aesthetic has a broad spectrum of meaning. In referring to aesthetic experience
"it is imagination [another key word], not sensation, to which appeal is made when
empiricists appeal to 'experience'." 57 What we do with what we hear is a function of the
power and fertility of our imagination. Because aesthetic experience subdivides into
perception and response, the dichotomy occurs along the axis of feeling, whether of
pleasure or of pain, when the processes of thought and judgement intervene. This is also
the interface at which the possibility of emotion becomes an embarrassment to philosophers
as adversely affecting the processes of judgement, if not wholly invalidating them. (Why
did "Candle in the Wind' automatically and predictably go to No 1 on the charts? Recent
events can teach us a lot about our art and where it is going and by what it is influenced.)
Aesthetics is most usually considered to be a study of response, to things perceived, which
demands an extreme refinement of sensibility in the subject (the person), playing down raw
emotion and elevating the interplay of sensation, imagination, recollection and reasoning as
the more stable and reliable components of feeling. I am using the word in this sense.
Three main schools of thought, with recognizable interrelationships, have emerged from
considerations of music as art. At the extremes are the Absolutist/Formalist and
Referentialist positions. The first insists on the quality of music as being sui generis, that

is self-justifying, without the need to have a specific meaning or connotation; it is
vulnerable as being too intellectualized and even somewhat dehumanized in the context of
satisfying an overwhelming popular perception that music acts on the emotions - a difficult
idea to debunk and very relevant to the topic under consideration today. Referentialism
relates all music to human events and perceptions and to the recognition of those parallels;
it is now generally regarded as inadequate, naive and lacking in the kind of sophistication to
which much music can lay claim. As Harold Abeles has insisted "Not only does it focus
attention on things other than the music itself; it also doesn't work. "58 The most popular
theory - that of the Absolute Expressionists - lies somewhere in between, as upholding the

57

R G Collingwood, The Principles of Art (London and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958).203.

58Harold F

Abeles, Charles K Hoffer, and Robert H Klotman, Foundations of Music Education (London:
Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1984), 57.
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idea that music does not have a specific meaning (the Absolutist part) but that it does have a
definite connection to one overriding aspect of human discourse, namely that of human
feeling (as distinct from human emotion). Abeles again epitomizes:
It is not surprising that several of the greatest composers who have established themselves
among history's greatest wrote music that seems equally suitable for appreciation of its
formal qualities or its sensuous qualities or its expressive power"59
We probably all accept that in dealing with music we cannot achieve its ultimate artistic
aims if we rely only on its mechanics - or, crudely stated, on the technique or craft of the
performer. True art is not characterized only by considerations of means and end, by a
preconceived plan and the exercise of skill or technique in its creation; these things may be
necessary and present in art but they are not sufficient. What makes art is not the same as
what achieves usefulness, whether this be in the form of a physical artefact or of a
stimulated mood or of a gift for impressing people rather than influencing them deeply and
fundamentally.
This is not because (as Oscar Wilde said, with that curious talent for just missing the truth
and then giving himself a prize for hitting it) "all art is quite useless", for it is not; a work
of art may very well amuse, instruct, puzzle, exhort and so forth, without ceasing to be art,
and in these ways may be very useful indeed. 60
The definition of art in an aesthetic sense, it seems, is very much influenced by tlie
underlying reason for its creation. The stimulation of emotion, although it may be incidental
to aesthetic experience, is insufficient to constitute art if done for its own sake. To excite
emotion and to value its discharge in its own right is to indulge in amusement or
entertainment (Beware! Are we touching a nerve-centre here?); to produce it (emotion) as
a force to be channelled eventually into useful end products is the function of
advertisement, exhortation, magic and religion, each valid in its own way, but equally antiaesthetic. Art which exercises the intellectual faculties alone, either in composition or
instruction, however enjoyable, is skill-orientated and suspect, in that sense, as having real
aesthetic potential. We are left with two key-concepts - imitation and feeling. If art were
59Jbid.,

62.
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assumed to aim at that beneficial pleasure (itself the product of beauty. I am being Platonic
here)) resulting from the imitation of feeling, is this a defensible claim, albeit crudely
expressed? And how, it might be asked, can it achieve its aim? R G Collingwood61, the
British aesthetician, ably provides some of the evidence for this line of thought in his
Principles of Art. The perceptible form of art is the product of an internal something which
we call experience; the correspondence between the two may loosely be called imitation.
The craft of the process is necessary but it is merely there to serve the art proper, whose
function is not as in so-called representative art, to arouse emotion (if we are to believe
Plato and Aristotle) but to examine it and communicate its essence in comprehensible form.
Collingwood epitomizes the riddle:
There is in art proper a distinction resembling that between means and end, but not identical
with it; something to do with emotion, with a resemblance to arousing it, but [which] is
not arousing it; something to do with making things .... but not by skill.62
Before putting all of this theory to practical use let us now return to the two acronym
models CLASP and STICK The first defines simply the elements which are necessary to
ensure the transmission and continuity of music as an ongoing process. The C, A and P
stand for composition, audition (or listening) and performing (the irreducibles for any
particular experience of music); the other enabling components are Literature Studies
(suggesting one largely Western idea which relies, not on oral transmission, but on
notation as enabler) and Skill Acquisition, which embodies the technique of performers

R G Collingwood, The Principles of Art. 32.
G. Collingwood (1889-1943), philosopher and historian, was Waynflete Professor of Metaphysical
Philosophy, Oxford University. One of the most learned men of his generation, he had a remarkable breadth
of interest and knowledge and originality of mind. He is the author of many notable books, including
Essay on Metaphysics, Essay on Philosophical Method and The New Leviathan. Speculum Mentis: or The
Map of Knowledge (cover note to The Principles of Art). His theory of aesthetics, equating art with
expression, is generally linked with that of Benedetto Croce. According to Monroe Beardsley, however,
"the extent of his indebtedness is not clear, but it must be considerable (despite the fact that Collingwood
hardly refers to Croce in his works), even if we allow- as we must for such a strong and go-it-alone mind
as Collingwood's - that he could hav~ worked out a great many of the ideas himself, given only a few
suggestions. Collingwood is not to be dismissed as a mere follower, in any case; his own originality
shows in his determined search for the differentia of art, as opposed to all manner of things confused with it,
and in his detailed analysis of imaginative expression as a process in which inchoate emotion becomes
articulate and self-aware." (Beardsley, Aesthetics, 324.)
62R G Collingwood, The Principles of Art, 108.

60

6l 61R.
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but, by implication, also, I believe, the artistic faculty seen as something that can be
stimulated from its base objective state.
The STICK mnemonic is perhaps more germane in its application to our concerns today. S
is for Sound and Silence (an important 'special' application of sound). This is a criterion
of 'quality' which I treat as a separate consideration; it would be classified by Bennett
Reimer63 (whose wisdom on aesthetic education is legendary) as pre-aesthetic. I would
disagree with him (as, I believe, would most practising instrumentalists) in maintaining
that the 'quality' of sound is an aspect of music, if not the most important one, which
contributes much to aesthetic response (as witnessed in Horowitz's playing, for example);
it is a subjective feature. Then we have T for Technique, in its mechanical craft sense - an
objective issue with which many of us who are instrumental teachers can be preoccupied
for most of our working hours. Subjectivity is emphasised in Imagination and
Communication, the latter a quality which we see in its heightened form in all of the
examples we hear today. Finally K for Knowledge describes a manifold of useful
objectivity which feeds into and enriches the interpretative process. So Interpretation
becomes a mosaic of Objective and Subjective elements; it is our job to ply the objective
and to stimulate and encourage the subjective response ,described correctly by Bernard
Lonergan's masterpiece, Insight, as a 'secret event' .
Finally let us take a few examples to show how the interpretative process is dependent on
and interwoven with the technical delivery. I base what I say on the theory that music in
some mysterious way runs parallel with the sense of our feelings. Human feelings are
above all protean- ever-changing - and so the development of technical facility must
concentrate on these qualities of transience and variability. The only way we can appreciate
variation is by comparing it with something that does not vary. We have therefore to
develop evenness in technical delivery (tone/dynamic, rhythm, balanced sounds etc.) and
from there learn truly to appreciate what we mean by variance. Above all we must listen
and evaluate.

And I want to stress here the instances of simultaneous and sequential

63

Bennett Reimer is one of the most celebrated 20th century writers on the subject of the philosophy of
music education . His principal work A Philosophy of Music Education. flrst published in 1970
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc.) has become a highly respected text in support of the
theories of the Absolute Expressionists and the Aesthetic Education movement in the US. It remained
largely inchallenged as an approach to music education until the 1990s, but-is now subject to some critical
reappraisal. Professor Peimer participated in the M.E.N.D. proceedings in November 1995
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differences (the so called vertical and horizontal aspects of sound, a concept borrowed from
notation). I am going to take an example from each of the main periods Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, and post-Romantic. I hope they will serve to illustrate how students
can be encouraged to think their way artistically through the most seemingly prosaic of

-

technical procedures. This can be done by a constant process of relating technical
problems and their countless drills to instances in the repertoire and vice versa. The
essential technical accomplishments I want to stress are as follows:

4111

The relationship of key speed to dynamic level; there are parallels in string and wind
(including vocal) applications

•

The role of a co-ordinated or balanced arm (or other bodily parts) in facilitating a
spectrum of tonal quality. The active/passive concept in action

•

The use of phrasing and touch (articulation and/or inflection)

•

The recognition of the fading quality of piano sound. In general terms this equates, in
expressive music, to awareness and imitation of the qualities and expressive capabilities
of the human voice

•

Independence of the hands (or other relevant muscular complexes)

•

The separate appreciation of melody, rhythm, harmony and texture in architectonics.

•

The complete or rounded technique required to deliver the classical repertoire
satisfactorily and from which all else can evolve.

4111

The principle of agogic or, to use a much abused word and faculty, the use of rubato
(and I am not thinking here only of Romantic applications)

•

The limitations of notation in offering an unambiguous statement of technical and
interpretative expectation, especially in 'modem' music where prescription is the norm.

Each of these is concerned with the principle of variety in delivery
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Examples/Excerpts:

•

Bach: Subject and Countersubject of Bach's Fugue No 38 in F sharp minor BWV 883,
played by 1) Andras Schiff; 2) Glenn Gould; 3) Sviatoslav Richter

•

Mozart: Menuetto (Trio) from Sonata in A major K 331 played by Mitsuko Uchida

•

Schumann*** Nicht schnell, hiibsch vorzutragen, Op 68 No 26 (Album fUr die
Jugend) played by Stephen Hough

•

Albeniz: El Puerto- No 2 from the Suite "Iberia" (1906-09) played by Alicia de
Larrocha

Frank Heneghan
Dublin 31 January 1998 (4293 words in spoken text, excluding footnotes)
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Music Education As Parameter In The Survival Of Art

Paper III (Frank Heneghan -Ireland)
27 Waltham Tee,
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3531 288 8318
heneghan@indigo.ie

Arts on the Edge - a title as provocative as it is equivocal. I am here today as a musician - as
a performer, a teacher of performers but, above all, as a committed music educator with the
widest brief. I am concerned as to how the whole music education enterprise can be made
to operate more effectively to serve music as art into the next millenium. I want to share
my thoughts with you and hope to receive some spontaneous responses. I should perhaps
vindicate my complete identification with and specialization in music with two aphorisms
which invoke distinguished contributers to this topic. Walter Pater said that "all art aspires
towards the condition of music"; Sergei Rachmaninov sharpened that focus even more
when he said that "music is enough for a lifetime but a lifetime is not enough for music".
So, if I view the art world through a musician's lens perhaps I can hope too to stimulate
thought with some unmingled and concentrated pragmatism which derives added thrust
from its undiluted state.
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I should also perhaps, to start, put down a few markers as to how my talk is going to
develop. I have given the question of music as art a great deal of thought, so if I say that I
lean philosphically towards the Absolute Expressionists I am not just 'blowing with the
wind'. I am convinced of the mimetic function of art, and I have satisfied myself that in the
process of artistic communication or sharing (for that is what it is) human feeling plays a
part and that feeling is, of course, conditioned by an input of mind. And I also make that
crucial distinction between the expression of feeling and the mere discharge of emotion.
Another aphorism, from the pen of Stravinsky, takes me a little further along my chosen
path today. He said that "to the gifts of nature are added the benefits of artifice- such is the
general significance af art64." From this I am inferring that art is uniquely a human
activity, that it is capable of development to the highest levels of sophistication and that it
must therefore form an inseparable tryst with education, and in a dependent role. So I feel
I do not have to apologize for my educational emphasis; if all were well in the educational
guidance of the artistic endeavour there might be margin:illy less need for fundamental
thinkers to point towards new ways of development. Although I am passionately
committed to the high ideal of music as aesthetic experience I am cautioning educators to
tread softly in terms of their expectations as to how the average learner can be made to
cope effectively with the essentially minority activity of independent artistic creativity. To
be implacable and unyielding in this regard is perhaps to alienate or overburden many who

64 0f the

many and often contradictory definitions of art the writer offers a paraphrase of his own view,
prefaced by Stravinsky's epigrammatic comment: "To the gifts of nature are added the benifits of artifice such is the general significance af art." (Poetics, 29) Art is an attempt to fmd correspondences, often
unusual, between the objectivity of man's natural environment (man being himself part of that environment)
and the subjectivity of the inner world of his own imagination. These resonances are expressed in
perceptible formal structures which externalize the state of mind giving rise to them. This externalization
provides for both artist and audience a better understanding of the human condition as a mentally
appreciated response to things perceived. Art is essentially creative; it does not reside in the art object
itself, but in the mind which engages it. There is a pervasive confusion about the relationship between art,
beauty and pleasure, all being loosely subsumed (and correctly) under the rubric of aesthetics. The pleasure
in artistic perception need not be of a purely sensuous nature nor need the sense of beauty correspond for
example merely to the charming or picturesque. Art in its greatest moments can lead to feelings of
sublimity and awe. Since the human condition is dominated by feeling art needs only to be true to the
nature of that feeling, its expression (not its arousal, betrayal or undifferentiated discharge) in a controlled
fashion enabling it to be held before the mind and to be better understood. Art aims to be understood.
This view is developed in what follows.
Art forces us simultaneously to the recognition of resemblance to its subject and to the appreciation of the
symbolic conventions that achieve it. The nature of the wotk of art becomes secondary to the nature of the
response to it. The mental balancing act required to relate the subject to its artistic configurations is the
aesthetic challenge. "Once we become accustomed to making the necessary imaginative leap, we may
regard as specially valuable art which has given our imagination new and exciting scope." (Sheppard,
Aesthetics, 14)
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might otherwise be caught in our net - those who enjoy the simpler pleasures of
involvement withouit querying their reasons for the pleasure they feel. As Schonberg is
reputed to have said "if it is art it is not for all, and if it is for all it is not art". How do we
reconcile this with the popular maxim of 'music for all'? In fact are we saying that music
education is in crisis as we approach a third millenium? In a very recent survey in Britain
(with 4000 participants) to find the most popular album ever issued, not one classical
recording appeared in the top 100! I am not, of course, hinting here that classical muisc is
the only appropriate domain for art, but is there food for thought here and are music
educators listening? This brings me to a cluster of key ideas which will permeate my talk.
Let me suggest them to you as factors in music education (SLIDE):context, relevance, cost, resources, the controversial place of performance, continuum,
skills, music as entertainment, achievement as an educational criterion, assessment, training
for transmission (the role of the teacher).

The Music Education National Debate (M.E.N.D.) In Ireland.
At the end of 1985, ironically The European Year of Music, a report on music education
was published by the Arts Council (of Ireland). With the reproachful title DeafEars?65 its
chilling message was that "the young Irish person has the worst of all European musical
'worlds'". There were no surprises for music educators at any level in this disturbing and
melodramatic confirmation of their worst fears, but they were slow, as musicians often are,
to galvanize themselves into united action, or to target the lack of resources, and political
advocacy to provide them without discrimination, as possible root causes. As Ciaran
Benson, the chairman of the steering committee, so pertinently observed . "we need to
distinguish explanations that have to do with an inability to fmance a comprehensive
national programme of music education from explanations that have to do with an inability
to establish the educational importance of music education"66. - A very well-aimed
comment which targets politicians and music educators alike. And, of course, recognition
of music's educational importance carries with it the responsibility for ensuring that it is
dispensed with equality, economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

65

Donald Herron, Deaf Ears? - A Report on the provision of music education in Irish shools (Dublin; The

Arts Council, 1985)
66

Ciaran Beson quoted in the Introduction to the Deaf Ears? Report, pviii.
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The history of education in Ireland, and the provision of music within it, could not have
led to any other result. The provision of basic education in the three Rs which had
characterized the nineteenth century 'colonial' dispensation to a population largely defmable
as peasants and artisans had been fertilized with music, from 1840 onwards, through the
good offices of the aesthetically aware Sir Thomas Wyse. But this had been systematically
swamped by an understandable mentality which saw education in terms of its utilitarian
potential for the workplace and emigration; music had little place in such scenario.
Instrumental music was too expensive for the majority and was available only at a very low
level of expertise, another feature one might have been expected in a poor and conquered
European offshore island. As Ireland's political fortunes developed in this century our
preoccupations, at various times, with a variety of pressing educational issues - the
promotion, if not the restoration, of the Irish language, the additional need for non-artistic
proficiency in European languages and, finally, the demands for technological skills in the
interests of the country's economy - all militated against and inevitably played down the
importanceof music as a school subject. It has always been the old story of the arts having
to wait for an upturn in economic fortunes, which is never sufficiently impressive or stable
to enable conditional promises to be taken seriously. Hellenic ideals, aided by the liberal
arts mentality of mediaeval universities, were upheld too in the Imperial models passed on

to Irish education. The universities controlled the curriculum imposed in secondary
schools; this succeeded in entrenching the intellectual approach to music education. The
training of teachers for primary education used the child-centred model; many candidates
were chosen from rural areas where skills in the Irish language acted in their favour. Again
music was not taken seriously by the general education strategists and the music component
in teacher training was derisory. Teachers for second-level schools were academically
oriented and therefore this approach became the norm, and had the effect of turning music
for examination purposes (and there was time for little outside this provision) into an elitist
subject which was perceived as being too difficult for ordinary students. The anomaly of
the importation of instrumental music into secondary schools from the private sector as an
assessed component in examinations further dichotomized the music cohorts in a
discriminatory and damaging way.
Tout court, the school system of music education was seen in 1985 as a failure in terms of
contemporary socio/philosophical thought. With few exceptions it engaged the sympathies
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of neither the educators nor the learners, making music an endangered subject; the gravity
of this fmding was to deepen over the ensuing decade (SLIDE)There was insufficient
concentration in the implemented curriculum; there were regional and socio/economic
inequalities. Serious discontinuities between junior and senior cycles sometimes appeared
~

as virtual deprivation; pedagogical approaches were seen as too academic and too
formidably lacking in active music-making to hold the interest of the majority. There was
encouraging evidence of a healthy dispensation in the private sector, which had always
attempted to provide the exact positive equivalent to the perceived omissions in the school
system. But this carne at a price, and violated the cherished ideal of music freely dispensed
and generally available through state-sponsored education - a classical dilemma that many
of my listeners will be familiar with. The few public initiatives67 over the past fifteen
years, admirable as they were in themselves, were concerned with specific grievances and
were redolent of vested interest rather than of concern for general amelioration. The
situation seemed to call for a respondent to the grim assertions of the Deaf Ears? Report,
one that would be far-reaching and comprehensive in its brief, impartial and distanced in its
enactment and capable of claiming the support of the entire music education lobby, public
and professional. The M.E.N.D., which was conceived-as a logical, proactive sequence to
the Arts Council Report aspired to the filling of that role, and has arguably succeeded.
The initiative to launch a M.E.N.D. carne from the Dublin Institute of Technology, by far
the largest provider in Ireland of institutionalized music education, across the full spectrum
of academic and practical modes68. In addition to its massive sponsorship for the duration
of the enterprise a number of major sponsors carne forward from the public sector69. The
ultimate goal was, through a wide-ranging programme of public debates on issues of music
education, to suggest a model for the establishment of a permanent forurn,which would

67 Leaving Certificate Campaign; Music in the Classroom initiaitive; PIANO (Provision and Instituional
Arrangements Now for Orchestras and Ensembles)
68 The DIT typifies the end result of a mosaic of musical provision which makes Irish provision unique in
a European context. All levels of practical training, from the most elementary to the highest post graduate
levels, feom amateur to professional, are catered for under a single management structure. The Institute
itself, of which its College (Conservatmy) of Music is but a small component, has recently been established
by legislation as a degree-awarding agency in its own right and within its own provision It therefore has
more than a passing interest in the confirmation of the unusual music education hybrid, ministering to all
levels, as suitanle for retention within its ambit. This has, in itself, become a major issue in Irish music
education
69 These included the international company of SiemensNixdotf, The Bank of Irel;and, the Institute of
Education and the Services Industrial and Professional Technical Union (SIPTU).
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organize, democratize and prioritize those issues, and then act as a pressure group to lead
to satisfactory outcomes. It was publicly announced in February 1994 that the research
project had been maturing for a number of years and that its public phase was being
planned; this came to fruition between October 1994 and November 1996. The initiative
engaged the interest of the President of Ireland, Mary Robinson, who also became the
patron of the culminating phase.

Basic Premises Of The M.E.N.D.
Since school music education had been the target of the Deaf Ears? Report it was adopted
as a major focus of the M.E.N.D. It was felt that without this basic building block all other
provision would be artificial, discriminatory and elitist. Since the DIT was itself in the
forefront of private (semi-state) enterprise in music education and educational reform, it
was itself in a position to provide substantial intellectual advocacy in setting up the
structures for the debates and in contributing to the opening philosophical parameters.
Thus a preliminary set of agenda items was assembled from the implications of the Deaf
Ears? Report itself. This included a detached and thorough search for what it is that music
education in schools sets out to achieve; in other words what is the context of Irish music
education? This invitation to preoccupation with fundamentals might seem a fatuous and
even simplistic suggestion, but it is amazing how divided the world of music education is
on this basic issue. Other derivative concerns (SLIDE) were the interrelationships between
curricula at primary and secondary level, the quality and relevance of teacher training, the
negative burden and artificiality of the practico-academic divide, the effects (psychological
and pragmatic) of assessment as a tool, the nature of performance and its place in general
education, and the recognition of the work of the private sector. The time had come for
musicians to be proactive, to realize that there is a demanding world outside of music and
that they would have to come to terms with its constraints rather than expect that it would
accommodate their partisan ideas without question.
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Methodology Of The M.E.N.D. ·
In the history of the state, although there had been campaigns for a better provision in
music education, there had never before been such an ambitious enterprise in relation to it.
There was reason to suppose that those potentially interested might be ill-prepared for the
searching nature of the proposed enquiry and its long-term implications; yet without their
total input the credibility of the outcomes would be open to question. Even still it is
difficult to predict how effective it was in stimulating a lasting awareness of the need for
entrepreneurial activity from those with leadership qualities within the lobby. In
anticipation of encountering a certain ambivalence in garnering general support, a modus
operandi was formulated with a view to the active involvement, in the debates themselves,
of leaders in the field of music education across the broadest global spectrum of remit, to
attract, by their very eminence, a participative and enthusiastic audience. This strategy
proved effective; the underlying rationale was systematic as the adopted sequence should
illustrate,
The agenda for the debates was an overriding consideration. It was necessary to
demonstrate a convincing democratic spirit from the very outset in drafting it. It was
therefore decided that a heralding one-day conference would be held to condition the
prospective participants and to explain the intention behind the main events. This was
conducted by the distinguished British music educator, Keith Swanwick, no stranger to the
Irish scene. During the course of the seminar the 130 participants (mostly professional
music educators) were asked to consider a comprehensive list of possible issues in Irish
music education and to prioritize them. The response to this questionnaire was
encouraging and workable; there was a marked level of agreement as to what were the
burning questions for debate. The only moderation applied to the results was to place the
final rationalization, in eight headings, into a logical sequence, so that the conduct of the
debates would have a plausible continuity. In the event this agenda, although offered for
modification, stood the test of time <Uld proved to be a hardy irreducible which survived
into post-M.E.N.D. days as a statement of the commanding parameters of Irish music
education.
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In deciding on the timescale of the initiative many arguably conflicting approaches had to be
weighed. It was necessary to stress the intention to be comprehensive and thorough.
There was the need, first, to allow time, even leisure, to reidentify, simultaneously, the
whole spectrum of concern, to present scholarly deliberations in relation to it, issue by
issue, and then to debate it in forum; on the other hand the programme should be
'telescoped' to obviate a feeling of chronic futile debate and passivity. To engage and
retain the interest of participants, individual events should be substantial and significant in
content, especially since it was hoped to attract audience and speakers from the whole
country, involving travel and personal expense over a period; thus the convenience of
sociable timing became critical, to justify an expectation of widely engaging the musicloving community. Furthermore it was desirable to adopt a mechanism which could
psychologically benchmark key stage progress and stimulate a real sense of expansiveness
followed by convergence. In other words a metamorphosis from bald agenda items to
solutions or, at least, to concentration into a simple list of 'deconstructable barriers to
progress' was the aim. In the certain knowledge that budgetary provision would be
severely stretched in the process, agreement was successfully negotiated with the
sponsors to involve the international community of music education scholarship. Ireland
had suffered too long from the narrowness of post-colonial thought and the futility of a
time lag in adopting new ideas, often when the promoters themselves had already
superannuated them. It seemed time to hear what the global philosophical, administrative
and executive experts had to say in both general and specific terms. This suggested another
strategy for flagging progression in the debates; it was thus proposed to subdivide the
enterprise along yet another axis. An exclusively Irish team would first define, delimit and
debate the areas of concern; this work would form the basis of an interim report which
would then be submitted to a representative team of internationally recognized scholars.
Responses in the form of focused papers in the context of the thematic dominance of each
specialist enlisted would be elicited and would fuel the ensuing debates. This process
would be repeated before Phase III with the difference that the 'faculty' would then
comprise a complementary array of speakers and panel members, drawn from Ireland and
abroad, who could then comprehensively debate the agenda in its more refmed, convergent
and proactive context.
The logistic structure of the initiative soon evolved. It would comprise three weekend-long
conferences. Because the agenda was heavy with (potential) deta:il, it seemed desirable to
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encourage delegates to stream themselves towards their areas of prime interest; it proved
plausible to segregate the topics into differentiated families that would effectively densify
the substance and usable outcomes of each debate session while offering delegates a
choice. The sessions would be audio-recorded and, as an additional feature to elicit
independent thought and collective wisdom side-by -side, special reporters were invited to
supplement the material produced by each debate with a free interpretative analysis of the
prevailing mood at that gathering. The layout was carefully planned; in theory therefore it
was promising.

The Agenda For The M.E.N.D.
(SLIDE)
I

The Philosophical Theories. The concept of the state-funded general education
system as enabler in music education. The segregated educational needs of
composers, performers, teachers and listeners.

II

Appraisal of the music education network in Ireland as it currently exists.

III

The fractured continuum in music education in Ireland.

N

The conflict between the concept of the centrality of performance and the elitism
stigma. Towards a reconciliation

V

The Leaving Certificate crisis as Paradigmatic Flashpoint.

VI

The rOle of National Culture in the music education curriculum.

VII

Music at third-level. The professional training of musicians. The Conservatoire
Aspiration.

VIII

The establishment of a permanent National Forum for Music Education.

While this agenda may seem unexceptionable, even typical in many respects, and adaptable
too, I would maintain that the national systems of music education with which I have even
a passing acquaintance all embody nuances and differences in the emphasis of their
operating parameters that make them unique; this, in fact, is one of the outcomes of the
M.E.N.D. that has a message for all music educators, but especially for those who may
lean lazily towards the adoption of ready-made solutions to their problems based on halfdigested theories that mat be divergent in the fundamental educational questions they seek
to address. Ireland has only recently begun to make its mark in the field of educational
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research in music; in the field of non-derivative philosophical thought on the subject we are
not leaders. But in following the lead of others, some of them very distinguished in their
subject, I fear that we have been too easily impressed and superficial in our analysis. All
philosophies have defmed limits to the applicability of their idealism; fitting a rationale to
an existing system is therefore a hazardous business in the hands of the uninformed or
gullible. I believe also that we have no monopoly of naivete, judging by the dissonances
between the philosophical allegiances professed by many music educators and the
educational realities of the systems in which they work. If we look briefly at the two lists of
concerns I mentioned already - those derived from our Deaf Ears? Report and my own
additional causes for anxiety, you will see how crucial it is that education be guided by a
philosophy that is sensitive to these issues in context. But more of that presently.
It is unnecessary to stress that in any plan for amelioration of a faulty system it is, of
course, crucial to understand the exact nature and gravity of the problems to be addressed.
These are not defmed by an undifferentiated collection of coterie grievances, but by their
interreltionships and interactions. I have already sketched the salient features of Irish
school music education which are incompatible with any reasonable expectation of a
satisfactoryprovision (SLIDE). The irreducible essence might be stated as a historically
implanted practico/academic dichotomy which is as old as the tenets of Greek philosophy.
I suspect that this may be a feature of many other systems and very familiar to my
audience. I would like to make one pointed comment here relating the first and second
agenda items by suggesting that many philosophers have blundered in overstressing the
neatly closed system and indispensability of composer, performer and listener in the
making of a musical experience, while ignoring the ministry of teachers to ensure its quality
and its survival as an art.
The fractured continuum in school music education in Ireland is, as I have explained, a
direct result of differences between child-centred and subject-centred education- between a
junior cycle teacher cohort ill-prepared for even the most rudimentary of music teaching
tasks (and we do not have music specialists in the primary system) and an academicallyoriented senior cycle force which, because it is generally inimical to performance as an
unfamiliar tool, has little appeal, judging by the dwindling uptake. But although this was
identified as the root cause of the malaise in Irish schools it has many manifestations
beyond the interface between primary and second-level education. Continuum and liaison
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between philosophical thinkers and educational strategists, between second and third-level
education for aspiring professional musicians, between general and music educators and,
above all, between the interests and activities of practical and academic musicians are
necessary. Here, I am sure, there are many parallels to the Irish dilemma in countries that
ostensibly boast more music-friendly educational provision than ours.
The most crucial of all concerns in music education is, in my view, the place of
performance within it. This is a subject of a separate derivative paper on which I invite
comment from anyone who might wish to read or hear it. It is too wide a question to deal
with here but to stimulate discussion I would like to raise one issue. I believe that the
mystique surrounding performance in the human psyche is related, inter alia, to skill,
virtuosity and a sense of achievement. This is not to disavow the kind of rudimentary
involvement in music-making that can and should be usefully encouraged by skilful
teachers. But the two are not the same (nor do they both generally answer to the same
'definition' of art) and it is dangerous to deceive ourselves into believing that they are. One
is a specialization demanding a heavy personal commitment of time and energy which
places it outside the scope of general education; the other is intrinsically limited in potential
but is eminently suitable for incorporation in a general music programme in schools. The
crucial factor is the relationship between skill and time and this defines the difference.
There is much current confusion which seems to ignore the limiting factors. If we are
speaking about music performance as art (remembering Stavinsky' s aphorism) it is
unrealistic to expect it to come as a response to unspecialized teaching.
The interface between second- and third-level education is a natural focal point of concern,
for it is the stage at which most lose their contact with formal educational experiences in
music. It invites not only summative assessment of what has been achieved in some 12
years of schooling, but appraisal too of how the aims of that formative period have been
met, including the relevance of assessment itself as a tool. Concerns in Ireland have ranged
from the relevance of the curriculum itself at senior cycle to the standards expected in other
subjects, to the socio/musical needs of the majority being served by it, and to the minority
interests of those who might expect their progression to third-level studies in music to be
fully met by school provision. There has been some disingenuousness in this latter regard
within current strategies to reform the curriculum with a view to increasing the popularity
of music as a senior cycle subject, to reform its content and to establish credible continuity
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with the feeder systems. There has been a laudable attempt to establish a better correlation
between time spent and expected achievement, but this inevitably attenuates standards and
threatens or reduces the relevance of school music to those who aspire to the profession,
sending them outside the school system to 'top up' their skills. There is a realism here,
however, not necessarily to be decried, for it highlights the need to recognize the
contribution that the private sector makes to the total enterprise.
Ireland has a rich heritage of traditional music which has recently expanded to make a
significnt contribution within the ambit of the world commercial music market. At home, it
is (inherently) community-based, popular, freely available but not generally taken up by the
majority of the population as a serious pursuit in perceived educational terms. It is outside
the experience of most school children. The M.E.N.D. attempted to highlight its
importance and potential, and to examine how its intrinsic informality might be adapted
selectively to normalize aspects of it into the more formal setting of general school to
expose children to their natural cultural inheritance. There is a danger that this bicultural
nature of the Irish music education dilemma may be overtaken and further diluted or
confused by premature attempts to superimpose multicultural modes. I feel this quandary
may not be peculiar to Ireland; it needs sensitive and even-handed treatment in relation to
progressive contemporary music education ideas.
Although school music education was the central target of the M.E.N.D.there is always the
problem of where to access the system as a total regenerative cycle. It would therefore
have been foolhardy to have ignored the sources of that educational provision since it is in
the training of professionals that the formative influences, good and suspect, can be traced.
Again I am invoking relevance as a criterion, and I am including all third level education
since it is axiomatic that the vast majority of professional musicians teach at some time, and
I claim that all musical expertise; whether practical or academic, should have instructional
access to general music education. There has been a significant growth over the past two
decades in third-level education in Ireland and in the number of institutions providing it;
this drift has applied to the availability of music programmes, with the consequent buyer's
market for those seeking them. There is arguably an over-provision which has affected the
very nature of the courses on offer and the options within them. Although changes in
emphasis are plausibly defended, the reality is that practical institutions have become more
academic, arguably for the right reasons, and traditionally academic colleges (the
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universities) have added practical modules, up to master's level, to attract the best talents,
who almost invariably come from a practical background. This system is overdue for some
kind of rationalization as is its total relevance to educational goals at lower levels in a
national context.
Finally, there was a need to signal a plan for continuity in concern for music education
which would stretch out far beyond the culmination of the M.E.N.D. itself; pragmatism
and the bitter experiences of the demise of previous initiatives demanded as much. It was
obviously necessary to have this need for a national forum endorsed by the participants in
the M.E.N.D. so that a comfortable transition from one to the other could be effected.

The Enactment Of The M.E.N.D.
The conferences themselves were very well attended, particularly considering the
minuscule size of the music education enterprise in Ireland where, for example, less than
2% of the school-going population learn an instrument institutionally. More than 1600
attendances were recorded and it is significant that not a single agency of music education
in the state was absent from the deliberations. But it should also be stressed, in honesty,
that the initiative was not just well publicized but that a great deal of effort was expended in
personal contacts to ensure that musical conscience was touched in the matter of
pressurizing the apathetic to attend. Almost every key educator in the state was asked to
participate actively in such matters as chairing a debate session, making a prepared
scholarly contribution or acting as an interpretative reporter. In particulalar, the fully
international event, the centrepiece of the project, was an unqualified success; it was a
matter of considerable gratification that all the invitees accepted with enthusiasm and
participated in a very full schedule which not only demanded a personal presentation but
found them acting as panel members in a variety of contexts to which their expertise
seemed especially suited. We were honoured to have had the services of Professor Richard
Colwell, from the New England Conservatory in Boston, as the moderator of that entire
weekend session70.

70

The internationally distinguished faculty who contributed at Stages #2 and #3 comprised visitors from 4
continents as follows Most are members if the International Society for Music Education (IS:tvffi):-
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Sequence And Quality Of Conference Sessions
It proved generally feasible, by careful planning, to provide prepared presentations
germane to each agenda topic immediately before it was further broken down into
subheadings for debate; it was felt that this would provide the right kind of stimulus to
sharpen the focus of the session inputs. Separate detailed agendas were provided for the
guidance of each chairperson, from which a judicious choice could be made. The drafting
of these agendas alone soon confirmed that the idea of adequatey debating the spectrum of
issues likely to be suggested by the main agenda and the scholarly treatment of its topics
was over ambitious - another justification for the suggestion to inaugurate a forum which
would continue to process the material proactively.
It was not surprising that the quality of the prepared papers outshone the more spontaneous
contributions at the debates themselves, but it was always envisaged that both inputs would
be processed as complementary essentials to the final result. The lectures tended to be
more focused on their topic, general rather than over-concentrated on specific problems in
Irish music education, and therefore admirably detached from emotional interests. The
debates, on the other hand, were more antiphonal and often confrontational, sometimes
engaging visiting panel lecturers in defensive apologias. No specific recommendations
were demanded; time allocations were limited and it was felt that the drafting of formal
outcomes would have inhibited flow, failed to reach agreement or even consensus, and
achieved nothing that a faithful interpretation, drafted from the defmitive audio-tapes,
could not more convincingly convey.

Prof Harold Abeles (USA); Emeritus Prof Sir Frank Callaway (Australia); Prof Richard Colwell (USA);
Prof David Elliott (Canada); Prof Paul Lehman (USA); Prof Marie Me Carthy (USA); Prof Bennett
Reimer (USA); Dr Janet Rittermand (UK andAustralia); Prof Ramon Santos (The Philippinies); Prof
Patricia Shehan-Campbell (USA) Ms Dorothy Straub (USA); Prof Keith Swanwick (UK); Dr Karl Veblen
(USA).
The Irish contributors included:Dr Ita Beausang (DIT); Dr Albert Bradshaw); Emeritus Professor Hormoz Farhat (Trinity College
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Derivative Findings Of The M.E.N.D.
Although the final report of the M.E.N .D. initiative has still to be issued, it is nevertheless
possible to anticipate a little and to give a flavour of the outcomes. There was a predictable
plethora of wish-list recommendations with a specifically Irish context and with little hope
of immediate or total implementation. These, however, taken from and in conjunction with
the copious volume of documentation generated by the initiative, yielded to interpretative
analysis as to what are the substantive issues in Irish music education expressed in general
terms. It must be stressed in this connection that the M.E.N.D.was an independent
enquiry which sought to examine the Irish provision from first principles. Two significant
and overriding truths emerged. The first is that, although national systems of music
education are undoubtedly unique as to their detail, and Ireland is ostensibly no exception
to this rule, the refmed overriding parameters are characterized more by similarity than by
difference. The second discovery, leading on from that and therefore logically applicable to
the global situation, is that the problems by which music edcuation is beset are largely intramusical. In other words, they do not come from external sources; they are the concern of
musicians in the first place and, furthermore, they are eminemtly solvable. Here they are,
and I would like each member of the audience to appraise their general applicability:(SLIDE)
1.

Music education systems, while they may have similar aims, yet have intrinsic
differences. They must be informed by a philosophy which is sufficiently
adaptable to be capable of absorbing these differences in context.

2.

There must be a route for the idealism of philosophy to penetrate effectively to
music education strategists.

3.

The holistic qualities of music and music education call for recognition that
specialisms will and must develop and have developed. The simplest dichotomy is
between academic and practical aspects. There must be mutual respect and
recognition between these groups if they are to collaborate successfully in
education.
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Arising from these specializations and from an overview of philosphical advocacy,
the realistic capability of any music education programme must be assessed in
relation to time allocations and resources. Overloading has a stultifying effect
which is anti-aesthetic.

5.

The special place of performance or music-making within education should be
recognized. Performance should be defined and delimited in educational terms and
within particular systems. Without precise definition of its constraints it is open to
misinterpretation within the understandings of certain philosphical stances.

6.

The commanding resource in music education is teacher quality. Teacher training
must be a priority. It must be relevant and it must be self- fertile in subsequent
application so that a stream of suitable candidates for music teacher training is
produced from the general music education system.

Conclusion
By way of conclusion I am going to paraphrase these findings in an Irish context,
highlighting our specific problems and hope, afterwards, to benefit, myself, from some
statements of experiences in other systems. In this conference I assume that there is an
emphasis on professionalism in the practice of art but that such a dominant preoccupation,
if it is there, does not attempt to gainsay or disavow the importance of the wellspring,
which resides in education. Music in Ireland is bedevilled by an educational system which
is not fully effective, in its musical interests, for the majority; pockets of real achievement
do exist as exceptions to the rule, but outside the ambit of general education. It became
apparent in the early stages of M.E.N.D. that philosophy of music education had not been a
concern for the vast majority of teachers, most of them concerned with the cut and thrust of
the quotidian battle for survival. The international phase therefore concentrated heavily on
this topic, bringing together philosphers who, in presenting their provocative and
sometimes arguably polar ideas, afforded opportunities to Irish educators to crystallize
their own thoughts on one persistent topic that must be familiar as such to all - viz.
performance. It is ineluctble. It cannot be ignored, but it must be treated realisticlly and
honestly; otherwise, as educators, we may lose the respect of the community we serve. By
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presenting performance to the six-point general list above (SLIDE) applicability to the
specific becomes abundantly clear.
We heard many philosophical expositions during the M.E.N.D. I am not here to
pontificate on them and can sincerely say that they were all impressive and admirably
consistent - within their defmed parameters - and are worthy of respect and consideration.
But they all came endorsed with a prudent disclaimer which can best be swnmed up in this
hybrid warning about all rationales, which are 'not a dogma, or a fixed set of beliefs and
actions, but an ever-changing, ever-developing position that music is worthy of serious
attempts to learn it ... No philosophy can be perfectly applicable to all practical
situations '71 And we owe to Bennett Reimer the further exhortation to contextualize in
order to adapt philosophy to its intended application. In relation to a mentality which
insists on the dominance of performance in general music education two mitigating truths
must underline the implementation of such an approach. The first is that the intention is not
to train a population of performers; this is unrealistic for many reasons including that of
simple pragmatism. The second is that the skill of artistic listening is a prerequisite for
good performance. We must never regard listening as a second-class citizenship; this is a
dangerous and divisive mentality which is fashionable, even amongst music educators,
who should know better and think with greater sensitivity. What then can be achieved if
there are time constraints, as there are; is the Irish case characteristic; how are we coping?
In Ireland performance is not, and never has been, on offer in school as a right, or even as
an option, in the curricular provision, and teachers have not been trained to deliver it. The
dichotomy between academic and practical approaches to music education is distinct and
divisive. Our strategists are besotted with the promises of philosophies that seem to
guarantee successful performance programmes without the need for skills; we are currently
in the process of curricular reform which is ultimately threatened by this misunderstanding.
In fairness to the promoters, whose intellectual property is on trial, so the speak, it has
been established, by direct enquiry, that an expert purpose-trained teaching force is being

71 The first part of this statement came from Bennett Reimer and the last part from David Elliott; they are
documented in the hard copies of their presentations to M.E.N.D. and are quoted in the Interim Report of
Phase II ofM.E.N.D (pp 31 and 35 respectively). As C. D. Burns said (quoted in Susanne Langer,
PhilosoPhY in a New Key, 5) 'philosophers in every age have attempted to give an account of as much
experience as they could. . .. all great philosophers have allowed for more than they could explain, and
have, therefore, signed beforehand, if not dated, the death warrant of their philosophies'
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assumed; this we do not currently have in Ireland. Performance policies in the general
school system are decided at national strategic level by non-performers. There is de facto
recognition that public capability in performance is in a specialist stream by the coexistence
of a healthy, if regionally uneven, private sector dispensation. Clearly there is a need
amongst music educators to bring the warring factions (including the extramural
practitioners) together if this crucial area of music education is to have a future which
commands respect in educational terms on the basis of what it achieves. The Music
Education National Forum, the agenda item which attempts to tie the M.E.N.D. to a
negotiated future, is prefigured in the cogent definition of the current state of the art in its
Irish educational context; rapprochement is not possible without a negotiating table.
The Music Education National Forum was duly inaugurated during the culminating stages
of the M.E.N.D. In fact the synchronization was intended to create the impression that
Phase Ill of the earlier initiative would, in fact, be the first national conference. The forum
is currently trying to establish its terms of reference, structures and constitution; it is
proving to be a slow and painful process. The best that can be said of it is that there is no
opposition to its existence, but that is obviously a rather negative view and is clearly
insufficient to guarantee a vibrant future based on healthy interactions. Entrpreneurial
leadership is demanded and a reprioritized agenda which stimulates the imagination of all
who are interested in music education, who understand its demands and are prepared to
campaign to meet them. I believe that the recent work done in Ireland so far offers a useful
model worthy of examination by others similarly-minded; its outcomes have, however,
established the uncomfortable awareness that the road to progress must first be paved with
the thoughts, words and actions of musicians and for whatever reason, self-seeking or
altruistic.
Frank Heneghan. Dublin 31 January 1998 (6448 words)
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The phenomenon of art, and music as one of its most important manifestations, is uniquely
human-related. "To the gifts of nature", says Stravinsky," are added the benefits of artifice
- such is the general significance of art"72. Music-making too is an intrinsically human
faculty and its enjoyment a universal experience. Although the creativity of music resides,
without a clear hierarchy, in its conception, its physical and audible delivery, and even in
listening, the popular perception is yet one of music as a performing art. But music is too
intertwined with the total fabric of human endeavour to be susceptible to such exclusive
definition; it can be enjoyed at naive and sophisticated levels, in cathartic and expressive
ways. George Bernard Shaw once said that "music will express any emotion, base or
lofty, she is absolutely unmoral"73. And it is in its relation to human feeling that music
boasts its inalienable value, but it is impossible to encompass the spectrum of its appeal in a
single pronouncement.
Performance is largely a product of so-called Western society, with its complex system of
music-making based on literacy; in an paper of limited scope, it is being considered here
largely in that context. Performance is, of its nature, confrontational; normatively it
72

Igor Stravinsky,. Poetics of Music in the Form of Six Lessons. Translated by Arthur
Knodel and IngolfDahl. Cambridge, (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1970), 29
73 George Bernard Shaw, Music in London,l890-94
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assumes executants (bearers of the composer's intentions) and listeners, although their
functions may coalesce in one person. It, too, is resistant to unambiguous definition
simply because it can mean different things according to circumstances. From the moment
that a child becomes aware that there is a world outside his own body he learns to perform.
Performance in the sense of communicating with, impressing and influencing others is also
a universal activity. It is something we learn to do and it is surely unexceptionable to claim
that it is essentially skill-based in a progressive way; performance in music is no exception
to this rule. For some it may be almost intuitive, arising from the concept of giftedness or
talent: for others the skill has to be acquired with help, patience and hard work. As F. J.
Fetis said in 1844, stressing the ineluctable role of the teacher: " It is evident that what we
do without a guide, we should do much better with one. "74
It is also arguably true that most mature adults in our Western society would like to have
performing skills; whether they would all have been prepared to avail of the necessary
resources and invest time in the effort of acquiring them is another question - one that
educational strategists face perennially. Pragmatism teaches us a sobering lesson in this
regard. But the aspiration is there and, because it is there, we find most people dabbling in
music at various levels, comprehensively encapsulated in the manifold activities of
composing, performing and listening; these three (with the indispensable assistance of
scholars and teachers) therefore form the subject and thrust of much music education
philosophy. And it is vital to seal the close affinity between these artificially separated
pursuits by asserting that performing is vicarious composing, as listening, to be effective,
must intimately share many of the skills of performance.
About 2300 years ago Aristotle focused on the enigma of music and its hold on human
attention when he said "it is not easy to determine the nature of music, or why anyone
should have knowledge of it"; since then a plethora of definition, none of it adequate, has
tried to respond to his postured scepticism. Philosophies of music and of music education
have proliferated, though we have yet to progress to the ultimate refinement of a convincing
philosophy of performance in music education; but the world has never been more sharply
divided on this crucial issue than at present. Many of us might feel, somewhat evasively,
that music-making is now so fundamentally sealed into the understood and accepted
74F.

J. Fetis, Music Explained to the World, or. How to understand Music and enjoy its
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patterns of human behaviour that it needs no justification beyond, or indeed because of, its
sheer almost indispensable and saturating presence. As Harold Abeles has said "!mowing
the reason why people value music is not nearly as significant as realizing that they do
value it".75 Those who advocate music-making and, by implication, music education,
speak of its holistic qualities, its ability to engage the cognitive and psycho-motor faculties
in a limiting way. Above all, few would question the fact that music's lens can survey and
visit the whole domain of human feeling. And because of its persuasiveness in a feelingful
sense it invites consideration as art. After all, Walter Pater has claimed that "all art aspires
towards the condition of music. "7 6 - a flattering but provocative suggestion. This is to
introduce its more sophisticated characteristics and, truly regardless of the genre, presents
us with problems of valuing and judgement, eventually leading us on to educational
concerns.

Ed~cation

has been defined as the process of preserving for the use of future

generations that which society values. It follows therefore that music (and performance)
must have a place in education, whatever about their disputed levels of priority. But what
is it in music that society values (?); that is the question, and it must be answered
responsibly.
Let us construct, or at least suggest, a few provocative syllogisms to draw an interim
conclusion from the argument so far. Two commanding aspirations seem to define the
general trend of music education philosophy in the closing years of this century; Ireland is
no stranger to this campaign. They are the laudable slogan of 'music for all' and the idea
of the dominance of performance, or music-making, in its dispensation. Both aims are
largely idealistic but possibly unattainable in current circumstances of what I would call a
competitive education mentality, where time management is an overriding criterion for the
learner. Arnold Schonberg is reputed to have said that 'if it is art it is not for all, and if it
is for all it is not art'. If, in the final reduction (and let us not draw back from these
admissions), we try to equate music with mere performance we are left with a potentially
unmanageable educational conundrum and the rapid and inevitable collapse of our dream
for education in the arts. We can argue from the honest but refractory stance attributed to

Performance (London: H. G. Clarke and Co., 1844), 299.
Abeles, Charles R.Hoffer, and Robert H Klotman, Foundations of Music
Education (London:Collier Macmillan Publishers, 1984), 62.
76Walter Pater, "The School of Giorgi one," in Studies in the History of the RenaissanceStudies in Art and Poetry (1873; reprint New York: Mentor Press, 1959), 140.

75 Harold F.
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Schonberg that performance alone may be necessary, but is not sufficient for music as art,
or that it is only a part of the music. Equally we can assert that music as art is not for all.
Or we can suggest that in the idea of 'music (through performance) for all' there will
always be something missing somewhere. Ultimately, if music cannot offer intrinsic
benefits incapable of being usurped by other pursuits, its place in education is less
justifiable and therefore more vulnerable. That is why we cling to its artistic qualities. But
we should also have the courage to reassess our educational goals (what is it that we
value?) or apply them, perhaps, more selectively.

It is indeed timely to consider the complex and nettly question of how performance can be
accommodated within music education. In very recent times the Music Education National
Debate (M.E.N.D.), an initiative which ran for more than two years in Ireland, made a
culminatory plea that the whole question of performance should be re-examined
exhaustively to define its educational parameters, in the belief that there has been a history
of conceptual failure in dealing with its demands, not only here but in a global sense.
Simultaneously, and within the scope ofM.E.N.D., which he addressed, the distinguished
music education philosopher, Bennett Reimer reinforced this view when he put aside the
notion of a universal philosophy of music education in favour of a contextualized one,
fitted to the circumstances of each case. One of the characteristic roles of philosophy is to
distil universals from specifics. In the case of music this has inexorably climaxed in
championing the notion of music as art, as aesthetic experience, and placing this image
securely at the top of the educational hierarchy for the subject. At the same time it eschews
coterie interests and purports to legislate for the general case - for what suits the majority.

In my view this is where the conceptual failure has occurred. There has always been a
stubborn tendency to view music in performing terms and to professionalize it in education,
an example of how popular opinion can defy the counsels of philosophers. This has led to
the polar and equally challengeable positions, in general music education, of excluding the
majority from performance, and even from music itself as a result in some cases, or of
reducing standards, in real terms, to accommodate the modest ambition of the dilettante. It
is not my intention to defend or criticize either stance beyond commenting that they do not
really work and that they have done very little to bridge the damaging dichotomy that has
existed between academics and practitioners in music from Hellenic times. But I shall have
more to say about that presently. There must be other ways. The words of Christopher
Small epitomize the problem that has existed, in Ireland as elsewhere:
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The excessive professionalization of music might be tolerable if it applied only to the
training of the professional musician, but the training of professionals is unfortunately
taken to a very large extent as the model for music in education generally, including that of
the vast majority who have no intention of making music a career. 77
And that brings me to three seminal points I wish to make:
1.

We obviously do not wish, nor can we hope, to produce a nation, or a world
population, of accomplished musical performers, nor is it possible within the
normal distribution of propensities. Performance, in any plausible sense, must be
considered a specialization; it is skill-intensive and therefore takes an inordinate
amount of time to develop satisfactorily. This inevitably raises the question as to
what 'counts' as performance. It is not to exclude rudimentary performance from
general education (surely no more is possible?) but neither is it to outlaw other
legitimate ways of exposing students to musical experiences.

2. The special case of performance as art (and I stress that this is independent of genre)
must be accommodated in education as one of the intrinsic aspects of music that is
valued by society, but also for the 'here and now'.
3.

In a purely educational sense, if music is to survive, in any form, its regenerative
qualities have to be safeguarded. It is therefore necessary to train teachers. This
raises the divisive question as to whether teachers of music (and particularly of
performance) should, to be effective, also be performers themselves; this is a
crucial consideration if we are advocating performance as a dominant mode of
music education and leads back, full circle, to the thorny debate as to what
constitutes 'performance'.

Let me return , as promised, to the question of valuing. It is axiomatic that what affords
pleasure is valued; this very

~act

should empower a huge spectrum of musical activity

77 Christopher Small,. Music· Socjety· Education. (London: John Calder Ltd, 1977 and
1980), 194
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within education, for there are many who simply enjoy music, but who are totally oblivious
to the logic or definition of its artistic properties; indeed they may very well be indifferent
to them as perceived esoteric concepts. Much of their involvement might be described as
pseudo-artistic, but that classification should not invalidate it. If we subscribe to a hidden
agenda or take aspirational high ground in music education it could be described as preaesthetic, capable eventually of elevation to higher levels of subject satisfaction. The
British philosopher R.G. Collingwood provides us with a useful summary. "To excite
emotion and to value its discharge in its own right is to indulge in amusement"78 This
entertainment aspect could account for the obvious pleasures of much cult, popular and
traditional music and music in other cultures, in their quintessentially social contexts; they
are not to be decried, although their place in formal education as performance is currently
less developed and therefore less malleable than in the case of Western art music. 'Art'
which exercises the intellectual faculties alone, either in composition or instruction,
however enjoyable, is skill-orientated and suspect, in that sense, as to its having real
aesthetic potential, but it is not invalid in educational terms. But what about the simple
pleasure that we associate with a sense of achievement; this is a critical yardstick when we
try to define the threshold of meaningful performance, which usually bears the stamp of a
search for conscious, rather than subconscious, excellence. It may be experienced in a
tactile objective way, but it is real. These pseudo-artistic pursuits are an embarrassment to
aesthetic educators but they must be faced and manipulated in the educational process if
only, as some might claim, to re-orientate and modify their boundless potential. Let us
now look briefly, in context, at the Irish music education scene, as it exists and has existed,
remembering that, in spite of its uniqueness, it has close parallels in many other countries
grappling with the traditional problems of music education, namely, lack of time and other
resources, both human and fiscal.

In Ireland we seem at last to be superannuating the colonial and post-colonial ideologies
which predictably were imposed or voluntarily constrained under the influence of
strategists whose aims were not contextually synchronized with ours. We seem to be
poised for curriculum reform in general education, but this is rather a reflection of
disenchantment with current curricular provision. Music educators have battled with
78 R. G Collingwood, quoted in Frank Heneghan, The Intemretation of Music - A Study in

Perception, Expression and Symbol. Unpublished treatise (Dublin: Univrsity of Dublin,
Trinity College and the Dublin Institute of Technology, 1990), 26.
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political disingenuousness which has seen grave disparities between the intention,
implementation and achievement of the published curriculum in music. Our primary
schools have been deplorably deprived, and capricious in the realities of provision; it is
questionable whether we could even claim comparability with the rudimentary but mainly
vocal tradition in nineteenth century Irish schools. There are problems with the time
allocated; and the training of teachers for our child-centred education is grossly inadequate
where music is concerned. In secondary schools we claim now to have finally banished,
on the one hand, the ghost of dry-as-dust Oxbridge models, based, at best, on literacy and
passive listening, on the other the legacy of an over-ambitious demand for creativity which
caused the virtual collapse of the feeder primary curriculum. Nowhere in our dispensation
has there ever been the free provision of tuition or the related encouragement of
performance; it has always existed in schools, in this century, but only as a suspicious
import from the private sector without any real respectability as to its relevance in general
music education. But now, suddenly, we have succumbed to and embraced the
fashionable creed of 'performance at all cost' as the dominant leaven in general education a new beginning, so to speak. This would be laudable if it could be made to work. But the
teaching of performance is notoriously expensive and time-consuming; we are all-toofamiliar with its elitist tag and the hardy conviction that in an activity so valued and so
holistic only one-to-one teaching will suffice. If we query such fundamentals as the
availability of curriculum time, staff expertise and budgetary provision - the three
irreducibles - for this ambitious scheme, the prognosis is far from encouraging. Is it any
wonder that there is a call for definition of what is meant by performance and for a realistic
contextualization of the Irish music education dilemma? If we are relying on our general
school system to champion meaningful performance, to smooth the path for those
interested in a career as teachers or performers, or to guarantee, as a priority, the future of
music as a valued societal asset we still seem doomed to disappointment. It is not that good
intentions do not abound; it is rather reducible to the hubris of overweening enthusiasm
ignoring the fundamental deficiencies of our overall system. They are the absence of a
seriously contextualized philosophy, the lack of tolerance and understanding between the
academic and practical teaching lobbies and the failure to timetable the subject for what can
realistically be achieved; where performance is concerned this latter is devastating to
prospects. The other side of that coin is the unthinkable possibility that standards may have
to be impossibly straitened. But all is not gloom and doom and I shall attempt to
rationalize the overall picture before I finish. In the short term, however, and in the context
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of excellence in performance the burden must be thrown back where it always resided- with
private enterprise, but with the inevitable price tag and a spectrum of inequalities- anathema
to the notion of democracy.
Before going on to suggest a possible scheme for the promotion of excellence in
performance I should like to focus on an ideological model as to how performance might be
viewed. I shall use my acronym STICK. The letters stand for Sound (and Silence),
Technique, Imagination, Communication and Knowledge. Most musicians would agree
that when all the components of performance usually taken for granted are present, great
interpretation, the ultimate phase of performance, begins with the quality of the sound; that
is why I treat it as a separate category which stresses the subjective. Technique, or skill, is
its objective complement and suggests a ruthlessly analytical approach to the removal of the
physical obstacles to musical and interpretative excellence. There is no doubt in my mind
that these two are inseparably bound, and in the works of the idiomatic composers we find
this cross-fertilization of artistic effect by technical know-how constantly in resplendent
evidence.
Knowledge is a manifold of objectivity feeding into the interpretative process. In Western
art music, apart from considerations of literacy and literature studies, the unsung but

essential contributions from the academic world, the broad term knowledge would
encompass such indispensable components as structure and style, without which music can
descend into unintelligibility. Without this contribution of mind much music-making is
still-born. Imagination is a further celebration of mind. Bishop Berkeley suggests that
"ideas of Sense are interrelated according to the laws of physics, and ideas of Imagination
according to those of psychology" .79 Imagination is understanding's operator and is an"
'indispensable function' for our knowledge of the world around us."80 Music in this
sense is not just "various sounds, variously disposed,"81 to paraphrase Berkeley and
Hanslick82. If we could merely hear , but not imagine, we could never make sense of

79 Bishop Berkeley,

quoted in R. G. Collingwood, The Principles of Art (London and
Oxford: Oxford University Press,1958~. 182
80 Ibid., 192
81 Ibid.
82 Eduard

Hanslick, On the Musically Beautiful: A Contribution towards the Revision of the
Aesthetics of Music. Translated by Geoffrey Paysant. (Indianapolis; The Liberal Arts Press,
Inc., 1957), 94. It was Hanslick who coined the phrase "tOnend bewegte Formen (tonally
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them; the relationships between sounds is fundamental to the appreciation of music and
posits secondary thought, the deepest of our mental faculties. By arranging, rearranging
and combining the 'first order' features of ordinary perception (sounds in the case of
music), imagination becomes a form of creativity- a prerequisite for art, as distinct from
craft, to exist. Percy Buck's paradox is thought provoking ; "Imagination is the power of
seeing things as they really are"83. Communication is as subtle as it is unmistakable. It is
the distinctive body language or gesture which shapes musical utterance with authentic
expression; shorn of pure emotional discharge it enslaves knowledge, sound, technique
and imagination to feeling. This is what elevates performance to the status of true
interpretation where, as Edwin Fischer reminds us, the performer becomes "the mediator
between the Divine, the Eternal and Man".84, This defming of the ultimate in performance
is necessary to place in perspective the criteria by which the efforts of education, at
whatever level they are plied, must ultimately be evaluated. Susanne Langer has eloquently
and movingly described this summit phase:
The imagination that responds to music is personal and associative and logical, tinged with
affect, tinged with bodily rhythm, tinged with dream, but "concerned" with a wealth of
formulations for its wealth of wordless knowledge, its whole knowledge of emotional and
organic experience, of vital impulse, balance, conflict, the "ways" of living and dying and
feeling .... Not communication but insight is the gift of music; in very naive phrase, a
knowledge of "how feelings go. "85

moving forms)" to describe the exclusive and self-subsistent beauty that is both form and
content of music.
83 Percy Buck, Psychology for Musicians (London: Oxford University Press, 1944). 84.
84 Edwin Fischer, Reflections on Music (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd,l951),22.
85 Susanne K. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason.
Rite and Art. (London: Oxford University Press,l951), 244.
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How then can we make ends meet, so to speak, in music education, and marry the
pragmatic with the artistic, especially in the Irish context of performance opportunity. We
must sing a canticle of hope. In general education we have a new curriculum right across
the spectrum of primary and secondary education; we are again at an intentional stage and
we must trust our music strategists that their considerable labours of late have benefited
from the readily-available plethora of contemporary music education philosophy to which
they, no doubt, have had copious recourse. At least we have the crucial recognition that
performance should be central to the education process. But are we to labour under
crippling deficiencies - the lack of tradition; the paucity of curriculum time and physical
resources; the grossly compromised relevance of most teacher training? Amelioration
across the board is possible if funding is forthcoming. However, taking a pessimistic view
of current plans, there seems little doubt that the general education system cannot deliver
performance unaided; if its aim is to produce more than a basic awareness of how
performance works, then it is unrealistic if not bordering on the ridiculous. And there is
little consolation in noting that the problem is global. Nevertheless, in the change of
attitude to performance there is a seed of real hope. There is a fairly healthy opportunity for
performance available through the private sector. Allowing for the fact that the socioeconomic balances in Ireland do not hold the arts in high esteem, the cities are adequately
served for the relatively low uptake and there is a vibrant movement for provincial
equality. Clearly the 'music for all' maxim is a nonsense unless it exists as a basic
principle in general education. There are thus two viable options which, if exerted, could
build plausibly on the fundamental decision to champion performance in music education.
Either a fruitful collaboration between the public and private sectors be encouraged, or
invited with official approval - or the school system be used as a clearing house for the
identification of degrees of giftedness, with a view to 'passing it on'. Lest this might be
misinterpreted let me elucidate. First there seems to be a real need to boost this new-found
performance fashion by investing in some specialized teaching. It is professionally inept to
attempt the inculcation of skills without teaching expertise; in current circumstances this is
available only from the private sector. Secondly, the singling out of talented students for
specialized training should never be confused with elitism, or practised unethically. The
division of labour is a creation of Western society and recognizes the benefits of
specialization. There can be little moral censure incurred if those with natural aptitude and
earnest application bring themselves under notice as candidates for possible
professionalism; without this educational mechanism the generative needs of music - the
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training of teachers - would be threatened. Two other possibilities for a more fruitful
performance outlook in music education were spearheaded by the M.E.N.D. They are the
urgent need to offer an option for performance in the senior cycle of secondary schooling,
and the facility to keep issues of music education, including performance, before the public
through the workings of the Music Education National Forum, which was inaugurated as a
culmination of the debates.
Performance in music is deceptively attractive to the unwary but it is not for the fainthearted. Enthusiasm, propensity and talent are not enough; it takes hard work as well, on
the part of teachers and performers. A lively mind which can place scholarship at the
service of imagination is called for. An impeccable technique, which can manipulate sound
and silence, must be suitably concealed as it crosses and re-crosses the frontier between the
objective and subjective, enabling audience perception to flower in aesthetic response.
Artistic performance must be as sentient as it is imitative in demonstrating that music is a
holistic experience and a celebration of life, both real and vicarious. Above all it must be
quickened by gesture, intuitive or acquired, which can successfully underline its intention
to communicate and share. There is no end to the process of learning; it is a classic
example of the bilateral process of education in its acquisition but, above all, in its
enactment. Rachmaninov, one of this ageing century's most gifted performers summed up
the challenge when he said that "music is enough for a lifetime - but a lifetime is not enough
for music".86
Frank Heneghan. Dublin, 11 December 1997.(4057 words)

86

Sergei Rachmaninov. Entry in An Encyclopedia of Quotations about Music,
Compiled Nat Shapiro (New York: Da Capo Press, Inc., 1977), 248.
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Biography
Frank Heneghan was Director of the College (now the Conservatory) of Music in Dublin,
Ireland from 1973 untill995. As a result of his appointment, his reputation as a teacher
soon forced a decision to abandon performing and concentrate purely on education. He has
trained a significant number of Ireland's younger generation of pianists.
When, in 1985, the Arts Council of Ireland published a report which called for reform in
music education nationally, Frank undertook the organization of a response known
acronymivally as M.E.N.D. (The Music Education National Debate). Its public phase
lasted from 1994 to 1996; the final report is pending.
Frank Heneghan, in addition to pioneering the validation and award of degrees in music
education, performance and instrumental teaching, has been prominent for many years as
President/Chairman of Feis Ceoil, Ireland's National Festival of Music , as President (both
European and Irish) of the European Piano Teachers' Association, and as a much-travelled
teacher worldwide. He has written copiously on the philosophy of musical interpretation
and performance as well as on issues of general music education, particularly in relation to
the interaction of the two.
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Shifting Shale

Professor Andrea Hull
Director
Victorian College of the Arts

Many years ago I trekked in the Himalayas. At 14,000 feet the air was thin and my fellow trekkers
and I thought we were one of the great comedy teams of all time. This thin air induced delusion
was probably also responsible for the bravado and confidence needed to climb even further the
following day.

Unlike the ancient and worn mountains of Australia the mountains in Nepal are young - and still
forming. At 15,000 feet we had to traverse a dry stream of shifting shale, running down the
mountain side. To be swept away meant a one way slide down - either into oblivion or into a very
long haul back. To successfully traverse this stream of shifting shale to the stability of firm land
required sure footwork and a calm centre.

A TALENT CAPITAL

A fortnight ago I was in Singapore as part of a four person international advisory panel to consider
the upgrading of arts education and to advise the government. Memorable moments in that week
included seeing $9 million worth of digital technology in one polytechnic design school, seeing not
just state of industry but state of art technology for the teaching of film, television and multi media
and a world beating silicone graphics laboratory.

Bill Gates was also in town working with his partner the Singapore government in the
establishment of "Singapore 1", the broad-banding of Singapore. I learnt that the government's
reserves are $80 billion, the current budget is $100 billion of which $5.7 billion is invested in
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education for a country of 3 million people and that funding for appropriate resources is to quote a
Government CEO, "not an issue, it is there."

The Singapore government is serious about being a world-class talent capital and precise about
goals and the processes and strategies needed to achieve its aims. All new initiatives of the
government including the one to upgrade arts training and education and the development of the
Singapore Arts Centre have been preceded by world trips to look at worlds best practice by all
members of the teams responsible. Singaporean decision-makers appear to have a clear grasp on
the country's preferred future. With this goes a clarity about the policies needed to take control of
their destiny rather than be victims of it.

INTO THE INFORMATION AGE

It is widely acknowledged that in the 21st century, nations will depend on the knowledge of its
people and their capacity to be life-long learners. In the information age the key source of
economic growth will be intellectual capital and the peoples' imagination, inventiveness and lateral
thinking --- their ability to seek out new technologies, to creatively push the edges, pursue new
ideas and to apply them.

Before us is an intensely global future with diminishing barriers to the flow of goods, services and
information. In this future knowledge and innovation will be critical. The more rapidly nations
generate, share and apply new ideas and technologies, the better off economically they will be. All
of this will be in the context of a world in which change will be constant. This notion of change is
not new. Buddhists have it as a key principle and aim to embrace change as a constant state but
maintain a calm and still centre.

In this scenario successful outcomes of the effectiveness of an education system will be graduates
who are flexible lateral thinkers, creative and responsive to change. Some international
governments are devising policies to cope with the features of a global future. Common among
them is a recognition that people will need to be prepared for at least three different careers in a
lifetime. Multi-skilling and lifelong learning will be central in a nations capacity to respond. The
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principles of life-long learning are enshrined in both the West Committee's discussion paper and in
the Australian Labour Party's recent Education Policy.

The Blair British government has placed education as its first priority and faces the challenge of
reversing a drift in standards and the impact of ten years of decreasing resources and privatisation
of school lands and services.

To return to the Singapore example, the government acknowledged that within the university sector
there has not been enough emphasis on thinking skills and the fostering of creativity of students.
The outcome was a workforce- highly intelligent, well trained but not necessarily inventive or
creative. In Singapore then, there is the recognition that emphasising and sustaining a vibrant arts
life is not just a cultural and quality of life necessity but an economic imperative.

One of Australia's most successful businessmen, Richard Pratt knows this too. Last week in
Melbourne he said, "We in the business world start all new ventures with a dream. And the
realisation of all dreams starts with the question - what is desirable and how is it possible. The arts
show us different ways of making things possible. They show us how objectives can be achieved
elegantly and effectively. They give us new ways of thinking, they help us reflect on our problems
and perhaps see them as opportunities." 1

AND IN AUSTRALIA?

So, where are we at in Australia? Within living memory we enjoyed the highest standard of living
in the world. We were, and are, a country with a small population and an extraordinary wealth of
natural resources. Yet, on the latest figures available our current account deficit is $5.7 4 billion
and our accumulated net foreign debt is $222.3 billion. Our official unemployment rate is 8.1 per
cent. (Financial Review, 28- 29 March 1998). Youth unemployment has been variously
estimated at somewhere between ten per cent and forty five per cent.

Richard Pratt, Victorian College of the Arts, Melbourne 27 March 1998, Launch of VCA cinema
advertisement, "Live Forever".
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The accumulative effects of current higher education reforms is an approximately 25% reduction in
the purchasing power of our Federal government's education grants over five years. In addition to
a cut to the recurrent budgets of 6%, this government maintained the previous government's policy
of not funding award increases. The cuts have required the sector to address accountability issues
and internal reforms that many believe have been long needed. But the long term effect is
potentially damaging for young Australians.

Australian students already pay a proportion for their education, known as HECS, and at arts
training colleges can pay up to as much as $20,000 for their materials. However, the user pays
principle has been bolstered with the deregulation of the market place and the capacity of
institutions now to take in Australian fee paying student. This policy was implemented with no
accompanying policies for loans or scholarships, and no lead time for parents and students to save.

These education reforms, together with the youth unemployment figures, remind me sadly of
comments made in Singapore: "How can you possibly do what you are doing to your young
people? By not investing in their future, you are depriving your entire country of hope and, indeed,
a future in a knowledge based economy.

ARTS TRAINING

The impact of the Australian government's education reform package is particularly problematic
for specialist arts training institutions. A decade ago the "merge or die" ultimatum was given by
government to CAB's and independent arts training institutions and by and large they have
disappeared into the fabric of the higher education sector. There are examples of successful
affiliations but there are also examples of amalgamations that reflect an essential misunderstanding
of the artistic process and demands.

Universities do value the work created by dead or alive artists --- the paintings, the novels, the
sculptures, the films --- and indeed use them as material for a range of academic subjects. But
universities do have trouble with the view of the living artist as an intellectual. Artists utilise
multi-intelligences --- the visual, the aural, the oral and the kinaesthetic. Academic rewards are
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predominantly attached to the verbal intelligence nowhere more evident than in research rewards.
Within higher education the composer may spend years composing a symphony as part of their
artistic practice. The academic may write about that symphony and perhaps the composer. The
research rewards go to the academic not the composer.

The most recent blow to the arts in the higher education system is the reduction of the categories of
the research quantum to four --- all of them written. Further, most grants earned by arts training
staff are from arts funding bodies and they don't qualify as nationally competitive grants. Higher
education institutions do use their substantial research income to supplement staff and
infrastructure costs. But the capacity of arts training institutions to supplement reduced recurrent
income from government with research income is highly restricted.

Higher education institutions are strongly encouraged to garner support from relevant industries
and the corporate sector. The arts industry is not like the business, legal, mining industries in
profit generation and corporate support for the arts is tied usually to the high status top end of the
market like opera and ballet. Long term investment in the training of today' s talent for tomorrow's
opera and ballet companies is modest.

The government reform package allowed for the capacity to take in Australian fee-paying students.
Specialist arts training institutions take in students on the basis of talent assessed through audition
or portfolio. In the VCA's five specialist schools only 5% of applicants are successful. The talent
required for this success, as VCA student leaders say proudly, has nothing to do with their parent's
cheque-books.

Whilst fees have been introduced for postgraduate courses, the introduction of fees for
undergraduate courses does pose moral dilemmas. Students save for years to come, the intensive
nature of the courses restrict the opportunity for part-time work and graduates do not become
significant income earners. As Fred Williams' widow said, "If Fred or Cliff Pugh had to pay fees
they could not have gone to art school." Certainly Australia would be poorer for their artistic
absence.
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World class specialist artist training institutions mentor and support the talent that must be backed
by desire and commitment. The individual artists voice is nurtured and the aim is to turn out self
determined and autonomous artists. Those artists meet market demand in some instances and also
create new demand in many other instances. Before Mozart there was very little demand for
Mozart's music and before photography no demand for photography and before film no demand
for feature films or animation features. So predictable patterns of employability are not the only
way to measure successful outcomes of arts training.

Entertainment is the largest export industry of the United States. Animation is the fast-growing
sector and is the major growth industry in Los Angeles. "The Little Mermaid", for example, has
generated a profit of over $4 billion. It is an industry hungry for creative talent which cannot be
met because the arts and drawing in particular were diminished in the K12 curriculum in the
seventies and eighties. Animation is utilised in film, advertising, television, computer graphics,
video games, amusement parks, special effects, web-site design, inter-active activities and feature
films.

Ironically, five years ago I was advised that the VCA's inclusion of animation rendered our film
and television school old-fashioned. Painstaking plasticine modelling and cellular drawing had a
limited future I was told. Needless to say, now that the film school is powered by digital
technology, the animation stream graduates are hot properties.

Australian film-makers and artists in general are highly regarded internationally. It is because they
are original, hard-working, capable, willing to take risks, technically well-trained, inventive and
cosmopolitan. This intentional regard for Australian artists and their work does not arise from a
vacuum. It has arisen because in the last thirty years through a combination of visionary
government policies and the maturation of a multi-cultural society, artists have been nurtured,
respected and rewarded.

Yet once again, perhaps drawing on some quirk in our national heritage, we seem determined to
snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.
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A DENUDED LANDSCAPE

Recently I have had a dream, not a good one, maybe a nightmare, of a post Hiroshima landscape of
the arts and arts training in this country. In this dream in ten years time all that is left standing are
beautiful cultural palaces, a handful of companies and possibly no more than three specialist arts
training institutions.

The Australian Broadcasting Corporation, small to mid sized performing arts companies (theatre,
dance, music) and arts training institutions that have produced artists of high calibre for the last
140 years around Australia are being progressively ring~barked.

And yet at the same time Federal and State governments have made powerful commitments to
supporting the physical infrastructure of the arts. Hundreds of millions of dollars have been
allocated to upgrading and restoring libraries, museums, art galleries, to building new arts
complexes, providing stability and predictability for major arts organisations and providing new
resources for the new millennium. The Prime Minister has recently announced that every
electorate will receive $200,000 to celebrate the millennium.

But what is happening to Australian content to fill these cultural palaces? Take the performing
arts as an example. In the last five years we have witnessed the death and dying of Australia's
vibrant community theatre, theatre in education and many if not most small and medium sized
theatre and dance companies. Fifteen years ago there were 50 such companies around Australia
commissioning and creating dynamic original work reflecting the dreams and stories of
Australians, work that revealed universal truths, toured the country and often the world. Where
are they today? Consigned to the theatrical hospice for the dying known as "project funding" or
already laid out in the mortuary. Fifteen years ago we had one of the world's finest theatre and
education movements introducing children throughout the country to theatre by innovative physical
theatre that addressed important issues in an entertaining way. These theatre in education
companies toured, created and developed new audiences for the arts, engaged in workshops,
provided support to English, history and drama teachers and created employment opportunities for
actors, directors and writers. Most of them are gone.
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The Australian film industry has been a world wide phenomena depending very much on the
existence of Australian crews and Australian writers. And yet the Writers Guild of Australia
reports that: "Australia is facing challenges from many fronts on the right of Australian citizens to
legislate to protect Australian content. These challenges are coming from the New Zealanders, the
High Court and they are coming more insidiously through the OECD via the Multi-Lateral on
Investment. The battle will be fought out in the legal, parliamentary and international arenas. If
we are to win this battle, the argument has to put simply to the public: Do the Australian people,
through their Parliament, have the right to promote Australian culture, or do we lie down and get
washed up in the tide of globalism?"2

The performing arts companies that are left standing in the denuded landscape of my nightmare in
ten years time are the mainstream National and State companies --- yes they do a good job and are
home to much great Australian talent. However, in ten years time, if present trends continue, these
companies will be doing less Australian work. For over the past five years the annual number of
major productions from each theatre company has fallen, by a total of 30. During the same five
years, Australian content has dropped from just over 50% to 31%. 3 The premiering of new works
has been affected even more dramatically. Major companies which presented three or four new
Australian plays now produce one or two a year. They themselves bewail these trends for new
works are rightly regarded as the clearest signal of relevance and innovation; they also create new
audiences and provide a platform for the future.

But the fact is that any new play is a financial risk and the programming of the major companies
reflects their perceived need to play safe and cut down on risks as far as possible. Therefore the
major companies might hope to look to the small and medium sized companies for new work which
scored a "hit" and can therefore be reproduced with some surety of return. The problem here is
that these small and medium sized companies, due to cut-backs in funding, have either already
ceased to exist or are desperately struggling to survive. New work is the innovatory and
explorative research-and-development of a healthy industry, the playground of our energetic and
talented graduates. In our current scenario new work is being decimated.

2

Simon Lake, Executive Director, Australian Writers Guild.
Aubrey Mellor, Artistic Director of Melbourne's Play box Theatre, "State of Play" Conference, 28
- 29 March 1998.
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A successful nation in the 21st century must embrace a vital and creative cultural life generating
imagination and lateral thinking in the education system. There will be a heightened interdependency between economic performance and creative endeavour and aspirations. It is no
accident that the world's financial centres are also the world's cultural centres: New York, London,
Paris ... and soon, if the Singapore Government has its way, Singapore.

For Australia, the arts must be affirmed as an essential and valuable part of the K12 curriculum,
specialist arts training institutions must be properly resourced to train not only outstanding
emerging artists but also to train arts managers, arts critics and nourish a whole range of known
and unknown industry developments. Ultimately, artists grow through nurturance and
opportunities to exhibit and perform. A gradation of these opportunities is essential. The impact
of the cuts to small to medium companies and on education and training of artists may mean that in
ten years time we won't be able to generate the kind of Australian content to fill our marvellous
new refurbished galleries and arts centres, or to fill the screens of our monitors and cinemas.

Whilst it is true that we will be more global and more competitive, in the face of overwhelming
technological change and international competitiveness, people will feel even more the need for
local flavour, for intimacy and belonging. This is what a rich and relevant cultural life provides, it
is the calm and still centre which will fuel our capacity to traverse the shifting shale and to sure
footedly, exploit and enjoy the pace of change whilst still remaining, in the end, that most valuable
of all things, ie., ourselves.
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Re-Fashioning Identity In Post-Apartheid South African
Music:

lsicathamiya Choral Music In Kwa:zulu Natal

Dr. Angela lmpey
University of Natal
Department of Music
King George VA venue

Durban
South Africa

The Beatrice Street YMCA in downtown Durban is a modest establishment. The hall
upstairs is unadorned except for a few scattered rows of plastic chairs and several strips of
flickering lights precariously fastened to the beams between rotting ceiling-boards. At the
far one end of the hall there is a low wooden platform in front of which is positioned a
wooden table and a single chair.
Every Saturday night, the YMCA is hive of activity. By mid-evening, the street is
congested with minivan taxis delivering people from their hostels and township residences.
Around midnight, they begin to drift off the dimly lit streets and into the hall. The majority
of those who enter are men. They are Zulu migrant workers who live in the city for
periods of up to 11 months of the year, working in factories, on the docks or in the dark
shadows of the innercity as night watchmen.
Once in the hall, they begin to congregate in tight circles, on the stairs, in the foyers.
Leaning inward towards one another, hands behind their backs, they begin to sing softly,
haltingly, in close 4-part harmonies, a cappella style. They are preparing for a competition
they call isicathamiya, which, literally translated means "in a stalking approach",
descriptive of the soft, tiptoed dance styles, crouching actions and songs they perform. The
choirs are made up of "homeboys"; men who share kinship. It is the stage of the evening
they call "iprakthisa": practice time. It is the time when each group has the opportunity to
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take its tum on the stage, to perfect voice parts, to make final corrections of lyrics, and to
remind themselves and each other of the fmer details of their carefully choreographed steps.
Later they will compete in front of a judge and the choir that exhibits the most synchronized
actions and the most creative song arrangements will be awarded a small sum of money.
On a more prest .....
Each choir is immaculately dressed in a three-piece suits with matching bow ties, two-tone
shoes, white gloves, pocket-handkerchiefs and shining costume jewellery. The leaders of
each choir wear white sashes across their bodies loudly announcing their group: The
Harding Morning Stars, The Really Happy Singers, The Hundred Percent Brothers.
The audience is made up largely of women. They are the wives, girlfriends and supporters
of the singers and their participation in the performance is essential. They clap
enthusiastically and ululate, discuss amongst themselves the finer details of the groups they
favour, and loudly voice their disapproval of those they don't. Some will run onto the
stage, dramatically approaching a singer and, in a series of stylized gestures,
declare: this one is mine and don't any of you forget it! Some drape scarves .....
While the choirs prepare themselves for the competition, the atmosphere is thick with
anticipation. Until recently, the adjudicator of the competition would always be a white
man; he should be unknown and therefore unbiased. During the practice, the leaders of
each group would comb the city streets in search of a judge. He could be a hobo found
sleeping under a bridge, or a rough city kid found slouched outside a late night
discotheque. He would be approached with great humility and skillfully lured into .....
With the establishment of the South Mrican Traditional Music Association in 1991, the
practice of white adjudication has been contested. SATMA, an organisation which presides
over the standards and practices of isicathamiya in KwaZulu Natal, has decided to replaced
the old system with one in which educated black persons (teachers, nurses, policemen, or
members of a non-isicathamiya choral groups) are trained "to listen in the isicathamiya
way" so as to make an informed judgement.
During the competition, the singers begin their performance from the back of the hall. They
parade past the judge, subtly drawing his attention to themselves as they pass him by
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pointing out their matching cufflinks and socks, or the beaded badges of the new South
African flag they may have pinned to their lapels. They will salute, smile and stare
imploring at him, all the while maintaining, with absolute rhythmic precision, the delicate
steps, shimmering hand movements and the respective vocal parts of .....

Stylistic History Of lsicathamiya
The origins of isicathamiya are rooted in American minstrelsy and ragtime, which entered
South Africa in the mid-19th century by way of touring vaudeville groups froni the United
States. Troupes such as Orpheus McAdoo and his Virginia Jubilee Singers toured the
country extensively from 1890, inspiring the formation of numerous black South African
groups whose imitation of crude black face minstrelsy performance and song repertoire
signaled notions of cultural progress and self-improvement.
Prior to the adaptation of African American performance models, however, choral music
had for some time been performed by the educated, landed black elite, whose Christian
missionary education instilled in them the desire to imitate all things British. One of the
main symbols of identification with Victorian values was religious choral singing referred
to as imusic.
The Natives' Land Act of 1913 was the first law passed in the then Union of South Africa
which proscribed territorial partitioning of the country. It was an extreme piece of
legislation that prohibited black property ownership regardless of educational, religious and
class status, and forced thousands of indigenous peoples from their ancestral land.
Consequently, religious hymns were no longer considered able to accommodate emerging
discourses of black social and political dissent and began to be blended .....
By the 20s, minstrelsy performances had gained widespread popularity throughout South
Africa, extending deep into remote parts of the countryside where traditional practices
remained relatively unaltered. These shows particularly impressed Zulu migrant workers
from the KwaZulu Natal regions, who combined stylistic elements of minstrelsy
performance with ingoma dance (characterised by high kicking footwork) and izingoma
zomtshado (Zulu wedding songs) to form the prototype of present-day isicathamiya song.
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"We see people crying," (they sing). The leader dances into a falsetto, from falsetto into
yodelling lament, strumming his imaginative guitar. The Brothers cry "ey! ey!" They cry
"tala tala"; they cry "mmmmhh!" They lift their right legs across the bodies of the next in
their choral line. They finger their neighbour's ankles, strum their neighbours' calves like
guitarnecks. "Bam bam, ba bam bam bam" goes the bass, while they finger trumpet
valves. Now they circle the stage. With upright bodies and raised

lsicathamiya Forms And Functions
The vast numbers of Zulu men who entered the migrant labour system during the early
years of the century were made to occupy the marginal spaces of the cities: squalid single
sex hostels, compounds and impoverished locations. Although still rooted in rural identity,
city dwelling demanded creative response to the dislocation from home and family, and to
the demands and new experiences of everyday life. With urban development in South
Mrica, so the formation of trade unions, sports organisations and ente .....
The organisation of choirs and the repertoire of actions, dance and songs which
characterized isicathamiya performance do not merely represent creative adaptation of old
and new, thus expressing rural-urban migration and an attempt at straddling traditional and
western worlds. Rather, choirs, and the web of competitions that hold them in place,
became an important strategy for survival for migrants in an increasingly fragmented
and alienated existence.
"We're here and suffering" sing the Nthuthuko Brothers, "just as we come from difficulties
in Zululand." "Sizula-zula", we're going up and down, between town and homeland. Then
"Sikwhela sikhwela, time my baby". We're going here and there, riding the train, see you
later my sweetheart. (Meintjes, 1990:4)
Thus isicathamiya has survived almost a century with religious dedication. As with
countless similar semi-urban South Mrican performance genres that developed during the
harsh years of apartheid rule, it has provided a medium through which a particular cultural
group has been able to think aloud about itself and the changing environment around it.
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Ironically, its participants have sought dignity through the very symbols associated with
their oppressors - those forces that denied them dignity and selfhoo .....
This notion of concealment, with regard to the development of isicathamiya, is significant
when considering its emergence and reinvention in the post-apartheid era. Isicathamiya's
development occurred both in a physically removed place, separated from others by racial
laws, curfews and restricted access to public halls and clubs. In addition, and perhaps more
importantly, it evolved in an imagined, cultural space. Over the years, the genre assumed
an exclusive design and function, selectively blending an .....
The secluded practice of isicathamiya ensured its preservation; bold and defiant, it endured
the pervasive restrictions of the government of the day. While claiming to be distinctly
apolitical, isicathamiya as a metaphor can thus be interpreted as a form of social action. In
the words of one of its main spokespeople, Paulos Msimango, isicathamiya was a way of
"attacking with song".
That is not to say that the genre has existed solely outside of the commercial and political
arenas.
One the most significant exponents of the style was the celebrated composer, Reuben
Caluza. His composition, Silusapho Lwase Afrika (We are the children of Africa) was
adopted in 1913 as the first official national anthem of the SAANC, (the precursor of
today's African National Congress). The lyrics, written in the vernacular, translate as
follows:
We are the children of Africa
We are crying for our land
Zulus, Xhosas, Sothos unite over the Lands Act issue
(in Erlmann, 1991:120)
Caluza's composition was succeeded by Nkosi Sikelel Wrika, (God Bless Africa) a
haunting, hymn-like melody which now serves as the national anthem of South Africa.
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The first isicathamiya composer to record his songs commercially was Solomon Linda.
One of the most innovative composers of the genre, he worked as a packer for Gallo
Record Company in the 1930s. Here, he caught the attention of the company's talent scouts
and, with his group, The Original Evening Birds, recorded the song Mbube, (known also
as Wimowe and The Lion Sleeps Tonight), one of the best known and most widely rerecorded songs from South Mrica.
Perhaps the real moment of emergence for isicathamiya occurred in the 1980s with the
advent of national television and its introduction of weekly programmes on traditional and
nee-traditional South Mrican musics. More significantly, however, was the impact made
on isicathamiya by Paul Simon's controversial album Graceland, released by Warner
Brothers in 1986. While the project raised serious concerns about cultural pilfering, it also
served to place South Mrican music, and the celebrated isicathamiya g .....

From Backyard To Big Business
South Mrica's first democratic elections in Apri11994led the country back into the
international arena after long years of cultural isolation. Subsequently, we have taken up a
prominent position in the international gaze, which has forced us to re-examine ourselves (a
different kind of introspection to that caused by imposed isolation), and to seek out that
which identifies us as uniquely South Mrican. This has not been - and continues not to be a simple journey of discovery.
No longer propelled by the passion of struggle and opposition, the arts moved initially into
a state of suspension. We required time to regroup, to reinvent. Artists sought inspiration
from the past, and from images, sounds and characters perceived to be traditional,
authentic, and distinct. However, appealing to that which makes us ethnically distinct
simultaneously recalls uneasy memories and associations with apartheid's strategy to
separate and divide on the basis of ethnicity. Yet distinctiveness is .....
Within this context, isicathamiya has emerged from the dark innercity halls and widely
promote as a significant "traditional" South Mrican expressive form. Though not involving
skins and feathers, beating drums and perspiring brows, it's claim to tradition recalls other
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dynamics which have more to do with defiance, community, pride, than with the more
obvious symbols of traditional identification. Isicathamiya's prominence in emerging postapartheid South Mrican popular culture can thus be attributed t .....
While Ladysmith Black Mambazo has paved the way for other isicathamiya artists on the
international performance circuit, responses to this imaginative practice are mixed. I have
witnessed European audiences visibly offended by these immaculately styled, tiptoed
performances, clearly annoyed that it is not what they consider to be "Mrican" music and
dance, but derivative, westernised, co-opted. Despite the decision on the part of
Ladysmith Black Mambazo to play into the purist fantasies of international .....
Isicathamiya's characteristic defiance does not speak for all "new" South Mrican popular
music, however. A major trend of the post-apartheid era has been the blending and layering
of local styles; a sort of "peace making" gesture on the part of musicians across cultural
categories that have been historically separated by racially determined marketing strategies,
and language- and culture-specific radio stations. In an attempt to seek a definitive, "new
South Mrican" sound, some mbaqanga musicians have .....
Isicathamiya is becoming increasingly popular both locally and on the global music circuit.
Choirs regularly tour international festivals, sing alongside major international stars, record
in foreign studios and occasionally hold competitions in plush venues under the spotlight of
international television cameras. In spite of the self-consciousness that inevitably results
from such an emergent status, what is significant is their ongoing dedication to the essence
of their genre. Despite the opportunities .....
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Arts on the Edge

Howard Jacobson
Keynote Address

'Art.' Nietzsche said, 'is our saviour from nausea and suicide.'

Or at least that's what we have always thought Nietzsche said.

Go to the original entry in Nietzsche's notebooks, however, and you do not fmd the German
word for art. Rather than Kunst, Nietzsche seems to have written Perser - the Persian. I say
'seems to have written' because the entry is by no means clear. Towards the end of his life
Nietzsche's handwriting deteriorated dramatically. According to Ernst Horneffer who
worked on the Nietzsche Archives, after 1888 Nietzsche used 'the most incredible
abbreviations, leaving out letters and syllables and finally writing almost only in consonants.'
All one can say with any certainty is that there is a P there, an R, probably an S, and maybe
an E.

What makes Perser a reasonably safe bet - 'The Persian is our saviour from nausea and
suicide' - is the centrality to Nietzsche's thinking about art of Zarathustra, hero of Thus
Spake Zarathustra, the lonely prophet, philosopher and poet with whom Nietzsche identified
increasingly as he descended into madness. Zarathustra was of course Persian.

That modern translators should shie away from the sentence 'The Persian is our saviour from
nausea and suicide' and render it as 'Art is our saviour from nausea and suicide' is easy to
understand in the context of liberal intellectual embarrassment with the more extreme aspects
of Nietzsche's thought.

Zarathustra was also associated with the 'Will to power' and the 'Superman'. In the First
World War German soldiers carried Thus Spake Zarathustra into battle. By a wicked twist of
logic, the Nazis too enlisted the melancholy Zarathustra in their cause.
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Whatever Nietzsche intended with Zarathustra, history has spoken. Morally and
intellectually, the Persian has had his day. 'Art' is safer.

But my own researchers have established that Nietzsche never was talking about that Persian,
or any other Persian, in the first place.

In 1889 Nietzsche collapsed in a Turin street while kissing a horse whose suffering he could
not bear to contemplate. Thereafter we know he was consigned to an asylum in Switzerland
for some years, before returning to the care of his mother in Naumburg. Late in 1897 his
mother died, and early in 1899 he was in the care of his sister in Weimar. But where was he
for the 12 months between?

Until now, Nietzsche's whereabouts from December 1897 until February 1899 has remained
a mystery. Today I am able to dispel that mystery for you.

Nietzsche was in Australia. More particularly, he was in Western Australia. To be
absolutely precise, he was here - in Perth.

After the death of his mother, Nietzsche was sent to stay with German relatives in the
Barossa Valley, in South Australia. Cousins of the Nietzsches had come out to South
Australia with the first wave of Lutheran settlers in 1842. Unlike many of their compatriots,
the Nietzsches didn't go charging into the desert in order to teach the Aboriginal population
German, so that they would be able to read the Thirty Nine Articles in the original. A
peaceable, agricultural family, they settled in Bethany in the Barossa where they became
winegrowers, specialising in Silesian - style Rieslings which were noted for their delicately
perfumed but subtle varietal aromas counterpointed by zippy acidity. (If you are wondering
how it is that you cannot buy Nietzsche Riseling today, I will tell you: not wishing to be
associated with the concept of the 'Will to power' and the 'Superman', the peaceable winegrowing Nietzsches changed their name to Henschke after World War One; and Henschke
Riesling you can still find in any good wine shop.)

In December 1897 Nietzsche set sail from Hamburg in The Bismarch, bound for Australia. It
was an appalling crossing even for the hardiest passengers. But Nietzsche was ailing.
According to other passengers he was sick every day of the voyage, refused flatly to play
deck quoits, and spoke frequently of throwing himself overboard. By the time The Bismarck
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arrived in Fremantle in March 1888 he was unable to stand without assistance. Further travel
was impossible. Perth was far enough.

He loved it here. He loved the climate, the koalas, the pelicans, the seafood, the topless bars,
the millionares' mansions, the darts. And he got his strength back here. No longer was the
ground forever heaving beneath him, no longer was he being sick every day. Under the
benign blue of a West Australian sky, he felt hope stir within him once again.

His one regret was that he was unable to pronounce the name of the city that had restored to
him his will to live. Perth. No German can say Perth. Perse- that's the best they can do.
Pertzer.

If you have followed me thus far, you will by now have anticipated my findings. Forget art,
and forget the Persian. Perse - meaning Perth - was what Nietzsche actually wrote in his
notebook. 'Perth is our saviour from nausea and suicide.' Perth!!

Those of us who come to Perth to be saved from suicide and nausea today, know the reason
for the city's unique cheerfulness- the presence in it of Dr Geoffrey Gibbs!

It is hard to believe, or accept, that this is Dr Gibbs last conference as Director of the Western
Australian Academy of Performing Arts.

As a visitor I can only guess what his no longer being Director of WAPPA will mean to
Perth. But as a member of the overseas arts community, for whom Perth and Geoff Gibbs are
synonymous, I can tell you that we are badly going to miss his energy and his wit and his
disinterestedness and his jokes and his unquenchable zeal in the cause of his own students
and institution, and in the cause of the arts generally.

When Geoff cam to meet us at the airport the other day his welcome was so warm it set off
all the bells in the customs hall. When Geoff enters a room- bells start ringing. We wait
with eager anticipation - we of the overseas arts community - to learn which institution he
will be ringing bells for next.

Ladies and Gentlemen,
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Standing here, one hundred years after Nietzsche, I am doubly struck with the honour of
being asked to deliver this keynote address. I am also struck by my temerity.

Ever since the programme for this conference was sent to me and I learned just who was
going to be here, I have been alarmed. All I am is a novelist - I just do words - whereas you
all.. .you're so bodily.

Academic and administrators I expected, actors and painters I was ready for, but there are
dancers among you as well, street performers, voice consultants, sound engineers,
scenographers, performance assessors, trombonists, experts on the Tarot, theatre architect
consultants, gymnasts ... my God there's a body percussionist here!

Can you imagine how that makes me feel. A body percussionist! I'm a writer- to all intents
and purposes I don't have a body. As for body percussion, the nearest I've ever come to that
is drumming my fingers on a desk while staring at a blank page.

I am sure you will understand me when I say that in company such as this I feel
so ... vulnerably verbal.

'What will you be needing in the way of auxiliary physical resources?' Dr Gibbs asked me
over the phone some weeks ago.

'Oh, a bottle of red wine will be fine,' I told him. 'Something with a delicately perfumed but
subtle varietal aroma- a Pinot Noir, if I have a choice, preferably from Margaret River.'

'No,' he said. 'I mean a database system. Colour monitor. Mitsubishi LVP-XlOOA project.
Slides? Audio Sampler? A chorus? Orchestra? Actors? Scene shifter? Wall charts?
Chalk?'

'No. There'll just be me,' I told him. 'But I'll try to be pictorial. I'll use my hands a lot.'

By way of being pictorial, then, may I describe to you something I saw at the end oflast year
in London. I was going round the Sensation show at the Royal Academy, prior to taking part
in a public debate on its moral and aesthetic merits. The Sensation
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show, you will remember, was an exhibition of works by Young British Artists from the
private collection of the sometime advertising mogul and reason-why of Mrs Thatcher,
Charles Saatchi. There was some painting and sculpture, but most of the work was what we
call conceptual, and even the paintings and the sculpture were to a large degree imbued with
the conceptual spirit. In other words they were "jest" works.

Of all Saatchi's jesters the most zippily acidic is probably Sarah Lucas, who specializes in
assembling socio-sexual puns on the private part of men and women. You will have seen her
fried egg breasts and metal bucket vaginas. 'You think of me as a creature of indifferent and
capacious receptiveness- here is what an indifferently capacious receptacle looks like!' Of
particular interest in the Sensation show was her grunge doner-kebab vagina with extra
mayonnaise. Ditto her cucumber phallus arcing unsubtly from a rip in an ancient and much
abused mattress.

Because God loves writers and reveres the Word, he organized for me to be there, viewing
Sarah Lucas's cucumber phallus, at the very moment that there arrived upon the scene a
gentleman curator- impeccably accoutred in the Royal Academy style, and without doubt
impeccably qualified, with degrees from the University of Nebraska/Omaha, Dartington
College of Arts, the Pedagogic University of Maputo, and the Conservatory of Dance at
Purchase College, New York, five or six publications, a year's residency at the School of
Studies in Creative Arts at the Victorian College of Arts under his belt, and that laconic
deathmask look that comes with the consciousness that you have seen and catalogued in
every single installation in Europe and the Americas, and that there is therefore nothing left,
professionally, for you to live for.

He was bearing a cucumber. A fresh, plump cucumber. Drawing on all his reserves of
scholarship and sensitivity - everything he had learnt in a lifetime in the arts finding its
fulfilment in this moment - he knelt to remove the old cucumber from its gash in the
malodorous mattress, and replaced it with the new. . . Even though the old as yet showed sign
neither of blight nor wilt.

When I asked him whether this wasn't an unpardonable trespass upon the integrity of a work
of art, he curtly informed me that it was Royal Academy policy always to show its exhibits in
their best possible light.
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But what is the best possible light, I went away wondering, in which to show a work which
itself aspires to the worst possible light? Shouldn't the Royal Academy have had confidence
in the mirthful logic of Sarah Lucas's grunge, and allowed the cumber to droop and die, and
finally stew in its own putrescence? Wasn't that where her joke- which like any joke about
the phallus must also be a joke about time - was tending?

I do not raise this matter in order to lead us into the minefield of gender-antagonism comedy.
All I want is that in the absence of an overhead projector or chalk, we should share something
visual with one another. In this way I can feel confident that when I become too verbal for
you to bear - you gymnasts and body timpanists - you will at least have the picture of an
impeccably educated and accoutred Royal Academician changing Sarah Lucas's cucumber in
your mind's eye.

But let's to the meat of our subject:- Arts on the Edge.

It's an exciting, precarious word- isn't it?- Edge.

Unlike arts, which isn't at all an exciting word, even though we all share it- arts being what
we are all in. I much prefer edge ... which we also share in the sense that that's what (as arts
people) we are all on.

Its a word full of uncertainty, daring, agitation and violence. I may well be about to set your
teeth on edge. In which event, and it all gets very oral now - you could just decide to give me
the rough edge of your tongue. Should I not care for the rough edge of your tongue - thought
of course I well might - but should I not care for it, I may go Old Testament on you and
threaten you with the edge of my sword.

And once a sword shows its edge in the Old Testament, there are few survivors left to say
they've seen it: -

'Joshua took Makkedah on that day, and struck it and its king with the edge of the
sword; he utterly destroyed every person in it. .. '

That's Joshua 10:28. Joshua 10:29 reads:-
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'Then Joshua passed on from Makkedah to Libnah ... and he struck it with the edge
of the sword, and every person in it; he left no one remaining ... '

That was Joshua 10:29. Joshua 10.30 reads:-

'Next Joshua passed on ... to Lachish ... and he took it on the second day, and struck it
with the edge of the sword, and every person in it ... '

If you want to know what Joshua did next, you'll have to read it for yourselves. I don't want
to spoil the plot for you.

It was also with the edge of their sword that the brothers of Dinah, daughter of Jacob and
Leah, avenged her rape at the hands of Schechem son of Hamor the Hivite, by wiping out the
entire male population of Schechem's city, including Schechem himself, which was only fair,
and Schechem's father Hamor, which might have been stretching it a bit. After which, and
still not content, Dinah's brothers plundered the city and took the flocks of sheep, and the
herds, and the donkeys, and whatever else was in the city and the field. All their wealth, all
their little ones and their wives, all that was in the houses, they captured ...

I think confrontational is the word we want for that.

So how are we going with edge so far? Agitation, unrest, danger, extremity... And then
there's potency- sexual pointedness ...

'You are keen, my lord, you are keen,' says the fair Ophelia, as Hamlet jests with her
indecently in the front stalls of the Royal Court. You all know the scene. Hamlet and
Ophelia are attending the Elsinore Festival of International Drama, where Hamlet himself is
staging an impromptu exercise in the Theatre of Cruelty and Complicity. The Mouse Trap is
the name Hamlet gives to this work, and so successful was it, incidentally, that it's been
showing in London's West End ever since.

Excited to be out, and on edge as to the outcome of his production, Hamlet makes lewd
allusions, sotto voce, to Ophelia's person. This would be called 'sexual harassment' in our
time, and had he tried it out on Dinah, daughter of Jacob, her brothers would no doubt have
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dispatched the whole of Elsinore with the edge of their swords ... which is more or less how
the play ends anyway.

Ophelia, however, being neither Old Testament nor postmodem, enjoys a joke. (Of course if
she were a postmodern she would enjoy irony, but that's something different.) 'You are
keen, my lord, you are keen,' she says.

To which Hamlet replies - 'It would cost you a groaning to take off mine edge.'

I have always been fond of the Arden Shakespeare's gloss on this remark. The (keen) edge is
that of (1) a sharp instrument, and (2) sexual desire. The groaning which would blunt it is
that of the woman losing her maidenhead.

Sweet, to think that as recently as 1960 someone thought that groaning in the course of
coupling only ever denoted pain. And equally sweet that that someone should think to
distinguish, as Hamlet doesn't, between a sharp instrument and sexual desire.

But then it's not the business of an annotator to be witty.

Hamlet's wit is his sharp instrument is his potency. And the word edge covers all
eventualities ... except dullness and detumescence, for which the word is blunt.

(I'm still counting on you, by the by, to be holding Sarah Lucas's cucumber and the Royal
Academician in your mind's eye.)

You could say that it's also a function of Hamlet's edge not only to be able to verbally play
in this fashion, but to wish to do so. The will to be provocative and unseemly, to prick the
decencies, is characteristic of edge.

So now we can add indelicacy to agitation, unrest, danger and extremity.

And whenever we approach indelicacy in the arts I feel we're getting somewhere.

But I have nothing meaning of edge for you, which may not be so familiar. Edge as in pull an
edge. Edge as in work an edge. In this case an edge is, in a manner of speaking, what you
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are - the crowd that gathers round a shyster or a mountebank, a mock auctioneer, or just an
innocent market pitcher.

There's nothing worse, I know, than an academic trying to show his familiarity with the
patois of costermongers and fairground folic My excuse is that I haven't bee an academic for
twenty years, and that I grew up on the markets.

All right, I didn't grow up on the markets in the sense that I slept in a cardboard box
underneath a tarpaulin, living on the rotting leftovers from fruit and vegetable stalls, but my
father was a market man, a pitcher, someone who pulled an edge by jumping up and down
and shouting and blowing whistles and wearing funny hats and throwing out free Biros.

Once my father had pulled the edge, I helped him work it. 'A lady over there,' I'd shout,
even when there wasn't a lady over there. To work and edge successfully you have to see
things that aren't there. You have to pretend. In the name of the greater good - in this case
our livelihood, and the provision of genuine bargains to the poor of Liverpool and
Manchester - you have to risk falsehood.

We were in the entertainment as well as the livelihood and provision business. The same
business you are all in. And entertainment is necessarily over and above - even over and
above literal truth. My father stood on the back of his van and addressed thin air for twenty
minutes; then I pretended to sell chalk wall plaques to ladies who weren't there. So half the
time the edge we were addressing didn't exit - or rather, it existed philosophically.

It was an ideal edge.

Although he looked right for the part, clapping his hands and blowing whistles, enjoying his
various nicknames- Mad Max or Cheap Johnnie- my father wasn't a natural spieler. It was
my mother who wrote his patter for him, even his jokes, even his 'Take my wife jokes'. She
wrote his lines out in capital letters on ruled notepaper and he learnt them off by heart. My
father was the one with the showman's personality, but my mother was the one with the
words.

So which of them pulled the edge?
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'Democracy not only infuses a taste for letters among the trading nations,' De Tocqueville
wrote, 'but introduces a trading spirit into literature.'

I don't think De Tocqueville viewed the second half of the transaction with much enthusiasm.
Did he not also say that in a democracy 'the number of consumers increases, but opulent and
fastidious consumers become more scarce.'

The trading spirit which democracy introduces into literature necessarily entails a selling off
of fastidiousness, even a devaluing of the very principle of fastidiousness itself.

I take the force of De Tocqueville's analysis. I'm a fastidiousness man, myself. I write
novels which are sometimes described as difficult, and criticism which is sometimes referred
to as elitist; I consider late Henry James to be a model of plain English; and I may be the last
person on the planet who still thrills to phrases like 'high seriousness' in the essays of
Matthew Arnold.

But you can't pull an edge with 'high seriousness'; and you can't work an edge if you are
fastidious.

That all of us are in the edge-pulling business goes without saying. Not because we are
professional providers and entertainers, who must live, as they say, in the real world; not
because we are in the arts with an s and must go to our paymasters, whoever they are, with
our begging bowls; and not even because we are obliged, in the final instance, to please or to
perish; - no, we are inevitably touched by the trading spirit because we are all concerned at
some level with art, art without an s - the false representation of the real - and art never
ceases to trade, but is forever negotiating - between the individual and the communal, the outthere and the in-here, the ideal and the actual, the abstruse and the popular, the serious and
the comic. Negotiate, negotiate. The usual reason we give for why this or that art fails is a
failure of negotiation - too much or too little of the actual, too much or too little of the idea,.

I myself am never fully satisfied by any work which doesn't at some level make me laugh.
Beautifully crafted bejewelled-sentence poetic novels about growing up sensitive and lilting
in a small town in Southern Ireland, Northern India, central Japan, or Western Australia,
leave me cold. However, farces which angle for my laughter, and nothing but my laughter,
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don't work for me either- though I have to say that no laugh is every really wasted, whereas
many a sigh is.

In either case - the precious pearl-on-a-string prose, or the robust farce - I miss the commerce.
The grand spectacle, which only art provides, of our higher selves trading with our lower
selves, of the angel locked in negotiation with the beast. And each having to acknowledge
the powerful rights of the other.

Not everybody sees it like that. 'It is through Art, and through Art only,' Oscar Wilde wrote,
'That we can realize our perfection: through Art, and through Art only, that we can shield
ourselves from the sordid perils of actual existence.'

That's a non-trading spirit talking. Wilde had his own reasons for wanting to escape into Art.
The sordid perils of actual existence are not for one person what they are for another. But
what sort of perfection would it be that shields us from our own susceptibilities? A
perfection of maiming? A perfection of incompleteness? A perfection of delusion?

I can take all the propaganda for art that's going. I love the sonorousness of 'It is through
Art, and through Art only ... ' But let's give to Art what is owing to Art. 'It is through Art,
and through Art only, that we realize our uncertainty and disequilibrium; through Art, and
through Art only, that we can shield ourselves from what Nietzsche (the same Nietzsche)
calls 'the pathology of the unconditional'; and it is in Art, and in Art alone, that we are able
to reconcile what is divine in our natures with what is sordid.'

The illusion that we can escape ourselves in art is the inner version, if you like the solitary
ascetic's version, of the more general presumption, held by some artistic communities, that it
is through art that we can escape others. If the name for the solitary escapee is aesthete, the
collective term for over-the-wallers is avant-garde.

Funny that we should look to war - for an avant-garde, of course, is the foremost part of an
army - to provide us with a model for the artist and the art loving community. But then we
look to war and confrontation whenever we parade our edge. And so we are brought back
with a vengeance to the bloodthirstiness we began with, to Joshua, and to Dinah's brothers,
with their long-edged swords.
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Long before the notion of an avant-garde had time to become as stale as it is today,
Baudelaire (whom we generally think of as pretty avant-garde himself) was having fun at its
expense. 'On the Frenchman's passionate predilection for military metaphors,' is how he
heads an entry in his notebook. 'In his country every metaphor wears a moustache. The
militant school of literature. Holding the fort. Carrying the flag high. The poets of combat.
The litterateurs of the avant-garde. The weakness for military metaphors is a sign of natures
that are not themselves militant, but are made for discipline - that is to say, for conformity.
Belgian natures -'

- and here I apologize to Chantel de Smet, from Belgium - this is Baudelaire speaking, a
Frenchman, not me -

' ... Bel gain natures that can think only in unison.'

If Baudelaire is right that a weakness for military metaphors is a sign of natures that are not
themselves militant, but are made for discipline and obedience, then we should be careful not
to flourish our edge too bombastically.

Else we may end up looking no better than the Royal Academician, nurtured in a noble
institution and tempered by a lifetime of scholarship for the hour when he would be called
upon to replace an old cucumber with a new.

When the king begins to dance attendance on the jester, both are in trouble.

'Comedy is the friend of the serious,' I once wrote, 'and seeks only to save it from the
preposterous.' I was young then; it seemed important to me, at the time, to make the case for
comedy's sublimity. I would go lower today. All the way down. 'For a pure sense of being
tumultuously alive,' exclaims Philip Roth's Micky Sabbath, 'nothing beats the nasty side of
experience.' There is no exhilaration, I believe, to equal the exhilaration which obscenity
releases in us.

Where you might expect obscenity to diminish us, it invariably does the opposite, funding
endless multiplication and hyperbole in the body's offences. When the gross insults start to
proliferate in Aristophanes, you feel as if an old language is in labour with a new. When the
giants break wind in Rabelais, it is as though weather systems never before witnessed in our
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universe have invented themselves, changing forever our conception of the possible. Being
good may stabilize the globe we live on; but it's being bad that sends it spinning.

So I won't be complaining when the long view of art in the twentieth century confirms that in
our time the artist, especially the visual artist, has been first and foremost a jester. Jesting is
among art's most sacred functions. But sacred in the democratic sense - sacred as sacred
clowns are sacred - in that they celebrate the mysteries of what we have in common.

When the sacred clowns of the New Mexico pueblos empty buckets of urine over one
another, and over bystanders, they do not expect their meaning to be obscure. They are
revolutionary, avant-garde, cutting edge, in the sense that for a brief hour, for the duration of
the ritual performance which is their art, they question the prevailing taboos on dirt and
pollution, put urine where according to every principle of their community urine should not
be. But they question, so to speak, on behalf of that community, not in despite of it.

The bad faith ofthe avant-garde- the avant-garde which would be militant but is only welldrilled- consists in this: that it wishes to invalidate the compact which inheres in language
and in signs.

When the Royal Academy called its show Sensation and whipped up controversy in matters
of public decency and taste, it fully and consciously intended to widen the distinction
between those who get it and those who don't, between the initiated and the ignorant.
Although postmodemism trumpets its inclusion of the low, the popular, the playful, the
throwaway, and even the trivial, the spirit of that inclusion is entirely exclusive. For does not
that art which is most expressive of postmodemism - that is to say, conceptual art - rely
precisely on incomprehension and/or hostility for its validation?

Precisely to the degree that you don't get it and don't like it, is what we do- art. Precisely to
the degree that you take our seeming simplicity only for simplicity, are we profound. We
have no need of other meaning or justification.

Instead of Dante's expression of divine harmony - in la sua voluntade e nostra pace (In His
Will lies our Peace)- a triumphant disaccord- In your incomprensione is our giustificazione.
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Alongside his notorious carpet of Bricks, Carl Andre put together a compilation of vox pop
philistinisms. The living proof of his art in the living voice of those who were blank to it.
'They just seem a lot of ordinary bricks to me!' declares Andrea Tackling of Waltham
Forest, cursed in name and place of residence. Poor Andrea, for all eternity the inverse
vindication of the aesthetic principle. What is art, asks the philistine. WHATEVER IS NOT
YOU, YOU SHMUCK!

For a verbalizer like me, the classic formulation of artistic good faith - which reverberates
now like an imaginary echo from some never-never golden age- is Dr Johnson's affirmation
of a universal good sense, his rejoicing in being able, as he puts it, 'to concur with the
common reader.' 'The common reader' - a phrase which Viriginia Woolf respectfully
borrowed from Johnson as a title for her own first books of ciriticism. Well, it's hard to
imagine either Dr Johnson or Viriginia Woolf rejoicing to concur with much that passes for
common reading today. But the rarer the educated common reader is in actuality, the more
important it is for the writer to go on conceiving him philosophically. If he isn't there, Jm!
him there. And whoever writes in good faith - neither to baffle Andrea Tackling of Waltham
Forest, nor to humour Andrea Tackling of Waltham Forest - writes with that philosophically
conceived common reader in his sights. If not at the front of the crowd, still in the edge
somewhere.

Apart from anything else, to do otherwise makes no sense from a trading point of view. I
have watched them on trains and buses, on the underground and on park benches, those who
have gone over, those who have been shut out, the Andrea Tacklings who just happened
along to a gallery one Sunday afternoon to see what was in there - I have watched them
watching me as they spitefully tum the pages of their Jeffrey Archers, exacting their revenge,
letting me know that it's my own fault, that I should have done better, that we should never
have been above content, we Romanciers Nouveaux, should never have been above incident,
story, love, melodrama; shouldn't have asserted our independence of any common world out
there so tridently, we Abstractionists; shouldn't have insisted we write about nothing, paint
nothing- for nothing will come of nothing; shouldn't have been avant-garding it for avantgarding' s sake; should have spared ourselves the indignity of seeing a Jeffrey Archer on
every lap; and should have saved them- the poor sucker faute-de-mieux Archer-bearers - the
insult and the boredom.
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Don't mistake me. This is not an argument for half-heartedness or caution. Or for meeting
the emotionally uneducated halfway. I am too much of a high-seriousness man still, to deign
to meet anybody anywhere. And I am too much of a low-comedy man to care whether or not
propriety is outraged. Make art that outrages all you like. Promote art that outrages all you
like. But don't mistake the offence for the art. And don't be vain of the rupture that may
follow. Regret the rupture. The most delicate affiliations are in play here. The bonds of
trust that bind artists to their public are fine. Every time one snaps we should lament it as
bitterly as a preacher will lament a lost soul.

We are in the saving business, we in the arts. We may do it as much by low comedy as by
high seriousness, but we are soul savers or we are nothing. The insult implicit in imposed
popular culture is that the mass is a mass and must be encouraged to stay that way. Find the
unindividuated impulse, call it free choice and flatter it. Create a Spice Girl, create a taste for
a Spice Girl, and then defend the universal right to Spice Girl as though Spice Girl were
always in God's plan for us.

This is called populism, or giving the people what the people want. It expresses openly what
the avant-garde, by a contradiction deep in its nature, wills covertly. This is why the two hit
it off so cosily in postmodemism. Neither believes in the great affinitive powers of art.

What we do, when we are doing what we do best, is the very opposite. We save the masses
from the idea of mass. We rescue the individual from the general. We reclaim the detail
from the blur. It's a miracle that we can do such a thing in a public place- in a gallery, in a
theatre, in a concert hall, in a library- but we do. We assemble multitudes (shrinking
multitudes) and by the force of art compel them to confront the mystery of their singleness in
the very moment of their finding most to share.

But first we have to win them from the illusory-consoling distractions of what is not art and
get them into the gallery, the theatre, the concert hall, the library. And if we're standing at
the door with our swords up and our edges flashing, they might just decide to stay outside ...
or go to some other place ... that promises to save them from nausea and suicide ...

Howard Jacobson
Delivered Perth, March 30.
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Starting From Where We Are
I want to begin with a quotation from a keynote address by Alan Filewod at the 1997
World Congress of the International University Theatre Association in Quebec:
"We need to repudiate the failed historical narrative of national culture, move away
from our allegiance to an archaic model of theatrical value and pay closer attention
to those arts which really do enact who we are as a people." (Filewod 1997: 10)
The questions which inform my thoughts here are implied by that fmal phrase. What are the

arts which enable us to enact our lives? How do we symbolise our life experiences through
theatre? What forms suit this best? In what social contexts? What is the function of the
university in this process and how does all of this relate to 'theatre' as we have hitherto
understood it?
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I want to argue that university theatre departments and university theatres have an important
strategic role to play in cultural enfranchisement- in widening the participation of ordinary
people in arts activity. Currently, when we talk of the 'theatre community' we enclose the
phrase with the invisible parentheses of professionalism and this bracketing also
encompasses what Filewod refers to as the 'historical narrative of national culture' and the
'archaic model of theatrical value'. Empowering ordinary people to participate in the theatre
arts which enable us to enact our own lives will necessarily challenge these models and

open up the theatre community beyond the boundaries of the academy on the one hand and
the profession on the other. The theatre community can be seen as largely producing
endless performances of a small number of plays. As Bonnie Marranca says:
"Virtually the whole history of theater is organised around a few predictable plays
of the most read authors of classic and traditional drama, with little movement
outside a narrow range of their oeuvres." (Marranca 1996: 160)
There is a culture of recidivism rather than development. We need to ensure that we start
where we are and recognise contemporary voices; the voices of participants- students;
members of the community. Young voices are speaking to us and they're not necessarily
telling us what we want to hear. As Susanna Speier says in 'Stranded on Planet X', 'I'm
22 and Arthur Miller puts me to sleep.' (Speier 1995:10) In other words, we tend to start
from where we were rather than where we are. My objective is to try and seek out
academic/theatrical structures which foreground cultural enfranchisement; which are
inclusive and which re-define the parameters of the 'theatre community' as we currently
understand it.
This paper argues that the theatre community for the next millennium should be one in
which the artificial walls between:
universities and arts centres,
performers and administrators,
presentation and participation,
the historical and the contemporary,
the text-based and the devised
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are broken down in the creation of new kinds of institution which contain elements of
research, teaching, performance and arts administration. These re-invented institutions will
necessarily take an holistic view of the function of theatre in society and will balance the
vocational and the academic.

Transformations
As universities grapple with the implications of mass higher education and we refme our
understanding both of the demands placed on and the needs of our graduates we should
recognise that some transformations are required. With 36% take-up of higher education in
Britain where, not many years ago, there was 5%, there is a large number of students who
are in British universities with only the glimmering of an idea about why they are really
there. Universities themselves have not really begun to find ways of interpreting their new
role. There is. a picture, not that far removed from the truth in some cases, of groups of
undergraduates sleepwalking through their university careers in the way that they sleepwalk
through their lives- deliberately, individualistically, switching off from the outside world
and rejecting, or fearing, pluralism. Looking at some of these students I recognise some
aspects of the phenomenon which Bonnie Marranca has identified.

'0 many students have no concept of a culture, a heritage, a society. They 0 only
conceive of life in a subculture, grassroots activism and a sense of community'
mingling artistic feelings with the politics of the personal, which is why they doubt
the possibility of universal experience.' (Marranca 1996: 17 8)
This is not fin-de-siecle re-appraisal, millennia! insecurity, academic revisionism or postpost-modem anxiety- although I'm delighted to note that Marranca does hint at the
continued necessity for grand narratives. It is the logical extension of a debate which has
been running for some years now in various related arenas. My experience of the debate
comes, first, from teaching in a performing arts department, second, from researching the
developing form of the community play in Britain during the 1980s and 1990s, third, from
managing a small university theatre and, fourth, from trying to make connections between
all these activities. Others have articulated generically similar concerns whilst coming to
different conclusions. Richard Schechner in 1995 ('Transforming Theatre Departments' in
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The Drama Review), Bonnie Marranca in 1996 ('Theater and the University at the End of
the Twentieth Century' in Ecologies of Theater) and Alan Filewod in 1997 (The Cabbage
and the Cathedral: A Cultural Pathology of University Theatre in English Canada at the
IUTA World Congress in Quebec).
Schechner observes that university acting training programmes are often not fit for purpose
in the sense that they fail to recognise the narrowness of opportunity for their students after
graduation. They are training for a profession which always had limited openings and is
now shrinking. Talking to theatre students at Claremont College, Schechner said: 'Only
one in 50 of you will make a full career out of acting or directing 0. 80 per cent of actors
holding the Equity card are out of work at any given moment 0. For those who think they
are being trained for a lifetime career, their education is a cheat, a fraud' (Schechner
1995:7/8). Schechner's solution is first, to identify the elite (who have the ability to become
professional theatre workers) and, regulating supply and demand, rigorously control
numbers. Second, to widen the remit of theatre departments so that they teach
'performance' in a very broad Humanist sense 'as a way of understanding today's world'
and, third, to 'cultivate an appreciation for and the practice of "theatre art'' as a lifelong
amateur activity'.
Marranca argues for a 'reconfiguration' of 'traditional and experimental forms, the past and
the future'. She starts from the notion that there is an intellectual crisis at the heart of theatre
studies which manifests itself in an absolute reliance on 'the best known canonical plays
from around the tum of the century and the early decades' of this century. In short, she
argues for theatre studies to be brought, kicking and screaming, into the late twentieth
century and to be forced to grapple with new technologies and contemporary
understandings of enactment. Marranca argues that students must enfranchise themselves
and take control of their own learning processes. She says:
'They cannot wait for theater programs or university bureaucracies to organise their
creative lives, though of course they can demand more of them.' (Marranca
1996:164)
We need to recognise this state of affairs and respond to these challenges.
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Filewod posits a possible cultural studies of performance predicated on the idea that theatre
is 'a cultural practice entirely contingent on the specificities of historical experience'
(Filewod 1997:8). He rejects as sentimental the notion that theatre is an 'expression of
community that projects a culture through history' and argues for a pedagogy based on an
understanding of theatre as 'a form of social communication reproduced through sets of
artistic conventions'. The set of artistic conventions that interests me is one which tries to
grapple with the organic development of performance through inclusive, collaborative,
empowering processes. Its about opening up our expertise. Its about working with people
who are turned off by the classics on projects/topics/issues which fire them up.
My experience concerns teaching principally on an undergraduate programme which is
determinedly non-conservatoire in its approach and which draws in students who want (a)
to combine study of dance and theatre in ways which will aid their understanding of
interdisciplinarity and (b) who desire to make an equal contribution to the making of
theatre. The course promotes collective responsibility through the devising process and
through collaborative approaches to the presentation of texts.

Communal Theatre-Making
In investigating the idea of communal theatre-making my concern is to re-situate the idea of
the theatre worker - the person who appreciates that the project on which they are working
is in equal measure artistic-theatrical and socio-cultural. I am interested in the empowering
strategies we adopt to enable members of the theatre community, be they experienced or in
training, paid or unpaid, to find their voice and to discover the places to express that voice.

If the concept of empowerment is viewed as an aspect of cultural participation, then it
breaks into three key areas:
- as a self-development process for the participant
- to develop specific theatre skills
- to promote social action.
Only one of these is remotely susceptible to the kind of evaluation to which university
courses are usually subject.
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My research into the process of community playmaking provides both an example of these
types of empowerment and a model for communal theatre practices. The concept of
communal theatre offers a means of clarifying the differences between participation and
collaboration in the making of theatre. As I have indicated elsewhere, (Jones, 1997) my
thesis is that whilst community theatre is merely participatory, community plays, which
extend this participation by using collaborative methods are making theatre communally.
The difference between participation and collaboration is marked by the concept of
ownership- the degree of 'shared experience'. Participation comes from the idea of 'taking
part in' whereas collaboration is rooted in the idea of 'working together'. There is
considerable difference between taking part in a professionally-organised community
theatre project and working in conjunction with others, both amateur and professional, in
the creation of an artistic event. The differences have to do with:
the level of democracy of planning and organisation
the hierarchies of relationships within the project
the perceived ability of the participants to influence the direction of the project and
the skill of the arts workers in de-mystifying their profession
My proposal offers a new construct of a performing arts department- one which is not
hermetically sealed from its social context and purely 'objective-critical' (to borrow a
phrase from Raymond Williams) but which is, by design, a leaky system, full of messy
overlaps between all aspects of theatre: teaching, learning, making, researching,
participating, collaborating, workshops, marketing, funding. A construct which recognises
the realities of the funding of students' education, the real impact of mass participation and
the consequent changing function of university education in the performing arts as it
recognises its new place at the interface between theatre and community. We need to start
where we are and build from there. As Marranca says:
Even if it takes one class at a time, one person at a time, what must be restored to
students is a sense of belonging to the world, of partaking in its history, of
continuing its intellectual struggles
(Marranca 1996: 178)
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I believe that the cornerstone of this new way of working, this re-definition of the theatre
community, is the application of the principle of communal theatre.

New Structures And Their Implications
In applying this principle it seems inevitable that the constraints of the academy will need to
be broken. I am proposing something much more radical than a re-defmition of the
tutor/student relationship. It seems to me that we cannot escape the ramifications of wider
cultural enfranchisement. If we aim for a practice which embodies Owen Kelly's 'direct
participation in living culture' (Kelly, 1984) then we will not, and can not, be satisfied
with simple re-examinations of teaching and learning strategies within the academy. Kelly's
ideals force their way through the university walls and, necessarily, create reflexive
connections between community and academy which assist the re-definition of the 'theatre
community'. We will need a new, holistic view which takes as its basis the wide process of
communal theatre-making rather than the narrow process of obtaining a university
education and which ensures that participants in these activities 'partake in history' rather
than merely absorb it. Or not, as the case may be.

In a sense I am arguing for a congruence of the artistic space, the communal space and the
academic space which will empower all participants by democratising control, and therefore
ownership, of the process. What distinguishes this approach to cultural participation is the
importance it places on the primacy of the voice of the participant and a shared approach to
constructing the framework of the activity as a whole. If we can free ourselves from the
instrumental tutor/student relationship and create a new, task-oriented participatory
framework for theatre-making we shall inevitably need new kinds of places to work; places
where theatre is researched, made communally, interrogated, evaluated, marketed and demystified. These places will not be just 'universities', nor just 'theatres', nor just
'community arts centres' but rather a kind of "communal theatre-versity" which brings
together the key aspects of all three areas of endeavour.
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A Communal Theatre-Versity
A communal theatre-versity (I apologise for the clumsy interim description) will need to
reverse the traditional description of 'arts centre' to become understood as a 'centre for the

arts'- a centre which provides for the needs of the new theatre community, on whose
existence this paper is predicated. My university is one of four partners in just such a
venture. The proposed Pilgrim Centre for the Arts in Bedford has the potential to be an
interesting space for the development and promotion of the kind of theatre community I
propose. It is being developed in a partnership between two local authorities, the university
and a charitable trust. The partners have created a unique alliance which has strong potential
to make a powerful co-ordinated impact in the related areas of education, arts provision and
community access. The partners have come together specifically to promote the arts and
education and it has been of singular importance to recognise the need to balance the
differing missions, and therefore agendas, of each partner whilst developing co-operative
structures which enable the identification of common purpose for the enterprise as a whole.
The partners intend to formalise the partnership by establishing a charitable trust to oversee
the management of the centre. Specifically their aims may be achieved by:

•

presenting to the public a regular programme of music, theatre, dance, film and
exhibitions

•

acting as a focus for community activity in the arts by providing
- space for rehearsal and performance
- a networking centre for participatory community arts activity

•

being involved in commissioning, co-promotion and residency work

•

providing performance/exhibition spaces for locally-based artists across all disciplines

•

acting as a model for the reflexive relationship between academic work in the
performing arts and the representation of/participation in performance.

Clearly the fmal point is central to my argument.
The local authorities express the nature of their involvement in terms of (a) 'being party to
an initiative which promotes lifelong learning within the arts', (b) empowering and
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supporting community groups, organisations and individuals in the development and
promotion of the arts'. The charitable tmst, which is the landlord, has amongst its objects
'the provision 6 of facilities for recreation and other leisure time occupation' and it wishes
to see the site developed for the benefit of the community at large. The university is
interested in helping to bring about a unique facility i.e. a centre for the arts which has
embedded within it a university performing arts department: a centre which unites teaching,
research and practice.

In the light of these principles and interests the new centre will take as its key policy the aim
to 'make connections between activities within the centre and activities in the communityprofessional performances and exhibitions, student performances and workshops,
community performances and workshop activity'. This focus is designed to enable the
identification of boundaries as a step towards their eradication and its is relatively easy to
see how, in principle at least, to put many of the centre's policies into action. The uncharted
territory appears when we venture beyond straightforward educational activity with its
focus on units of assessment and begin to think about the points raised by Schechner,
Marranca and Filewod in the context of:
- levels of democracy of planning and organisation
- hierarchies of relationships, and,
- the ability of all participants to influence the direction of the activity.
I am arguing for a culture within the new centre which takes communal theatre-making as
its main principle. A culture which is based on two-way learning between all participants
and which, necessarily, needs to move away from the transmissional nature of much of
theatre studies as we currently conceive of it. Communal theatre-making requires specific
skills and knowledge which transcend the subject-specific. Practitioners need to know as
much about working with people, about theatre for self-development, as they do about their
specialist areas. It is not about relinquishing our claims to expertise or experience but about
the development of issue-based, task-focused tacit contracts between members of the
theatre community operating

~

equals. As the century turns I believe that these approaches

will enable us to come closer to enacting for ourselves who we are as people.
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Change? Institutions? The very word has always implied establishment, aversion to
change. Not any longer. No more may institutions rest calmly against their sandstone
edifices. Change is inevitable if they are to meet the challenge of competition for students,
at both entrance and exit to tertiary training, in a climate of what some would say is
economic rationalism, but I prefer to call "frugality".
Institutions are responding to this stimulus by looking to find an edge ... in the market ...
(for us as practising artists) in the artform ... or in anything which might gain for them a
chance of better students, better graduates, better funding. What do we mean by "an edge"?
One automatically assumes that it is the sharpest point, implying superiority, the
achievement of excellence. In fact, the word simply means "extremity". In looking for the
"edge", therefore, we must be certain to head for the extremity which will bring with it the
greatest advantage!
This paper offers one example of the search for an edge in an increasingly demanding and
exacting market place. It is but one way of finding a niche which will work, bringing with
it the benefits which have, for others, been longer in the making. The example to which I
refer is that of the Central Queensland Conservatorium of Music.
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Presumptuous of me, I accept, to quote my own institution. Even more so to claim its
achievements. But the reality is that the CQCM has surprised us all. Not that we're
unhappy with its progress! I must admit, however, to experiencing some apprehension in
respect of the implications and responsibilities of an earlier-than-anticipated arrival at (or
near) "the edge".

The History
Central Queensland Conservatorium of Music began life as the only regional campus of
Queensland Conservatorium. In fact, even before then, it was a twinkle in the eye of the
Community Music Centre of Mackay, itself an outstanding example of fmding an edge in
the unexpected, and almost unsuspecting city of Mackay in the early 1980s.
Why unexpected? Primarily because, in the eighties, if one was to establish a regional
offshoot of anything, the Queensland (then National Party) government, combined with a
number of other factors (including a long-lived push for secession by North Queensland)
would probably have assumed that it should be in Townsville. However, a feasibility study
of the four major coastal centres, Cairns, Townsville, Mackay and Rockhampton, proved
that Mackay had greater support from within the community, and therefore a better chance
of success. This community support has been a critical factor in the development of a
supportive infrastructure.
From the outset, the new campus of Queensland Con was concerned with survival. Mter

all, it is a simple matter to come up with an intake in a community which has been working
towards the arrival of the campus for some time. But where will the next intake come from?
More importantly, what will it comprise? The answer to that question was different,
dependent on whether it was asked of the Conservatorium (by that I mean the Brisbane
base) or the community.
The Conservatorium planned that the regional campus would act as a pre-tertiary feeder (in
reality, "filter") for the many regional students who apply for entry each year. As such, it
offered an Associate Diploma which acted as a bridge into the full-time courses in
Brisbane. The plan was a long way from reality. For a start, not all of the regional
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applicants lived within cooee of Mackay. Don't forget, Cairns is another 1000 kilometres
north! In any case, the community had other ideas. Why were there no degrees on offer?
Given that the community was coming up with some pretty supportive fmancial arguments,
it wasn't long before the first year of the Bachelor of Music was offered in Mackay.
To imply that this was progress towards the "edge" would not only be premature but
delusive. In fact, whilst it may have improved the options on offer to the incoming
students, it did little to raise the profile of the regional campus outside Queensland. Why?
Because whilst students had the choice of Brisbane or Mackay, the more obvious
preference was for the larger metropolitan campus. And one doesn't always have the same
cutting edge potential with students who are enrolling in the institution which was their
second or third preference for study. At that time, the only "edge" was the link to the
already-established profile of the Brisbane campus, but the majority of the best students
were enrolled there, not in Mackay. After all, if one has access only to the first year of the
degree, for students originating outside the immediate Mackay area it meant relocating
twice in as many years. That is not to say that they didn't enrol. They most certainly did,
but Mackay was second to Brisbane for most students. As a result, long-term planning of
any kind was made more difficult by the radical change in the composition of the intake
each year.
This fact became more critical to the young campus when contemplating independence from
the alma mater in the move to Central Queensland University in 1996. In the approach
towards taking those first lone steps as (what was affectionately known as) the newest Con
on the Aussie block, strategy became of vital importance if the young Conservatorium was
to attract its own, high quality students. To compete against the larger metropolitan
universities was not an option worth considering. Therefore, offering the same type of
degree was not feasible.

The Strategy

The successful solution lay in the decision to offer something which was unique,
something which was not disadvantaged by geographical complications, and to do it as
well as it might possibly be done. The answer was not a difficult one. Mackay has a long
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and successful record in the training of dancers, and there are a number of very good drama
studios in the city. The mix suggested Music Theatre- note, not Musical Theatre. This is
not a Bachelor of Broadway! The degree covers repertoire from early Greek through to offthe-wall theatre, and includes any concept which combines the elements of music, drama
and choreographed movement. The second choice, Jazz Studies, was based on staffing
strengths and the demands of the hospitality industry in this tourist region.

* make

it different

The design of the new Bachelor of Music Theatre degree was deliberately different from
that already offered by the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts, and from
those options at other universities, such as the University of W ollongong. The plan was
that, by linking the training carefully to industry expectations and experience, and by
making the students flexible in their skills, the graduates would find themselves working in
some capacity within the industry they had chosen. Eventually, we thought, the record
would speak for itself.
But here we are, without even a graduate to boast, attracting students from all over the
country as well as overseas. The competition for this course is fierce, and in 1997 we
selected only one in four first preference applicants, 40% of them from outside
Queensland. The 1998 intake looks like increasing the first preference ratio, with 60% from
outside Queensland. In a year when applications for tertiary entry have declined, CQCM
had a significant increase in first preference applications.
Why? Certainly not because they've seen the quality of the graduate. More certainly not
because of advertising- one run of a print advertisement in two national publications can't
account for the level of increase. It seems that the answer lies in having chosen a niche
market. The jokes about boutique degrees may be well deserved, but the bottom line is that
it works!
The Bachelor of Jazz Studies degree is only very new, offering its second year in 1998.
Already it is demonstrating a similar growth in the rate of applications, although with the
greater preponderance of jazz courses available, it is unlikely that it will have the same edge
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as does the music theatre option. Whilst it is different from the others, it most certainly
couldn't be called unique.
So what are the differences?
The Music Theatre degree seeks to train practitioners with an integrated approach to the
industry. Not only does this plan to offer them flexibility of employment opportunities, but
also a better understanding of those with whom they will work. The performer appreciates
the lighting technician's concerns about focus, the director understands the singer's need to
breathe, the sound technician knows what problems a costume change might cause for the
radio mike.
Hence, the students complete a common year in which all aspects of music theatre are
covered - performance, creation, production, technical and even aspects of management.
Mter that, it is possible for students to design their own course of study. From the second
year, they begin to specialise in one of the four major strands- performance, creative,
technical or management. Further specialisation may occur in the fmal year, but there
remains also an option to change tack if the student wishes to remain more flexible. Postgraduate diplomas fine-tune such special areas as performance, direction, choreography,
design and management.
During the course, all productions are managed on a schedule closely aligned to that which
the industry demands. Open auditions are held for all performance work, and the timeframe
for each production is short, with brief and intensive rehearsal periods. No concession is
given to the participants. They are no longer students, and they are required to meet
industry standards in all aspects of the rehearsal and production process. Their assessment
reflects their professional response to this obligation. For all students, the highest
weighting of assessment is given to a unit called Production, which brings together all
aspects of their study.
The fmal year provides a real transition, moving the students towards self-management
within the industry they hope to join. For example, in their voice studies, they move from
weekly voice lessons to a "bank" of hours with a visiting voice consultant, supported by a
repetiteur/coach who assists them in preparation of repertoire in between their occasional
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appointments with the consultant, who travels regularly to Mackay from Brisbane. They
may also attend vocal technique workshops but are expected to demonstrate an
independence in their approach to vocal management.
Also in the final year, as in post-graduate work, the students are encouraged to develop
projects which will afford them the opportunity of experiencing the industry in real terms.
Hence, for 1998 one student who is working towards management has designed and will
produce her own show, including selection of other students and professionals in the key
roles of design and direction, as well as managing the auditions, budget and promotion.
She will have access to one staff mentor who will guide her as would a post-graduate
supervisor. Another student will be seconded to a major performing arts venue to gain
experience in technical aspects of production.
The students are members of a student-managed company, Con Act. The executive of the
company comprises Company Manager, Company Administrator, Technical Manager,
Promotions Manager and Dance Captain. They are selected by interview from a shortlist of
applicants who have responded to an open advertisement. They are given a position
description and the responsibility for managing the company, and liaising with the
"producer", which is the Conservatorium management. Each member of the executive is
linked to a staff mentor who guides them in their role. Already this has proven an
invaluable experience for those who have been involved with the company executive. For
some, it allowed them an early realisation that their original field of specialisation wasn't
really what they wished to pursue. For others, it has developed valued links with all parts
of the industry.
The Jazz Studies course has a very practical base. Because one target group of potential
students is professionals working within the local tourist industry and wanting to formalise
their qualifications, the focus of study needs to be performance-based. Hence, studies in
jazz history are linked to sessions which explore the styles, and experience in jazz materials
also has links with practical sessions. Once they have demonstrated competence, students
are offered performance work in the local industry through the Conservatorium's own
agency, Con Artists, which manages the bookings, and allows senior students professional
experience in the generation and management of the work.
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it exceptional

Whilst all it might need is a flexible approach to where the money is spent, what it takes is a
little more. Linked to the choice to offer "niche market" degrees is another decision,
sometimes less palatable to the public eye. Our determination to avoid compromising
quality means that, if we aren't able to do something well, we don't do it at all. When a
student wants to study a second instrument and we are unable to provide a specialist
teacher, it is simply not available. If we do not have the appropriate expertise for a given
area, we bring it in, or we leave it out. This no-nonsense approach is beginning to be
understood by those whose initial encounter with it seems obstructive.
Because this policy tends to impact more at the pre-tertiary level, it has minimal impact on
the breadth of our undergraduate work. The only outcome for the full-time students is that
whatever is offered is of high calibre. The flow-on is that the students now expect the
maintenance of a high standard! We've quite a challenge ahead if we are to continue to
manage that in the current funding climate.

* make it

- where?

The question is often asked "Why Mackay?" My answer is usually "Why not?" Mter all,
some of the best specialist schools in the world are situated in non-metropolitan centres. If
one wants to be "on the edge", why not on the edge of the Great Barrier ?
There is no reason why students need be disadvantaged by georgraphy. In fact, there's
something to be said for the level of focus brought to the course when students from other
states converge in one place, with one purpose in mind. Neither is it difficult to attract
some of the leading practitioners in music theatre for a residency to work with the students.
What it needs is a flexible approach to where the money is spent.
The word "regional" often brings with it connotations which seem to imply compromise.
Mter all, much of the infrastructure, particularly within the performing arts, exists in the
metropolitan centres. As a result, most of the opportunities are metropolitan-based. The
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annual tour of the various performing arts companies afford regional centres a "one-night
stand", but no ongoing developmental support.
The last ten years have seen the start of a turnaround in this trend in Queensland. Dance
North, a company based in Townsville, has had international success, and in the 20 years
of its existence has provided for the Townsville region a strong infrastructure in the
development of young dancers.
The company's evolution into a professional ensemble took place over a period of ten
years, nurtured by local supporters working with the Queensland Government Arts
Division and the Australia Council. It is particularly significant that the company grew out
of the community, and as it did, it provided progress within the community. Dance
students in Townsville now enjoy regular access to professional artists of excellent quality
as both teachers and performers.
Likewise, in Mackay, there has been a parallel development of two young professional
companies. The first, the Lyrebird Ensemble, a professional chamber orchestra, provides a
strong infrastructure for the training of young orchestral players. It has a broad audience
base, and local corporate support. Notable initiatives of the orchestra has been to establish
an annual commission for new work by young Queensland composers, and to encourage
corporate sponsorship of scholarships which bring into the community players of the
highest calibre to join the orchestra. Now that students need financial assistance for tertiary
study, they are prepared to consider non-metropolitan alternatives.
It should be noted that offering the dollar-coated carrot brings with it a heavy

responsibility. Beneath the fmancial facade must lie teaching and performance opportunities
of similarly high calibre. Sometimes this requires taking the hard decision NOT to offer a
scholarship if the teaching can't extend the potential performer.
The second young company in Mackay, Opera North, also has the potential to develop an
infrastructure which will provide valuable cultural growth within the city. Whilst at present,
its youth and strategy rely on importing professionals to work with the company, many
students have the opportunity to access these professionals and the production process
itself. The company employs some of our senior students as assistants to the roles of
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director, musical director and sound and lighting technicians. No doubt, as the company
strengthens, so too will the off-campus opportunities locally.
However, the Conservatorium cannot afford to wait for that development to happen.
Students are also seconded to major performing arts venues in other cities, including
Brisbane and interstate, to gain professional experience. The future will offer students both
options.

Maintaining The Edge
Therein lie the secrets to fmding the edge in this particular case. Do something different, do
it without compromise and don't be discouraged by geography. However, if getting to the
edge was a lot faster than anticipated, staying on the edge is likely to prove a much greater
challenge.
In summary, make it different and make no compromise on quality.
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Introduction
We propose to approach here the relationship between choreographer and dancer, looking
for new possibilities, opening venues for the re-construction of the role of the dancer in the
interpretation of choreography. Our work is founded on the belief that it is important to use
the dancer's individuality in building a dance, reflecting on new ways for the
choreographer and dancer to develop choreographic ideas and movement.

Looking At The Choreography
Whenever we look at a dance piece, we are in the presence of two different kinds of
expression: That of the choreographer, of which the dancer is merely the vehicle, and that
of the performer, revealed in the interpretation of the dance.
For the audience, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the role of the dancer and
that of the choreographer in relation to what is observed. Why is that movement so
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impressive? Because of the impact of that shape, or the significance of that gesture, in the
context of the composition? Or simply because it is so well executed?
According to Dufrenne (1953), dance is an art which, more than any other, exists in the
performer. Because it lacks a systematic use of notation, for once, and because it requires
great qualities in the interpretation (p. 51).
Analyses based on structuralist theories may focus its object on the work in itself, paying
little attention to the "detail" of the dancer's performance. Dridd Williams (1976), talking
about "Deep Structures of the Dance" says that "It is unfortunate that what is usually seen
in a dance is the sensuous surfaces of the dancers rather than the aesthetic surfaces (or
forms) of the dance", assuming that the inevitable sensibility and sensuality of the dancer is
in the way of the appreciation of the dance. But on the other hand, in the words of Graham
McFee (1992) "Dance, as a performing art, is only confronted or encountered when one
encounters or confronts a performance of it[... ] " (p. 273). Without the presence of the
performer, dance simply cannot be experienced by the spectator.
The choreographer is never completely alone in the creative process, since the contribution
of the dancer has always to be considered. If the painter, or the writer, can confine
themselves to their work, and generate it exclusively by themselves, the choreographer can
only do that if he is working on a solo to be danced by himself. The dancer is the material
of the choreographer, like the paint is for the painter. But, for the better and for the worse,
a dancer is animated, with dance skills and personality, which necessarily influence the
fmal work.
This condition of choreography implies that dance study cannot be done in a linear way.

Making The Choreography
An analysis of the work of different choreographers shows us that there are maybe as many
types of relationship between choreographer and dancer as there are choreographers and
dancers. If in some cases the dancer is asked just to reproduce the choreographer's
technical demands, in other cases the dancer has a clear contribution in the creation of the
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movement material. This, depending on the choreographer's method, his intentions, and,
of course, the dancer's ability.
Traditionally, the preparation of dancers is based on the dally repetition of codified
exercises. This should prepare them to perform technically well, not only those specific
exercises, but also any choreographic demands for a particular piece. The choreographer
asks for a specific set of movements, and the dancer should be able to perform them
correctly. Nevertheless, choreographers are usually interested in more than a technically
correct performance: The dancer's artistry is supposed to be enfolding the execution of the
required movements.
Some choreographers, nowadays, even say that they prefer to work with non-dancers, so
that they may get a different kind of input from the dancer. Generally we could say that
every time choreographic innovation goes beyond formal questions and deals with the
creation of new movement language and even new systems of expression/representation,
the role of dancers and their individual capacities and qualities becomes fundamental.

Teaching Choreography
Personally, I have been involved with choreography for almost twenty years. First as a
student, than as a choreographer, and later in teaching choreography. I got used to
completely separating my functions when I went from the choreographer, in the dance
company, to the teacher, in the university environment. One had to create the dance
material, to improvise, to show the dancers specific movement phrases; The other, should
only stimulate students to create their own material, and to discover their own possibilities;
This, by means of improvisation and reflection towards the development of movement
ideas and composition of dances.
I have always believed it is important to try not to transmit to the students your personal
taste. Neither is it interesting to influence them with your own movement style. On the
contrary, my search has always been how to better lead the students to discover a personal
path to express themselves; How to develop their own corporeality and identity through the
dance. For this, I have developed methods which keep changing, constantly adjusting to
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each new group of student. I have found out that in improvisation and in choreography, the
teacher's capacity to improvise is more important than that of the students. Lesson plans are
frequently not more than departure lines. Each time improvising new directions, following
the course of the group's exploits, that's what teaching choreography has, in a way,
become to me. For this, I find indispensable the maximum awareness to the students'
qualities and sensibility along with the capacity to develop adequate solutions, or to
propose poignant and provoking suggestions.
Recently, I have been trying to approach my functions as a teacher and a choreographer,
fmding that this may become stimulating for the students. One of the methods encountered
is the subject of the present paper.

A Method In Progress
Since richness in teaching choreography may come from the use of a variety of strategies
employed, I propose here one of many possible methods envisaged to stimulate students
towards creating dance. This method has also been used with the dancers of a professional
company, as a means towards the building of choreography. It is a method in progress in
the sense that it is not concluded; It is a point of departure that has been used one way, and
it may be used differently next time, depending on the circumstances, and the humour of
the choreographer/teacher and the dancers. Basically, this method consists of using the
teacher's or the choreographer's improvisation, allowing the students, or dancers to reinterpret it at their choice.
To developed this method, I suggest the following in successive phases:

1. Student/dancer warming-up improvisation
In teaching choreography I hav~ found that, though not indispensable, improvisation is
extremely useful in "getting started" for further work in composition. To predispose for the
main part of the session, it seems important to compel students or dancers to use the whole
body in an organic way. Music is used as a stimulus for improvisation of movements
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coming from the centre of the body, or the hips. Starting from small transfers of the
weight, and by expanding the sway of the hips, movement may naturally grow bigger and
develop into the whole body involved in continuous movement. Progressively, different
suggestions can be introduced in order to diversify the improvised movement: use circular,
or swinging movement; use of big range (or small range) movements; move around the
floor; go to the floor; use turns, or jumps; explore the movement of the limbs; etc ....

2. Teacher/Choreographer improvisation
The students, or dancers, watch the teacher/choreographer improvise for around 20
seconds, and are asked to try to memorise the movements.

3. Student/dancer's reinterpretation
The student/dancers are not expected to memorise the whole sequence of movements - It is
to long for that. They are asked to try to reproduce whatever they can remember, trying to
memorise it. It will be each one's re-interpretation of the improvised movement. Chances
are that only the more interesting or catching movements will be remembered. This means
that a "natural selection" of the movement material improvised by the teacher/choreographer
will happen in this phase. Each student or dancer will end-up with different movements.
Nevertheless, all of the movement sequences will certainly have much in common, since
they have the same point of departure. This will bring some unity to the whole material.

4. Embellishment
The students, or the choreographer, can now work on the movement sequences creating
phrases with some completeness in it. They can be worked in terms of quality of movement
and clarity. Also, they can be embellished, either by adding details to the movement, or by
"cleaning" it of superfluous movements.
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5. Group work
Different experiments can now be done to put together all the phrases of each of the
students, or dancers. The students', or the choreographer's appreciation of the use of the
space and the relations between the dancers, will define the construction of what may
become the skeleton of a dance piece.
If the work starts with the intention of creating a piece, the improvisation of the

choreographer may start by being stimulated by a particular theme. This whole method may
accomplish interesting work, particularly if one is capable of integrating it around a specific
thematic unit.
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Introduction
This paper presents an experiment developed in Lisbon, Portugal, searching for new ways
to develop basic composition concepts and using video technology for teaching in the areas
of Visual Arts and Dance.
The purpose of this project was to create a pedagogical video for use in teaching in
Secondary Schools, in the disciplines of Visual Arts and Dance. We wanted to create a new
instrument to contribute to the development of innovative, stimulating and motivating ways
of transmitting specific art subjects to secondary school students. Composition concepts are
not always easy to apprehend, due to a lack of pedagogical support documents/instruments,
and difficult access to the artistic object. Thus the necessity to develop new instruments.
The project was built on visual and scenic interdisciplinary exploration of basic concepts of
composition, common to the visual arts and choreography.
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Dance And Visual Arts
Collaborations between dance and the visual arts come from far back in history. In fact,
since dance has developed as a theatre art form, visual artists have participated in the
creation of ballets, by designing decors and costumes. However, it seems strange that very
few of these collaborations have become renown. While we all know the music of many
ballets that were first performed in the XIXth century, by composers such as Tchaikovsky
or Rimsky-Korsakov, no set designers come to our mind that have intervened in theatrical
dance, at that time. This does not mean, though, that the role of the set designer was of less
importance in those times. On the contrary, dance literature (Bourcier, 1978, Au, 1988,
Sorell, 1981, Pasi,1991), based on writings and critiques of the time, pointed out the
importance that the decor had in the success of any ballet. The fascination of the dances and
dramatic evolution of the piece had to be enhanced by the ability and technique of those
who constructed the sets where it would all happen.
Despite the importance of set design in theatrical dance, it is not until the emerging of
Diaghilev's Ballets Russes, in the beginning of our century, that outstanding artists
collaborating with the company affirmed the importance of different arts converging with
similar status, to the same purpose. In his youth, Diaghilev "fell in with a group of
remarkably brilliant young artists and intellectuals who were united in a common quest for
knowledge and truth" (Guest, 1960, p. 77). The set and costume designs of Alexandre
Benois and Leon Bakst marked Diaghilev's productions from the start contributing,
indisputably, to its success. Later, inviting artists such as Jean Cocteau or Picasso,
Diaghilev had an important influence in bringing together dance and the other arts.

In the USA, other famous collaborations, that of choreographer Merce Cunningham with
painters Robert Rauschenberg, first, and Jasper Johns, later, (other artists collaborated in a
more sporadic way) developed since the 50's. "One of the major innovations of these
collaborations was the introduction of the principle of independence of the elements" of the
work (Bertagne, 1994). Here, the stage design was not made in function of the dance that
was created before, the author was free to develop the work independently of the constrains
of specific themes or movements. Based on the same artistic principles all the creators
(composer, choreographer, designer) are, exactly at the same level, free to present their part
of the work. Believing in the principles of chance in art, each creator does not try to
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accommodate each other. Independently co-existing in the same time-space, all of them
have absolutely equal status.
Influenced by this conception of the art, the so called "Judson Church" movement
developed significant performative events where the limits between the traditionally
different arts were transformed.
Dance can be like sculpture in movement, as well as a visualisation of music and drama
without words. It needs to bear relation with the other arts and, in the present day, a lot of
choreographers look for the training in areas different from the traditional techniques.
Dancer Patricia Kuypers (1995, p. 9) dreams of a choreographic school that leads reflection
in common with that of a visual arts school.
"La danse est aujourd'hui au coeur, voir le coeur, de preoccupations artistiques
multidisciplinaires ... "1, says stage-director/choreographer Frederic Flamand (in Degem be,
1995, p. 14). Some creators are, nowadays, difficult to classify, as it is their work. As an
example, Wirn V andekeybus, the Belgium stage-director/ choreographer, has little training
in dance. He says that photography, theatre, video and cinema equally intervene in his
work, which comes from intuition (Dubuisson, 1995, p. 15). And Chazad (1990) says "Le
grand enjeu pour la danse en cette fin du :xxe siecle sera de savoir retrouver ses origines,
tout en etant tournee vers les nouvelles formes d'expression technologiques et industrielles
(video-informatique-cybernetique) qui sont deja a l'oeuvre dans certaines creations
(qu'elles scient piCturales, plastiques ou choregraphiques) 2.
Mter all, it looks like, no matter what our main interest, the arts are not alone or separated
in their own well limited fields any more. More and more, it seems like people from
traditionally different fields are working together in common projects.

1

"Dance is today at the heart, or the heart, of multidisciplinairy artistic
preoccupations".
2 "The big venue for dance in this end of the xx century will be to kow how to
rediscover its origines, being at the same time turned towards the new
technological and industrial means of expression (video-informaticscybernetics), which are already being used in some creations (weather
picturial, visual or choreographic)".
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Background
The authors have collaborated since 1983 in the creation of dances and multimedia
productions. In some cases the choreographer appeals to the visual artist to create the stage
set and/or costumes, in other cases it is the visual artists who feel the need to call upon
performers to give their work a different impact.
From our contact we have understood the need for a close integration of the different
elements in any creation. We have also discovered that common concepts are present in
works from the different fields. They can be similarly treated by different means of
expression, but this seems to make us understand them better. Either the support element is
the human body or inert mass, compositions may develop around the same concepts. As
Guerber-Walsh (1996) affirms, concepts such as "dimensions- two and three
dimensional", "peripheral space", or "colour" can be explained and understood either from
the perspective of the visual artist, or that of the choreographer. The concepts can, in this
way gain a new dimension, as they are not restricted to a single means of expression. In
this kind of approach there is a reciprocal feeding that we have been understanding as
illuminating.

The Project
Our project started from the intention of developing new methods to teach composition
concepts, based on the belief in the importance of an integrated approach in the areas of
Visual Arts and Dance. For this we saw the necessity of creating new teaching devices.
Video technology seemed the best (and. more accessible) way to deal with the subject.
The purpose of this project became the creation of a pedagogical video for teaching in
Secondary Schools, in the disciplines of Visual Arts and Dance. We planned to create a
new instrument to contribute to the development of innovative, stimulating and motivating
ways of transmitting specific art subjects to secondary school students. Composition
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concepts are not always easy to apprehend, due to a lack of pedagogical support
documents/instruments, and difficult access to the artistic object. Thus the necessity to
develop new instruments.
To start this project we have chosen to approach one concept common to composition in
dance and the visual arts: The. motif. We started by experimenting on how to transform and
develop one particular, very simple motif, both in pictorial and in movement support.
The project was than developed in successive phases:
1. Creation of visual support
Several drawings were created on paper based on the development and
transformation of the motif. They were selected with the purpose of being used for
the video, but also to serve as stimuli for choreographic creation.
2. Choreographic improvisation
Choreography students of the Dance Department of Faculdade the Motricidade
Humana- Universidade Tecnica de Lis boa collaborated in improvisation classes.
They were asked and oriented to perform their own interpretation of the visual
stimuli created on phase one.
3. Recreation of visual support
New visual material was created inspired in the choreographic material.
4. Recording on video
Different choreographic explorations of the motif, as well as the visual support,
were recorded on video for posterior use.
4. Selection of the material
The recorded material had to be selected, to serve the purposes of the project.

5. Elaboration of the fmal video/document.
Mter writing the script for the video editing of the fmal video could be concluded.
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It is now our hope that we will have the means to continue this project which is now at its
beginning. We believe that the conceptions that prevail in it may contribute to a better
understanding of the Arts.
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Conventionalized theatre forms of"other" cultures (i.e., historically or geographically
distant from one's own) are usually studied in university theatre departments as a means
of engendering or broadening cultural understanding, or intended as a means of
performance training to further technical acting skills.

In the first instance, theatre is studied anthropologically using form, content, and context
to deepen understanding of aesthetic, political, religious, and other social aspects of the
culture in which the form developed. The perseverance of a theatrical tradition depends
on the ability of practitioners to sustain aesthetically an appreciative audience. Therefore
studying continuity and change within the dramatic and presentational form of a given
society through time reveals patterns of intellectual trends.
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In many cases, traditional theatre forms can also be of use to theatre training programmes
because of technical demands made physically, vocally, and psychologically upon
performers. Whether or not a production is successful in many traditional theatre forms
relies more on the audience's perception of the quality of actor skill presentation than on
the dramatic deveJopment of a story. In addition to character enactment, performers may
need to be able to display exceptional skills in song, dance, speech, acrobatics, mime, or
circus abilities such as juggling. While it is impractical to expect students to be able to
attain the ability to perform some feats on a skill level comparable to that expected in the
home culture of the traditional form and acquired only through a lifetime of dedication on
the performers' behalf, the experience of undergoing training and performance serves as a
valuable means for stretching actor technique.

At the National University of Singapore, in 1996-97 an experiment was undertaken to
provide training and performance in two traditional theatre forms concurrently. It was
expected that the experience, as in the study of a singular form, would benefit the
participants both anthropologically and technically. Beyond this expectation, it was
hypothesized that cultural and technical awareness could be further heightened through
presenting elements of structure, content, and aesthetics comparatively, analysing and
enacting contrasting and complementary inherent features by studying the forms side-byside.

This step is necessary for the production of the performance-an essential part of theatre
training but posing different problems than those of purely academic concerns. Foremost
in any producing effort must be a concern with the audience and the ways in which they
perceive and appreciate. In theatre training programs, these two concerns-meeting the
academic needs of students, and staging a production which will be judged as successful
by an audience-may overlap in some areas but essentially separate foci. This is not to
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say that the concerns are or should be disassociated. What must be done for both
concerns to coincide requires an additional level of planning, which in itself provides an
opportunity for further analysis, and subsequently revelations about both performers and
audiences.
In the NUS project, the two forms chosen for exploration were kyogen and commedia

dell 'arte. Of the two forms, commedia is the more recognizable to Singaporeans, despite
their closer geographic proximity to Japan than to Europe. Traditional commedia lazzi
(stock routines) have fundamentally served as a base for many slapstick presentations,
popularized on television and film in the routines of Western comedians such as The
Three Stooges or the Marx Brothers. Any community having access to such
programming would be able to immediately recognize and appreciate much of traditional

commedia activity. Kyogen, on the other hand, is basically unknown to general audiences
outside of Japan. Its small cast also relies on silly bits, often comically furthered by
speaking patterns and dance parodying aspects of Japanese tradition. But a more formal
quality characterizes kyogen skits as opposed to the appearance of the sudden
improvising by commedia artists.

The two forms were chosen for study and performance on the basis of providing
interesting anthropological study, technical actor training, and possibilities for combining
both to create a unique event able to be appreciated by our audience. Inherent in the plan
was the presumption that we would be learning not only about kyogen and commedia,
but the nature of audience perception in our own culture.

The first step in the process was to isolate key traits characterizing kyogen and commedia
and to determine which of these traits could be used in either complementary or
contrasting ways to dramatically combine the two 'pure' forms into a unified mixed form.
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Both forms share the characteristics of:

1) being comic styles,
2) having a plot moving towards chaos, often involving confrontations between
the character types of servants and a master,
3) requiring intensive physical training, and
4) having a presentational focus of direct address from the actor to the audience.

They also had interesting features that could be contrasted through:
1) rhythmic presentation--which is slow in kyogen and quick in commedia
2) development of storyline--progressing from a singular conflict through a
resolution in kyogen as opposed to weaving through a series of characterrevealing situations rather than actually having a coherent plot in commedia,
and
3) formal, ritualized presentational elements in kyogen and casual, in-the-audience
activity in commedia.

Academic Exploration

Exploration began in the assigned preparations for auditions in which the actors attended
a three-hour workshop introducing some physical and vocal stylizations characteristic of
each form, and were given a video containing excerpts of both commedia and kyogen
performances. The audition required preparation of two-person scenes taken from the

kyogen play Busu (Poisoned Sugar). Actors were to prepare the scene in two styles: the
first mimicking the distributed videotaping of a previous production ofBusu, and the
second reinterpreting the scene in their own conception of commedia style based on
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exercises from the workshop and examples of a commedia troupe performing on the
videotape. By preparing the same scene for presentation in the differing styles, the
students were required to analyse gesture, movement, speech, and internal aspects of
presentation to reconstruct the kyogen characterizations and construct original commedia
representations. Based on the results of the auditions, various students were initially able
to identify differences in rhythm and vocal inflection, physical stance, and use of stage
space. Auditions were taped and were played at various times throughout the semester to
stimulate discussion about what was changing in the students' conception of
performance, and why changes were occurring.

Based on the auditions and on the first three-hour round of discussion-workshop
concerned with differences and similarities in the audition pieces and the taped
professional performances, students were assigned to be actors, playwrights, directorial
assistants, designers, technical crew, etc.

Approximately twenty hours of rehearsal were scheduled per week, with each student
(excluding the main acting roles) scheduled for approximately three hours of attendance.
The kyogen and commedia casts originally rehearsed separately to try to keep the initial
exploration of performance style "uncontaminated" by possible comparison or contrast.
To facilitate the creation of dramatic structure wherein contrast and comparison would be
useful, however, assistant directors, stage managers, video camera operators, and various
technical crew members were scheduled so that they alternated at kyogen and commedia
rehearsals.

A three-hour workshop involving all members of the project was held every week during
which the advancement of the project was discussed. As a result of the first week of
rehearsals, group workshop, and small·-group brainstorming, the playwrights developed
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the dramatic structure around which the performance would be created. It was decided to
initially alternate the forms by presenting discrete scenes in either kyogen or commedia
styles, progressively involving more interaction between the characters of both forms so
that by the end of the play both forms appeared collectively on the stage. Given the
emphasis in commedia performance dealing more with character than plot, it was decided
to structure the kyogen display around an attempted presentation of the play Busu which
would be interrupted by the invasion of commedia scenarios.

Dramatically this involved creating a presentational storyline within which the plot of
Busu would provide an element of dramatic progression. The conceptionalized
performance structure of kyogen, com11Jedia, kyogen-commedia, and com..kyo-me-gen-dia
led to coining the project name, BABuBaBaH!, abbreviated from BANZAIBuffoonerooneryBaloneyBAH!

Performance Structure

Contributing to the evolving dramatic structure was the playwrights' growing conviction
of the possible interest inherent in contrasting the formal presentation of kyogen against
the seemingly loose, improvised nature of commedia. As a result of class research and
ensuing discussions in the three-hour workshops, some classical commedia scenarios were
selected from existing lazzi as plausible "intrusions" into the kyogen plot. From this
point on, the primary creative directive was to make the production accessible to a
Singaporean audience.

In both the dramatic plot and in play structure, the overriding theme became that of
'chaos'. To actually create the play, not only did elements have to be selected which
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seemed chaotic within the context of kyogen and chaotic within the context of commedia,
but also on the basis of what would seem chaotic to the Singaporean audience according to
their understanding of commedia and kyogen. In essence, the investigation had multiplied
from an exploration of the differences between the two forms, to an investigation of the
differences between the two forms in the context of performance within their home
cultures, and the difference between the perception of the two forms by the Singaporean
audience. As a result of these considerations, the play was constructed according to
assumptions that humour could be created in both structural and performance elements.
Structurally, in BABuBaBAH!, these elements included:

(a) situational humour in the plotline especially in the unexpected, i.e., absurd problems
and solutions, or in the ultimate unifying of seemingly disparate subplots. For
example, throughout the play the kyogen actors try to follow a linear storyline,
wherein they find themselves in greater and greater trouble as the result of
continuously failing to protect their master's treasures as directed. Their plight is
constantly interrupted by the commedia actors, who although beginning each time
with a comment on some aspect of their dilemma, immediately ramble away from the
topic, creating numerous unrelated sub-plots. Ultimately, through sudden inspiration
in the final moment before having to answer for their misdeeds, the kyogen actors
combine various elements of the unrelated events, creating a plausible excuse that not
only solves their conflict, but simultaneously unifies the play's structure.

(b) "understood" humour in comic references to current local affairs. This was one of
the easiest areas to adapt, and was accomplished by such means as relating the
ridiculous crimes, excuses and punishments of the commedia master to absurd
variations on well-publicized criminal acts having occurred in Singapore.
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(c) rhythmic and stylistic contrasts between formal and improvised activity, such as
commedia actors tumbling into a ritualized pose being held by the kyogen performers
and usurping their scene.

(d) the overlap ofdramatic content from scene to scene, even though the cast shifted from
kyogen to commedia or vice-versa. For instance, at a climactic point, when the kyogen
actors open their master's treasured container of sugar, Scapino, the ever-hungty
commedia servant, is drawn onstage by the aroma of something to eat, and takes over
the scene at this point.

The performative elements which were believed to be the best vehicles of comedy were:

(a) use of extreme physical action to accomplish simple tasks. In the traditional
performance of both forms, it is a common characterization of the servants to use far
more effort than is needed, and the most roundabout manner, to accomplish any deed.
It was felt that this activity would be as entertaining to our audiences as to traditional
kyogen and commedia audiences. Therefore, these sequences were presented without
adjustments.

(b) rhythmic contrast in vocal and physical activity. Contrasts in rhythm were the subject
of much exploration during the study of actor technique. A transitional scene from
kyogen to commedia was based on such contrast. The kyogen actors end the scene in
which they have just consumed their master's sugar with a rhythmic exchange of
dance and speech. Both agree that "our master will be vety angty." Repetitions of this
phrase are punctuated by single hand-slapping of the floor providing a percussive
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basis for the entry of Arlecchino who claims that if they think they have a bad master,
just wait till the audience hears about his.

There is a dramatic change of rhythm as Arlecchino laments, to violin accompaniment, his role as a servant to the miser, Pantelone. He urges the audience to join in
with him to play a trick on the stingy old man, again changing the pace of the scene
and ending in a rousing demand to "do it for the sake of the exploited." Enter the zanni
(secondary servants) waving protest signs to the "Triumphal March" from Verdi's
Aida.

(c) extreme size offacial gesture. This activity, traditionally part of kyogen performances
was felt to be easily accessible to our audience. Traditionally, in commedia, facial
character is accomplished through the use of masks. It was feared that masks would
distance the performance from our audience and instead "masks" were painted on
using makeup. This allowed for an extreme size of facial gesture to also be used by the

commedia cast, providing a unifying performative characteristic in the production.

(d) background action, in which performers seemed to drop their stage characters and
react as individuals. It was in this element that a point was made regarding the formal
nature of the kyogen style, and that a specifically tailored aspect of humour was made
possible by contrasting the kyogen actors in their formal, controlled presentation and
in their confused, interrupted state. This was accomplished in one instance in the
same scene wherein Arlecchino interrupts the hand-slapping phrases to begin his
violin-accompanied lament. As the commedia actors usurp the scene, the kyogen
actors slowly begin to emphasize with the commedia servants having "bad masters."
Then the kyogen stage assistants and musicians are seen to give up all hope of their
performance proceeding as planned, and one-by-one they begin to fall out of
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character. They begin playing cards, reading fashion magazines, flirting, and fighting
with each other.

Discoveries

Through workshop discussions, post-production assessment, and examination answers,
students revealed various means and beginnings of learning. As expected, the project
contributed technically and anthropologically. The physical ability of each of the 33
students improved, with everyone attaining the ability to do basic gymnastic feats, and
approximately 1/3 of the participants ultimately able to perform somewhat advanced
actions, such as round-offs, walk-overs, and various aerial flips. Students were introduced
to the home cultures of kyogen and commedia dell 'arte through the sessions of required
historical research and presentations given by playwrights, actors, and technicians on
findings specific to their jobs in the production.

A deeper understanding of the aesthetics of each culture, and correlatively, aspects of
culture inherent in the aesthetics, came to be understood through the practice of creating
the script and staging the performance activity. As anticipated, the experience of being
involved with the two forms simultaneously enlivened the process of discovery. Students
responded with a generally astute understanding of how they were constructing comic
moments and were able to relate their efforts to either kyogen or commedia sources. The
identification and comparison of characteristics in the two forms led to a theoretical
concern regarding the role of the audience in this project, and subsequently to an overall
consideration of a general conceptualization of humour.
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Comedy is relative. It exists actively, in the perceiving. It is the audience, not the vehicle
that makes comedy happen. While there are certainly specific dramatic and performative
elements that can be isolated as examples of comedic activity, essentially these are
instances where there exists the potential of a comic response by audience members.
There is also a comic experience occurring through the extended time of the entire
performance as a collective pattern, perceived as comic atmosphere. The process of
scripting and presenting BABuBaBAH! was a conscious design to create these instances
and atmosphere to manipulate a particular audience to laugh. Kyogen and commedia each
has specific, inherent potentialities for comic responses evoked through situational,
visual, and audible presentation. These prospects, first isolated and then structured to
work either complementarity or contrastingly in a kyogen-commedia combination, became
essentially a new form of potential in the synthesis. The intended audience was meant
neither to perceive a kyogen-style nor a commedia-style of comedy. The ultimate
intention of the production developed, inevitably, as a presentation for a third culturethat of a Singaporean audience in the process of contrasting kyogen against commedia
against Singapore.

This process is analogous to the theory behind architecture as evidenced in the creations
of Frank Lloyd Wright. The building itself is not the architecture, rather it is the 'horizon
view'-the building in its place in the surrounding environment-that makes up the
architecture. In this context, analysing audience response provided additional
anthropological study, learning about our own culture.

Reflecting on the entire process of researching, crafting, and analysing audience response
in this project, the relationships between culture and aesthetics, actor and spectator,
reveal an intrinsic quality of performance itself. Theatre is by nature contrived, created,
chosen. It is not part of life but either a reflection on it, or an escape from it. But it is
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always ecstatic-outside of itself, and it is the nature of theatre to step outside of itself
and look at itself and reform itself. What is chosen in this constant looking and reforming
possesses meaning and impresses in particular, immediate ways. Both the finiteness and
universality of culture is inevitably revealed in the practice of theatre.
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Changing Spiritualities and the Arts
This paper springs from the search for ways to bring the sacred depths of the inner worlds
back into our theatre. Part of the result so far of this search is to consider how we train
actors in our culture and whether this training enhances or hinders the art form. It has been
acknowledged over the centuries that religion or a sense of the "god" in ourselves and our
society is a vital component within every construct of society and culture, in fact often
determining our culture and entire perspective of the reality surrounding us. Whether one
considers it necessary to acknowledge a god or not it is clearly a part of the human psyche
to search out the "sacred" in one form or another. David Tacey in "Edge of the Sacred"
suggests that our Australian culture is in need of the re-establishment of meaningful rituals
and a more "sacred" relationship to our "inner" selves as well as to the land and he states ...
"The only way to develop a spiritually powerful culture in Australia is to enter more into the
psychic field of nature: to "shamanise" ourselves in the image of nature." (Tacey: 1995:7)
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Tacey attempts to look at Australian spirituality through the lens of Jung rather than
Christianity which has historically been the guide for the sh~ping of spirit for the majority
of Australians. He feels along with DH Lawrence, Freud and Jung that consciousness has
dangerously separated itself from the deep inner life and as a result this consciousness
lacked any "compensatory or grounding connection to the vital, self sustaining world
below the conscious mind." (Tacey:l995:78)
Does the concept of "sacred" have anything to do with this "vital self sustaining world
below the conscious mind"? Where do we place the "sacred" in today' s society? and how
does this rate to actor training?
Tacey suggests a starting point:
"to dream onward the interior life of the heart and the spirit and to connect this inner to the
outer." (Tacey:l995:x)
It is interesting to note that this is also one of the daily struggles of the actor engaged in the
techniques of Stanislavski, Grotowski or Michael Chekhov.
Antonin Artaud also directed much of his thinking towards the "otherness" or inner depths"
of life raising many questions about the role and function of theatre. His following
statement from his book "The Theatre and it's Double" definitely stimulates the thinking of
all theatre workers towards the development and inclusion of spiritual and metaphysical
approaches, exercises and attitudes within our theatre today.
"The question then, for the theatre, is to create a metaphysics of speech, gesture, and
expression, in order to rescue it from its servitude to psychology and "human interest''.
But all this can be of no use unless behind this effort there is some kind of real
metaphysical inclination, an appeal to certain unhabitual ideas, which by their very nature
cannot be limited or even formally depicted. These ideas which touch on creation,
Becoming and Chaos, are all of a cosmic order and furnish a primary notion of a domain
from which the theatre is entirely alien." (A. Artaud.l985:90-91)
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The terms "cosmic order" brings with it more than a hint of the quest for soul. The word
"Metaphysics" derives from the title posthumously given to a treatise that Aristotle wrote
after he had written the Physics . .. The word metaphysics then came to be used as a label
for the sorts of topics dealt with in Aristotle's Metaphysics such as ... theology, substance,
essence, accident, form, matter, actuality and potentiality. The term has always connoted
some antithesis between physical and non-physical or philosophical enquiries into life
although interestingly, theatre is both an act of the physical and philosophical.
"Theological philosophy in general has always constituted a large part of what has been
derided and championed as metaphysics." (Encyc. Brittanica. 1996:260) Another more
contemporary interpretation gleaned from one of the hundreds of pages from the web
covers "studies and practices using subtle energies such as thoughts, feelings, and "life
force", as well as matters of the spirit including inspiration and religion."
(http://www.newleaf-dist.com/Razamatazzldefinitions/metaphysical_definitions_4.htm)
Peter Brook once observed that "Grotowski is looking for something which existed in the
past but has been forgotten over the centuries. That is that one of the vehicles which allows
humanity to have access to another level of perception is to be found in the art of the
performer." (Woolford: 1996: 134) What is "another level of perception"? and how
responsible is the actor in bringing about this "other level of perception"? Wolford brings
light to some of Grotowski' s contemporary work and his "concern with performance as a
means to give form and structure to the inner", through in particular the notion of
"Verticality". A term coined by Grotwoski which is used to describe moving or passing
through categories of energy: from heavy but organic energies (linked to the forces of life,
to instincts, to sensuality) through to more subtle energies. Grotwoski describes this
notion in his own words "passing from a so-called coarse level - in a certain sense, once
could say an "everyday level" - to a level of energy more subtle or even toward the higher
connection." Grotowski. (from article "At work with Grotowski on Physical Actions." by
Thomas Richards. p. 125)
What is interesting about this notion is it's similarity to the Indian notion of chakras.
Chakra is a sanskrit word meaning "wheel". Sanskrit was the classical language of the
Brahmans (the highest of the 4 castes in India), some of the Brahmans were initiated into
the mystery schools. The chakras are wheel-like vortices in the etheric body ... they are a
focus where forces and energies interplay. They are doors to the inner worlds, a door to
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understanding the inner life. What a person is (or in theatre terms "a character") is shown
in their chakras, the development of the chakras, the purity of the chakras, which chakras
you function through etc. tell a great deal about the individual. The structure of beliefs
known as Theosophy (developed by Madame Blavatsky in the late 1800's in Russia) also
uses the knowledge of chakras as a key area to development within the individual. It is
some of the Theosophists who so deeply influenced Stanislavsky and Michael Chekhov
(Roerich and Steiner).
The chakras are the mechanism through which communication between the higher bodies
and the physical body occurs. The chakra is represented in Indian Arts, Sculptures, Yoga
and Tantra philosophy of India and is used to explain spiritual or divine centers in the
human body, which can be invoked through yo gas to experience heightened experiences
and enlightenment of the human form.
In terms of psychological functions, the three lower chakras are related to our raw emotions
and biological instincts ranging from sexual desire and hunger, into passion, anger,
pleasure and joy and other relatively simple emotional states. The four higher chakras are
related to higher cognitive states. Thus the heart chakra is related to empathy and
understanding. The throat chakra is related to vocal expression, hearing, and the ability to
communicate. The third eye chakra is also related to understanding the comprehension, but
as well serves as an integrative factor, and is thus related to the gestalt nature of the mind.
We can see, even from such a brief description, that the notion of the chakras actually
defines a sophisticated means of classifying human physiological and psychological
functioning into one integrated framework.
There are a few theatre practitioners today working with the idea of integrating aspects of
the spiritual with actor training and performance development. One is Barabara SellersYoung, a theatre movement specialist working presently in the Dramatic Arts Department at
the University of California. She is currently exploring the potential of chakra work with
psychological gesture.
"One way of expanding potential choices is to combine work with the concept of
psychological gesture with the emotional centres. (chakras)
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"Emotional centres are in some circles referred to as that area from the head to the pelvis in
which particular psycho-emotional centres into performance training based on the Hindu
system of organising the body into different chalaas." Barabara Sellers -Young
What is interesting about Grotwoski' s experimental performance works involving
"verticality" is that the structure within which the actor can explore these energies is the
actual performance. The performing structure functions as an objective support that will
assist the actor in moving through these coarse and subtle energies. An actor working with
chakras would be exploring a very similar area only with more defined energy centres.
One actress and teacher who has used chalaas and aspects of shamanism in her work on
stage and directing theatre is Sue Ingleton who speaks about the preparation for her show
"Near Ms."
"Moving through my chalaas, my centres of power, my connections with earth and spirit
energy. Now Kerry (Dwyer) and I had done a lot of chakra work together. This work we
went into was familiar to us both, however, we'd never used it in the practice of theatre ...
I just went through the chalaas, you know I did drawings of all these women's chakras. I
would come out of a session and do a drawing and then I'd write. So each of them I felt
we'd look for their pain, their joy ...
"The chakra work is just extraordinary and I've worked with students at VCA (Victorian
College of the Arts) in 1992 or '93 to direct a Pam Gems play. At the end of the
production ... my students went on to put into practice the 11 weeks of chalaa work and
the ground work and all the Jean Housten work and the Gabrielle Roth work and suddenly
seeing the application of it, they just had the most extraordinary journey." (Sue Ingleton.
Interview with Jade McCutcheon. Melbourne 1996)
It appears both necessary and easy to incorporate these important dimensions into the craft
of acting. The way we train actors affects their ability to reflect the many dimensions of
our humanity and our potential back to us. If there is no "inner" work, no sense of sacred
or ritual are we limiting the potential of this art form?
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Stanislavski set out to discover "the creative laws of the stage that are common to all actors,
great and small and that could be conceived by their consciousness." (David
Magarshack:l986:229) The phrase "that could be conceived by their consciousness" (ibid)
is vital to the argument that spiritual development should be included in actor training
techniques today. One hundred years ago the concept of "consciousness" was in a rather
different state than it is today. Clearly the level of consciousness and the general
vocabulary have expanded and developed since the time of Stanislavsky. For instance,
today there is a greater recognition of the "soul" or "spirit" outside the boundaries of the
church. What has been considered sacred knowledge for centuries is being shared with a
larger portion of society, particularly the knowledge held by the aborigines of the earth. It
is a different world and climate for theatre. The "inner life" past psychology is under
question.
"We must now respectfully throw off the secular iron mask and move to a new level of
development. The sacred lies in wait for our approach ... " (Tacey:l995:6)
By asking his actors to confront the everyday self with it's deep roots and hidden motives,
Grotowski hopes to produce revelation. Is Grotowski in fact investigating the actor's
ability to access deeper aspects of the self, beyond the emotional?
Stanislavski stated that for it to be considered a "true art" acting must go beyond the
superficial external self and focus upon what is profound and universal, the character's
"inner life". (Counse11:1996:26)
Jenny Kemp, an inspiring Australian theatre director states that "there is a danger of turning
our back altogether on our psyche, our inner life and becoming quite sick ... " and speaks
about her actors need to "open up the channels inside". (NTA:l989:33)
There seems little doubt that much of the energy of a person springs from this much
questioned "inner life". An inner life embracing a universe of levels and sensitivities. The
language of Psychology has contributed many frameworks for exploring, identifying,
understanding these depths or aspects of our subconscious, however in terms of actor
training, the permission to plumb these depths seems difficult to find. Although soul and
spirit are words commonly used by the practitioners whose methods we use today, the
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actual exercises are still focused on the physical, vocal and emotional, not the spiritual. It
seems logical for the language of actor training to come up to date. To embrace the
contemporary language of our times. An interesting thought when the "spiritual" actor
training approaches and exercises are to be found in cultures thousands of years old.
Eugenio Barba :in his quest to develop an acting training method drawing on inspiration
from both east and west stated "Actors of the classical Asian theatres ... possess a quality
of energy which stimulates the spectators' attention ... they have a core of energy, an
unpremeditated, knowing and suggestive irradiation, which captures our senses."
(Barba:1995:15) Is the irradiation Barba talks about a result of a more spiritual approach to
theatre?

In his article "Bali & Grotowski" I Wayan Lendra observes that the process of the making
and the presentation of the arts in Bali always involves a religious commitment. "Balinese
consider the arts a tool for bringing out the expression of the inner spirit, out true nature."
(1995, p 142) In this article, I Wayan Lendra draws many parallels and similarities
between Grotowski' s work and Balinese theatre claiming also that Grotowski helped to
"deepen my insights into the spiritual nature of Balinese arts." (ibid:141) Grotowski has
spent a lifetime seeking meaning, truth and perhaps soul in theatre. It isn't surprising that
his focus is strongly on the "spiritual" nature of humankind in this process. What possibly
is surprising is that many actor training schools appear to have none of this focus in their
methods.
Theatre must be transformed and transforming if it is to honestly plumb the depths of the
worlds it is representing and reflecting. It has always been one of the actors' tasks to be fit
in body and voice, usually fitter than most members of the audience. Often it is this aspect
in both actors and dancers that attracts us to the theatre ... to see what we could be like,
what we could be capable of as human beings and through the script we often see what we
are lie! It seems a logical development for actors not only to be fit in body and voice but
also on the inner levels of soul or spirit as well. Although the inner world of the actor's
imagination has always been acknowledged as a vital tool for the actor, it has yet to be
linked to energy or centres energy within the body and how these can be used.
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Michael Chekhov in his address to the Drama Society of Hollywood in 1995 stated: "Deep
within ourselves are buried tremendous creative powers and abilities. But they remain
unused so long as we deny them ... They lie dormant because we do not open the doors to
our hidden faults and fearlessly bring them to the surface." (Leonard:1963:17)
How to open these doors? Is it feasible to introduce a new strand of actor's exercises
aimed towards exploring these "inner realms" to the current actor training methodologies?
Although an incredibly plundered word these days "shamanism" offers a key to the
development of these exercises as does yoga, theosophy and meditation. Within these
fields lie thousands of years of study and practice of exercises leading to "inner"
knowledge and development. It seems a large oversight to omit the very exercises that
actually develop the ability to work with the subtle energies of the body. Although always
mentioned in the literature there seems to have been some kind of a block to the inclusion of
these exercises. Both Stanislavski and Michael Chekhov had meaningful connections with
and relations to theosophists and yoga practitioners. The influence is obvious when
looking at the principles applied by both practitioners and their similarity to the principles of
theosophy and yoga. "Yoga describes the process of consciousness thus:
1.

Awareness of objects

2.

Desire to attain objects

3.

Endeavour to attain objects (AE Powell, the Mental Body, p 16)

Stanislavki' s acting technique involves these three aspects totally. He uses the concept of
relaxation as one of the first principles as does yoga. While addressing the first problem of
muscular tension, Stanislavski developed a series of relaxation exercises which he tested
out himself while he was acting on stage. This series of experiments on himself, while
confirming that relaxation indeed had an important part to play in an actors' technique
actually led him deeper into the psyche of the actor resulting fmally in the first principle of
his technique "I AM". Which means: I exist, I live, I feel and I think in the same way as
the character I'm presenting on stage does. I AM is the result for the desire of TRUTH.
Interestingly, the key phrase of theosophy is "I am". Michael Chekhov'I s relationship with
Rudolf Steiner, also a theosophist is well know for the development of exercises using
Eurhythmy for actors. There are many examples of the parallels between aspects of actor
training and spiritual/metaphysical journeys to the self yet none of the actor's exercises
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work specifically with the energies of the subtle bodies as do the exercises within yoga and
theosophy. Why is this?
Is it perhaps because the language is unavoidably male and the concept of the inner is
female?
"Night to his day- that has forever been the fantasy. Black to his white. Shut out of his
system's space, she is the repressed that ensures the system's functioning."
(Cixous:1993:67) Is "she" the essence of the space within? The inner depth that
communes with the forces, the shamanic personality of the whole that has been shut out
through fear of entering the seemingly unknown?
Most well known actor training exercises used by the major actor training institutions in
Australia today have been developed by men. At least 50% of actors and acting students
are women. The image of woman as perceived by men is inherent in this actor training.
It's necessary to consider the impact the male influence has had in actor training, not only
on female actors but male also.
The male concept of woman has to be scrutinised here as the choices the actor makes
during training can affect the way the actor makes choices for the rest of their career.
Actors exercises are required that will free bodies constrained by the make voice and give
them permission to enter into the unknown depths of the inner so avoided by the male
construct. The still intact indigenous cultures of the planet know this journey to the inner,
sometimes known as the shamans' journey. The female and spiritual voices are yet to be
heard in the training of actors.
"Somewhere every culture has an imaginary zone for what it excludes, and it is that zone
we must try to remember today'' (Clement:1993:ix)
Perhaps the male theatre practitioner/theorist/director has been afraid of entering a certain
receptivity seeing it as "feminine" and therefore dangerous, although at the same time being
drawn mysteriously toward this "unknown" region. Both Cixous and Clement discuss
possession as a non-desirable concept for a masculine imagery but that "a woman, by her
opening up, is open to being possessed." (Cixous:1993:87) Is it the though of being
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possessed that is so frightening to the male construct? Yet it is this very ability an actor
often seeks. Without permission to enter into this space how does an actor develop this
ability to be possessed? One example of an exercise that draws from both theosophy and
shamanism is that of channeling. In order to channel, a person needs to surrender the self
and trust the instincts and the inner imagination. The difference for the purpose of training
actors would be the purposes of the channeling which would be placed in the context of
channeling another part of the self ... " a part of the suppressed region of the soul" rather
than a separate entity or spirit. It is this notion of surrendering and being possessed by the
consciously unknown that could be so terrifying to male construct. Is the language of actor
training texts phallocentric and therefore alienating to the female sense of reality? Cixous
places this question in a more poetic sense.
"Through the same opening that is her danger, she comes out of herself to go to the other, a
traveller in unexplored places; she does not refuse, she approaches, not to do away with
the space between, but the see it, to experience what she is not, what she is, what she can
be." (Cixous:1993:86)
To imagine the "she" in this writing as the actor and remembering Grotowski' s plea for the
actor to undertake the act of self-penetration (Grotowski:1968:29,35) as well as Artaud's
call for a renewed metaphysics of the theatre places the need for review of the training of
actors into our sacred metaphysical laps.
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"If you are here to help me,

then you are wasting your time. But if you come

because your liberation is bound up in mine, then let us begin."
Lily Walker, an Australian Aboriginal woman.

This paper is a report on aspects of a project we embarked upon in 1996. Grant Revell and
I eventually carried this project into the teaching arena in 1997, with a studio we entitled
Indigenous Design Studio. As is indicated by its title, the design studio involved working
with Aboriginal Communities. Grant and I speak from a non-indigenous perspective,
although the project was collaborative we do not speak for our Aboriginal colleagues. This
paper is focussed on our integrated, inter-disciplinary academic teaching practice.
Although we acknowledge the fundamentally important custodial and advisory roles played
by The Centre For Aboriginal Programmes at the University of Western Australia,
Homeswest's Aboriginal Housing Board and the Karmulinunga Aboriginal Communities
in Derby in the Studio, without them our work would have simply been reinventing the
Emperor's new clothes. We do not want to discuss in any way the project work we carried
out together as to do so would be unethical.
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In western culture, when knowledge or theory comprehends the 'other', then the alterity of
the latter is lost as it becomes part of the same. In not reporting the whole 'story' of our
project we hope to resist the Aboriginal cultural aspects of our project being appropriated
by a hegemonic western colonial system. Those collaborative aspects of our project are
issues we could only discuss in conjunction with the other people involved. So this paper
is effectively about the 'edge', the only visible edge of our work which we can share with
academic colleagues. It is also 'cutting edge', a much abused term these days, but in this
case valid, as the teaching model we used was both experimental and innovative in relation
to the established traditions of teaching design.
It is probably useful to tackle this paper in a traditional Western fashion by beginning at the

beginning. A beginning not only creates but is its own method because it has, as Edward
Said understood, ".... .intention! Beginning is making or producing difference which is the

result of combining the already familiar with the fertile novelty of human work in
language." 1 These words of Said's accurately describe our project. Working within the
established traditions of an academic institution to address issues of equity and diversity in
a novel and culturally productive way.
The School of Architecture and Fine Arts at the University of Western Australia houses
three disciplines; Fine Arts, Landscape Architecture and Architecture. Most of the students
in the School will, at one stage or another in their undergraduate years, produce work

which is exhibited publicly.

Occasionally this work causes controversy and very

occasionally is offensive to some. Discussion among teaching staff in the School during
1996 relating to issues of cultural sensitivity and a lack of student awareness of issues of
cultural diversity and equity, led Grant and I to thinking of a way to teach students about
responsible work practices. We wondered how to teach a course within the School which
was based on ethical practice. This issue of ethics, or 'alterity', is fundamental both to the
work we wanted to do and the way in which we try to work. We were conscious of our
desire to fmd a way in which to 'allow the other to remain as other'.2

1Said,

E. Beginnings, (New York: Basic Books Inc., 1975), p. xiii.
2Young, R. White Mythologies, (London: Routledge, 1990), p.12.
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The School in which we teach is characterised by a culturally diverse population of students
and an academic staff which is predominantly white, anglo-saxon and male. It is fair to say
that while the student population of the School is diverse, (approximately 55% of the
students are women and 15% are International students, predominantly from South-east
Asia), the culture is not. This is not unusual in Australian educational institutions and can
be seen to have increasingly a negative effect on students from culturally diverse
backgrounds. 3 One debilitating effect of organisational failure to effectively recognise
diversity and difference can be the emergence of some of the negative legacies of our
colonial past such as racism or sexism within the academy. The ongoing problem is that
our students fail to develop the knowledge, attitudes and skills necessary to function
effectively in a world which is increasingly aware of diversity, whether ethnically, racially
or culturally.
The School is further characterised by the traditional way in which teaching is tackled. By
· and large the teacher lectures, the students take notes. Design studios are still usually run
by a 'studio master' with 'tutor'. The learning process is authoritative, efficient in terms of
numbers, not in the least part interactive and, of course, western. The School perspective
is eurocentric, the teaching process autocratic and directive.

This form of educational

strategy does not allow for difference and diversity in terms of culture, race or gender, and
tends to be ego based. That is to say, competitive rather than co-operative. Both Grant and
I felt that this approach to learning disadvantaged the students who were encouraged to
achieve sometimes at the expense of fellow students. Once qualified professional artists,
architects or landscape architects, these young people are expected to be able to work
collaboratively with other professionals or culturally diverse community groups, but their
degree course encourages them to be solo operators. Many graduates struggle to work
effectively after leaving the University. In many cases their competitive design egos do not
allow them to collaborate at varying levels of project responsibility.
Thus we had rather a broad agenda we wished to address with our studio. We documented
our teaching objectives as follows:
1) To begin to understand race relations in Australia.

3REACH Centre, (Seattle, 1994.)
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- understand the ideological position of western culture.
- begin to question the idea of 'race' in western culture.
2) To develop an awareness of the history of European contact (invasion of Australia).
- develop an awareness of ways of thinking other than that of the some westerners.
- gain an appreciation of other concepts of time.
- gain an ability to deal with issues where there may be problems but no solutions exist. Or
solutions may exist but can never be enacted.
3) To learn to work in a group or community.
- share responsibility.
- shed the need for recognition of individual success.
- understand how to work as a team.
-learn to listen effectively.
- develop problem solving skills in relation to client needs.
- develop an appreciation of the variety of disciplines in the School.
4) To develop a continuation of the critical dialogue on the issues relating to Aboriginal
Australia, in particular;
- Native Title.
- land management.
- environmental and social health.
- community development models.
- political power bases.
5) Interdisciplinary work.
- designing with others.
- respect and etiquette.
- inclusion vs exclusion learning models.
With further discussion we decided how to organise the studio. Initially we planned to
enrol students from all the disciplines represented in the School. As it became difficult to
include Arts students because of administrative protocols we fmally drew on students from
Fine Arts, Architecture and Landscape Architecture.
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different degree levels to enrol, so we had students from second year through to honours
level working together.
We planned to base our teaching on a practical project and were fortunate to be offered a
'real' housing project by Homeswest's Aboriginal Housing Board.

This entailed the

students consulting with a remote community and designing physical and social housing
environments for that community.

To prepare the students we decided to fmancially

subsidise their travel to the community to consult and then to walk the Lurujarri Dreaming
Trail. This is a nine day trek with the Goolarabooloo mob from Broome. Before leaving
Perth the students all attended two days of intensive seminars to prepare them for the
design studio.

Jane Pearce from Education at Murdoch University ran sessions to

introduce us to the concept of working as teams across disciplines and to the reality of
working in a multi-cultural situation.

Aileen Walsh from the University's Centre for

Aboriginal Programmes then spoke to the students about their responsibilities as
representatives of the University travelling to the north-west and working with the
communities there. The students were introduced to the idea of listening with respect and
told to ask themselves why they needed to know something before they asked a question.
If the question was not related to their project, they were told, it is inappropriate to ask!

They were also given a brief introduction to the history of European settlement in the northwest of Australia from an Aboriginal perspective.
In much academic work related to Australian culture there is an absence or subordination of

Aboriginal peoples and their histories. Other writers have described the discourse often
produced by the field of 'Aboriginal Studies' as 'Aboriginalism'. Such discourse in all its
manifestations has been complicit with the European invasion of Australia and the
consequent dispossession of Aboriginal peoples. Mindful of the ethical considerations
with which we undertook this project we have wondered if it is possible to have any
worthwhile non-Aboriginal knowledge related to Aboriginal peoples. We have hoped it is
possible to work together because it seemed to all those involved in this project that our
work is one pathway towards reconciliation in Australia. Working jointly on community
projects sounds honourable in itself, but any production of knowledge pertaining to the
other always involves an act of what can only be termed 'translation'. That process risks
distorting not only the lived experience, but also any understanding of that other.
However, in the process of working through these issues and attempting to successfully
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complete our project brief we considered the possibility that the ethical difficulty of our
work lay not in fact that we speak as Europeans, but in how we speak. The nature and
content of what we speak determines whether our work as Europeans is responsible work
or reprehensible.
Trinh T. Minh-Ha writes specifically about this dilemma when she states;
A responsible work today seems to me above all to be one that shows, on the one
hand, a political commitment and an ideological lucidity, that is, on the other hand
interrogative by nature, instead of being merely prescriptive. In other words, a
work that involves her story in history; a work that acknowledges the difference
between lived experience and representation; a work that is careful not to turn a
struggle into an object of consumption, and requires that responsibility be assumed
by the maker as well as by the audience; without whose participation no solution
emerges, for no solution exists as given.4

With the notion of a responsible pedagogic practice foremost on our agenda, we set up a
programme based on the idea that if the students were working on an Aboriginal Housing
Project it was fundamentally important that their learning experience be grounded in a
deeper knowledge and understanding of their own cultural positions. The accepted School
practice of a design studio running with weekly two three hour blocks of practical teaching
we supplemented with a further three hour seminar block devoted to reading and discussion
of historical and theoretical texts. Thus the practical design work was supplemented by an
intellectual interrogation of the students' own ideological positions.
The seminar series began by examining the idea that all knowledge is socially constructed
and that social interactions form the basis of social knowledge.

To initiate discussion

around these issues we screened Tracy Moffat's film Nice Coloured Girls and the fifties
film Jedda. Within an Australian cultural context the students explored the notions that
because they have different experiences people have different knowledge, and that
knowledge can change over time.

4 Trinh,

Differences in power have resulted in the

T. M-H. When the Moon Waxes Red, (New York: Routledge, 1991), p.147-148.
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commodification of knowledge and a monopoly on knowledge production. They were able
to see this amply illustrated within Australian popular culture.
Grant and I believed that if we were to be involved at any level in working with Indigenous
peoples we all needed to be prepared for that work. Primarily the students needed to be
informed about the colonial history of Australia and the history of racism in western
culture. Racism is not simply a theoretical concept, it continues to be a part of our lives. It
is the ongoing legacy of the great Age of Discovery, woven deeply into the fabric of
western culture. The issue of race is both culturally and socially constructed and structured
directly or indirectly by power relations. The legitimation of these power relations is
grounded on establishing a hierarchy of differences. It is not what makes racist thought
and practice aberrant that concerned us, but what makes it acceptable and legitimate. In
Australia we are all equal before the law. Notions of equality, or sameness, can hide any
consideration of how difference may operate.

Where inequality is actively legislated

against, cultural diversity and difference may lead to silent injustice and inequity. In such a
climate racism can flourish because it is hidden behind the claims of equality which assume
similarity. Educational institutions such as the University of Western Australia reinforce a
western cultural homogeneity.
Along with coming to terms with this western privilege we found that in our teaching we
also had to deal with our western hunger for racial identity. Many Europeans are attracted
to gatherings of Indigenous peoples because of the obviously strong connection they have
to a rich cultural traditions. Our students were entranced with the music, stories and
traditions which the Aboriginal people they met in the north-west shared with them. These
Aboriginal peoples have lives that are imbued with spirit and meaning that seem to be
lacking within our School. We began to find our students displaying a deep yearning for
cultural connectedness. For example, early in the semester one student painted a huge self
portrait of himself as 11 an Aborigine 11 • When asked why, he replied;
"I am reaching deep inside myself, I feel that I have a black heart. An Aboriginal
heart. I want to reach deep inside myself to my primitive self."

As Grant and I quickly realised, the student's quite legitimate search for cultural identity
had been misdirected toward Aboriginal culture. We found that the students not only
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wanted to be with the Aboriginal people they had met, they actually wanted to be
Aboriginal. The painful irony of the descendants of the colonialists who had attempted to
destroy Aboriginal culture forever trying now to adopt it was not lost on us. Through our
seminars we tried to teach the students about their own culture and history using inclusive
curriculum strategies. In this way they were introduced to the idea that there are many
voices in Australian culture.
Most courses presented in our School only allow a single eurocentric cultural perspective.
We have attempted to unravel this through two means. The first has been in giving the
power over the designs produced by our students to the community requiring the housing.
This has meant that they have had the fmal authority to say what they do and do not want
and to direct the students accordingly. It was strongly impressed on the students that they
were to listen to these people, in so doing many had to reconsider their conceptual
baggage.

The students were not 'experts' required to research and document the

community in order to produce their own unique designs. They soon realised that they
needed to listen, hear and respond appropriately to what the community told them they
wanted at studio practical criticism sessions.

The students took direction from the

community and the community had the fmal say as to which plans they chose for their site.
In other words, the students learnt not about these people, they learnt from them.
For many students they were to learn how the community members actually think, rather
than how the students thought they should think. Any essentialist or romantic ideas about
design for Indigenous peoples was swiftly caught up in heated discussion ·about the
pragmatic of site, climate extreme, community needs and cost of building. Initially seeing
themselves as 'urban' and the community they were working with as somehow connected
to Nature through the bush, the students quickly learnt not only the shallowness of these
ideas, but where they had come from.

The binary culture/nature, western ideas of

Aboriginal culture as timeless and unchanging, issues of authentic and inauthentic, were
repeatedly challenged and discussed in our seminar sessions. This 'reflection in action'
and sometimes naive role playing by young students allowed them the space to re-invent
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themselves- to both defme and redefme their professional and personal identity, and also
the skills, knowledge and values upon which this is based.s
The second way in which we tried to disrupt a single cultural authoritative perspective was
that we began the studio by working in inter-disciplinary groups and complimented that
with the seminars we have already discussed.

This increased collaboration and inter-

disciplinary team work follows current trends in the design professions working towards
creatively satisfying complex multi-cultural societal needs. 6 This had the effect that fme
arts

students, for example, attempted shelter design, or commented on landscape design.

The students were positively encouraged to work together and to approach design
problems creatively.

By the end of semester architects had designed landscape,

landscapers had modelled shelter, and so on and so forth. Although the students had to
meet formal assessment criteria within their disciplines, they had all ruptured the
boundaries of those disciplines to find creative solutions to community design problems.
In the process of encouraging this inter-disciplinary collaboration, a profound sense of
community identity developed within the studio. We found that the students spent most of
their time together in the studio space, working, discussing ideas and socialising together.
By the end of semester the students had developed their own distinct culture within the
School and other students were commenting enviously about the positive nature of the
group. This may sound odd, but many people think that 'culture' is something someone
else has. It is often seen as exotic or foreign. By encouraging a strong sense of group
identity within this design studio we not only gave the students a challenging learning
environment, we also fostered a sense of cultural identity and respect such that by the end
of semester the romantic yearnings to be part of Aboriginal culture had shifted to a more
productive attitude. In the process, both consciously and unconsciously, the students
(including ourselves) had learnt to embrace an array of inter-personal educational
techniques. This follows the work of American design researcher Kate Grinde who
identifies such valuable group design techniques by emphasising 'the development of trust

5 See Swaffield, H. Creating a Role: Reflexivity in Professional Design Education. (In Proceedings of

American Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture Conference, 1996.), p. 1.
6See Taylor, J. The Environmental Planning and Design Studio- An Approach to Inter-Disciplinary
Teaching. (In Proceedings of American Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture Conference, 1992.),
p. 1.
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of oneself and others; the use of barrier free communication techniques; the use of
organisational skills; the importance of a sense of humour; and separating the individual
from the idea'.?
Many students from the studio group volunteered to travel to Derby to work for ATSIC
during the long vacation. They opted to continue the meaningful dialogue begun in class.
Previous urges for pragmatic design practice had now been transformed into a richer and
deeper way of thinking about community cultural design.

Listening to and reading

community design opportunities within such cultural landscapes now meant work.

As

explained by Sanoff, it seemed that by learning to embrace and teach an ecology of
relationships to the 'other', where 'community' and 'ecology' were central, our students
have now begun a new journey as effective practitioners, rethinking their roles as active
citizens. 8
The following table indicates a model for the stages of multicultural growth within an
institution using inclusive curriculum teaching strategies. This model has been developed
by the REACH Centre in Seattle. (see bibliography) If the Indigenous Design Studio is
assessed according to these criteria it can be seen to be a successful model of how to create
strategies and catalysts for change focussed on cultural diversity and reconciliation.

7 See Grinde.,

K. Skills for Collaboration: Teaching Group Process Skills in the Landscape Architectural

Design Studio. (In Proceedings of American Council of Educators in Landscape Architecture Conference,
1992.), p. 1.
8 See Sanoff. H. Participatory Design, Theory and Techniques. (North Carolina State University, Raleigh,
1990.), p. 1.
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TABLE 1

STAGES OF PERSONAL AND ORGANISATIONAL GROWTH

Openness
Enthusiasm Active
Seeking

Interaction

Internalising

Acceptance

Rewarding

other cultures

cultures

':· :.) Autocratic

Valuing

:· ··. Directive

Diversity/
Maximising
Potential

Risk Taking
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Introduction

'Official histories, news stories surround us daily, but the events
of art reach us too late, travel languorously like messages in
a bottle.
Only the best art can order the chaotic tumble of events.
Only the best can realign chaos to suggest both the chaos and
order it will be become.
Within two years of 1066, work began on the Bayeux
Tapestry, Constantin the African brought Greek medicine to the
western world. The chaos and tumble of events. The first sentence
of every novel should be: 'Trust me, this will take time but there is
order here, very faint, very human.' Meander if you want to get
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to town.'

Michael Ondaatje, In the Skin of the Lion, Toronto: Random House
(Vintage Edition), 1996, p. 146.

Words about art and I think about making art -- from the author of The English Patient,
Michael Ondaatje. Further,

'But if we are to live in chaos we have but two choices: the
minimal self that hides or the new self, whatever and whoever that might
be who makes a space and life in the hell of images.'

Tony Fry, 'Art Byting the Dust,' Culture Technology and Creativity in the
Late Twentieth Century, London: John Libbey, 1990, p. 168

It's not news to anyone that we live in an age of chaos and turmoil exacerbated by
rampaging technological change, but to use Tony Fry's convenient phraseology, how
might those who care about the education and development of artists assure young artists
of a 'new self rather than a 'minimal self,' or a future of any kind when artists are in
danger of morphing from artist, to content-provider, to perhaps, oblivion? Along with
societal and economic upheaval, the twentieth century has witnessed as well, the dematerialization of what was understood as art, not only through the reductive vision of
conceptualists and the perverse desire of some artists to eliminate art, but through the
actual materials and technologies utilized to demonstrate ideas. Photography, film, video
and digital communications has delivered us the hell of images, to again refer to Fry and
originally to Paul Virrillo.

The instructions for this session were to investigate what skills today's and tomorrow's
artists need. How are leading arts training institutions nurturing artistic sensibility and
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broadening the skills base of the artist? The questions are even larger. Can there be
artists as we have known them until now? Will the capacity to feel and be open to
emotional impressions survive not only in artists, but in the society where they live? And
what are we discussing anyway -- the training of skilled workers who are easlly adapted
into any corporate purpose or the development of creators and innovators who have been
provided through their education, with enabling tools, enabling forms and enabling
technologies -- all of which support their abilities to represent their artistic vision and
ideas. We share the responsibility for the answers.

I am not without a pragmatic side; however, and artists do have to earn a living,
preferably through making art. In a document analyzing the workplace of the near future
commissioned by the Province of Alberta (Canada) Department of Advanced Education
and Career Development (and this of course has regional application, but certainly
extends to elsewhere), occupations with above average prospects for growth in the short
term include: Creative Designers and Craftspeople; Photographers and Technical
Occupations in Motion Pictures, Broadcasting and Performing Arts; Creative and
Performing Artists (and associated careers like College and Vocational Instructors,
Managers in Sales, Marketing and Advertising, Managers in Communications). Average
growth included: Managers in art, culture, recreation and sport; Architects, urban
planners and surveyors; University professors and assistants; Secondary and elementary
school teachers. Below average growth : Librarians, archivists, conservators and
curators; Technical occupations in libraries, archives, museums and galleries. (Beyond
2000, Edmonton: Learning Resources Distribution Centre, 1996, p. 24-26.)

For more than a decade arts education institutions along with every other facet of society
have been debating the need to change what we do and how we do it. The constancy of
change is now a precondition. Nothing has affected skills and sensibilities in the arts
more than the explosive growth of global communications with its potential for
disappearing artists into that aforementioned oblivion, and technological convergence.
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Both parallel and subsequent to that is the homogenization of culture, primarily through
the influence of the international entertainment industry that controls not only the means
of distribution but the products to be distributed. Add the ascendancy of neoconservative forces across all sectors; the dominance of a so-called global economy along
with almost universal adoption of the rhetoric of business and the marketplace; reduced
operational funding for the arts and education in many countries (and the non-existence in
some nations); severe prospective debt for many students now called upon to fund their
own post-secondary educations-- a long litany, itemized elsewhere many times. But
acknowledging the context and dentifying the prominent change factors assists arts
institutions in determining just what the artist faces in trying to shape a career.
Institutions must understand internal and external environments.

One of the few undisputed shared beliefs in the corporate sector, in cultural industries and
in the world of the arts is that creativity and innovation must mark adaptation to a
changing world. At least that is what is said in what are supposed to be inspirational
statements, the practice is another question. Surely creativity and innovation should be
the domain of arts education institutions. How they are used should be for the good of the
arts, the artists and society, not only to satisfy the demands of the latest technology or the
needs of the bottom line. Although growth is predicted for arts-related occupations,
many of these artist-creators and artist-practitioners will be self-employed. Are
institutions preparing them for independence, to manage their careers themselves or with
the skills to negotiate and recognize the best contractual terms for themselves? Selfmanagement and marketing skills must be taught within the post-secondary curriculum.

New Technologies

Despite a corporate demand for skilled workers to create easily digested or commercially
applicable content, the primary need in new media is for technically-knowledgeable
artists to put new forms to the test, to tum their ideas into digitally-transmitted art. As
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with the phases of any evolving technology, much work in new m"-'edia subjects itself
to the deterministic influence of the technology. And there are advocates of new
technologies who see only a hierarchy of implementation. If you aren't using a high-end
digital system for a multi-media project transmitted through the World Wide Web, or
engaging in a multi-authored multi-venued event preferably in seven locations separated
by thousands of miles -- you ain't making art. So here is a generalization about much
currently digitally-generated art -- it is really quite boring and rarely elicits any emotional
response. At best, the comment, 'cool' is evoked. No matter what the tools of expression,
it's the ideas that are still needed and the narcissistic demands of electronic interactivity
while claiming to expose one to new experiences often offer, only your own predictable
choices.

Nevertheless, there will be by necessity of the form and the irresistible urge to earn a
living, a whole range of relationships required between artists and the digital
communications industry. There is an ever-increasing need for technical training and
enhancement, and for computer knowledge in video and design fields. This environment
demands participation in a production team, thereby the development of collaboration
skills along with a mix of conceptual and technical skills. Here too, with the removal of
public sector funding sources artists need strategic planning skills, producer skills, coproduction skills and the capacity to work in a commercial setting. Many artists of
course use these skills and opportunities to provide themselves with income to sustain
what they might consider their artistic life, that 'new self.'

The arts institutions which educate artists for an involvement in new media must have
the flexibility to move with rapidly changing technology, not to mention the resources to
acquire it and the highly trained personnel to teach. The institutions must balance the
tendency to confuse creation with production and instruct in those differences.
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Contradictions abound. While the demand for technology and its use seems insatiable,
there is also a backlash to technology and an increasingly greater value placed on direct
human interaction. At an international arts conference this past year, which spent much
time dominated by a romance with new media, one delegate charged the room in ways
never achieved by artwork created through new technologies. He commented on
differing methods of communicating artistic impulse and then said he would demonstrate.
He pulled up his shirt and began drumming on his considerable and resonant belly and
sang an emotion-packed chant. Everyone was transfixed. Of course, it is not the
intention of most digitally-based work to extract such response, but the difference in
impact on the senses was dramatic in the extreme. An impact worth preserving.

Access to new technologies is a major issue internationally. Here the arrogance of
privileged North Americans, Western Europeans and Australians might be put aside for a
moment while we think abou"-'t what the majority of artists in the world have to work
with and what their prospects for an education which can position them in the previously
described world might be. Taking some responsibility in international partnerships,
exchanges and supporting development on an institutional basis helps a little. The
growing disparities are even within wealthy countries, but the profound difference in
opportunities between the developed and developing nations should worry us all into
doing something about it.

Visual Artists

For visual artists whose ideas are better translated using traditional technologies,
institutions should respect the need for opportunities that explore differing approaches to
visual arts practice and interchange. Although the ongoing interest in conceptual practice
remains, there is a marked return to materials and formal concerns on the part of many
artists. So we are far from abandoning drawing, painting and craft-based skills
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development. Institutions should still "-'take care to support traditional technologies.
Although specialization is a direction for some institutions, undergraduate study should
permit exposure to the full range of methods for expression, retaining specialization for
graduate programs.

At the Banff Centre for the Arts, with just this purpose the multi-media institute exists in
tandem with a ceramics program that is fired by personal narratives and ancient methods.
One of the great joys of a multi-disciplinary setting is to see artists make alliances and
collaborations with other artists, to be spurred into new directions by others' ideas and
skills.

Music Artists

Musicians face an equally complex world. In the worst sense, a world where the entire
classical repertoire has been recorded many times over; digitization and the extraction
and manipulation of any note on any instrument into whatever one might like to hear is
easily practiced during a century which has been reluctant to experience serious
contemporary music, preferring to gaze backward instead. Orchestras around the world
are full of older musicians who intend to retain their seats beyond retirement if possible,
making entry into these established bodies extremely difficult for the younger generation.
As well, many orchestras are run as despotic realms leaving little room for artistic
fulfilment for musicians. There is less prospective standard employment for younger
practitioners. Their options

~e

again best controlled by themselves and hence the need

for increased versatility in performance ability, more comfort with varied media, and the
need to function in many different idioms and forms of artistic expression. Some of those
with a music degree, an acute ear, and adaptability are finding outlets for their creativity
as sound engineers recording music in the unique way in which they they hear it.
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Institutions like the Guildhall in London, for example, have begun to seriously address
the circumstances of music· artists, helping them to search out their place in"-' a
community, identify ways to perform and practice their craft without dependency on the
traditional modes, and thereby becoming more self-sufficient. Again, like visual artists,
those that do choose new technologies as their means, require access and training in
electronic forms.

Performing Artists

Performing artists in dance, opera and drama share many of the circumstances of
musicians -- shrinking resources available to the current performing arts infrastructure
with even less investment available to the development of new work and new performing
companies. However, adaptability will also assist them in supporting a career-preparing for performance in varied media; using initiative and self-management to work
in close relationship to community. Classically trained singers and instrumentalists
should also have the chance to learn the operas and songs of their own time, and how to
move and interpret on a stage. Now graduates are exiting their studies without such
knowledg"-'e and must seek it in further professional development. Many performers
will find satisfaction in working in the entertainment industry, but it depends of course
how important creativity is to one's personal survival -- 'minimal self or 'new self.'

Arts education institutions have to maintain close connections and knowledge of the
professional working world and one of the best ways is to engage faculty which move
back and forth from the academy to professional practice. As a matter of fact, this should
be a condition of employment for arts educators and the institutions should provide the
contractual flexibility to assure ease of transition.
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Artists seeking further professional development and their mentors revolve through the
workshops, seminars, master classes and other development units at the Banff Centre and
leave behind their demands/encouragement/guidelines for advancement in our thinking
and training. A constant challenge to remain on the edge and not be dragged into the
prevailing trend.

In addition to the creative disciplines just touched upon, I want to mention the increasing
need to train writers not only as novelists or poets, but with increased knowledge in
writing for multimedia with invention and originality. Also, not to be missed are the
associated professions, the arts-related workers and supportive members of the artistic
team. The directors, designers and technical professions all face similar significant
change in the potential of their careers, and it is the educational institutions which must
adjust first to meet their needs.

Aboriginal Artists

If all I have described confronts artists and institutions functioning primarily within a
history of European and North American dominant culture, what of the circumstances of
those whose artistic practice is culturally informed in other specific ways and especially
those of aboriginal heritage? Only from a Canadian perspective and an involvement in
creating Aboriginal Arts Programs, do I know how ill-prepared arts education institutions
are to support emerging Aboriginal artists in contemporary creativity informed by their
heritage. As Buffy Sainte-Marie says, 'There's an urgency to being an artist.' (Buffy
Sainte-Marie, 'Pink Judgment Day,' Talking Stick, Vol. 1, No.3, p.l7.)

For Aboriginal creators like her, it is nothing less than saving a culture. And why should
that not also be the task of arts institutions?
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Conclusion

There is an intricate web of challenges and opportunities enveloping the arts education
institutions-- how to assure that technologies (traditional and new) are enabling rather
than determining; how to create independence for emerging artists and arts-related
professions, educating them in career management and instilling a belief and plan for
lifelong learning; how to consistently establish the satisfaction of students -- what are
they asking for?-- how to provide meaningful quality assurance; how to think globally,
seek international agreements yet characterize the niche the institution must claim, and
take its place among other institutions not as competitors, but as complementors -- all the
while increasing the resources (financial and otherwise) required for this noble purpose
through the best efficiencies, fundraising and businesses the institution manages. I
definitely see this as an urgent requirement --to lead by example -- by solving these
problems arts institutions will provide leadership for artists already practicing as well as
guidance for those still learning the fundamental skills.

Reputation of a post-secondary educational institution is more important than ever.
Reputation affects every aspect I have mentioned and must be built and maintained
through genuine accomplishment of artist graduates, not spun through promotional
gimmickry.

I would like to tum again to the lucid analysis of Tony Fry, where in the same essay he
reflects:

'Besides the rise of the immaterial, its technology, culture and version of
creativity within a chronopolitical frame, I think the changes indicated will
produce a further breaking up of the art making community. This in tum
will create more classes of visible and invisible art and artists as well as a
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deepening crisis of the role of that artist who works outside the currently
self-defined and public identity of art and cultural production.' (p. 172)

Although studies like the Canadian one quoted earlier are reason for short-term optimism,
looking to a future more distant, the definitions of what it means to be an artist likely will
change. Walter Benjamin wrestled with the difficulty of originality in the work of art
early in this century. How much respect for the one and only, the original object remains
now and thereby of those that create those objects? Does the influence of a sort of
universal vapidity (eg. Someone with the resources of Bill Gates is satisfied with a
projected art reproduction on his flat -screened wall unit instead of new work or even
original old work!) seriously demean any aspiration to the status of professional artist?
We may begin to rely soon on a set of sub-definitions all valid and responsive to their
own constituencies and used even now -- communication artist, narrative artist,
performing artist-- without any longer designating an individual artist-creator. This
means that those of us on the receiving end of ideas, or consuming art in some way, will
have to have altered perceptual skills and acknowledge differing criteria.

In the meantime, during the last half hour you have been patient -- suffering in some
instances -- a large dose of stating the obvious. It seemed, however, necessary to lay out
a wide ranging description of the arts and institutional change, so that others might take
up themes and details for further investigation. Until artists, artmaking and audiences
have evolved to the next era, I remain attached to Michael Ondaatje's prose, 'news stories
(i.e. information) surround us daily, but the events of art reach us too late ... Trust me, this
will take time.' It does take a lifetime to be an artist, but institutions cannot take a
leisurely approach to adjusting to the needs of the contemporary artist -- it has to happen
now.
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Social And Cultural Change
S.H. Piersma
My uncle John hoped to live in three centuries, the 19th, 20th and 21st. He was born in
1899, but died during the time that IBM itself predicted an unsuccessful commercial future
for its personal computer.

How uncertain is the future, how thin are our expectations.
Still he did experience many changes during his lifetime. The world shrunk rapidly through
the invention and development of the motor car and the aeroplane, of the telephone, radio,
television and other electronic equipment. His small and quiet village, large enough for one
life, was deprived of its intimacy and became part of one great raving and tumbling world.

In this century we have compressed time and space.
To my knowledge the most revealing book on social change was written by the former
director of the French Central Planning Bureau, Jean Fourastier, and is entitled Les Trentes
Glorieuses. In the first part of the book he describes a village in what seems to be a poor
developing country: 80 percent of the population, both men and women, is working from
dark until dark in the not yet mechanised agricultural sector. The produce per acre is poor.
There is no doctor in the village, not because there are no sick, but due to lack of money.
The women have an uncared-for look because there is only one pump in the village square
and the houses have no water supply. Everyone is married to a partner from the same
village or its immediate surroundings. No one has ever been abroad. In the second part of
the book he writes about a prosperous village. There are four doctors, less than 10 percent
of the population is working in agriculture, almost everyone goes abroad for their holiday,
80 percent is working in the service industries; nevertheless the produce per acre in
agriculture has increased enormously. Marriages are not at all limited to partners from the
same region etc. etc. And the crux is: it is the same French village, in the first chapters
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described at the end of the forties and in the second part at the end of the seventies.
However, to us it seems there must be centuries between the two or that different
civilisations are described. It is interesting to see how in the third part of the book he does
not succeed in trying to describe and explain the new cultural changes which folfow social
changes. For instance, how does he explain the fact that the penniless people of the first
village who are working themselves to the bone seemed to be happier. Fourastier has also
tried to picture the future in his book Les Grands Espoirs. Though it is erudite, its main
effect is that it makes me enormously modest in predicting social and cultural changes.
What may be predicted however, is the fact that when people have to spend less time on the
necessities of life, there is more time and tranquillity to spend on the 'products of the
mind', as culture was once defined.
And even this is not certain because of, what I think the Dutch sociologist Peters has
called, 'the paradox of Proust'. I will repeat his story.
At the beginning of this century Proust, in his A La Recherce du Temps Perdu, describes
how, to surprise his beloved Albertine, he hires a car to visit friends in two different
villages. Albertine cannot imagine this is possible in only one day. According to her a visit
to the second village goes 'over the day'. However, as you know it is possible with a car.
You may be surprised to fmd she does not think of it as a day gained; instead it creates a
feeling of haste. She is restless when visiting her friends in the first village, because she
still has to go to the second one. Although they save time it is immediately used up for
longer trips causing a feeling of pressure. When transferred to the world of producing and
consuming we see that time saving production methods lead to an increase of production
which leads to an increase of consumption which in its tum stimulates production. The
result is a spiral of endlessly expanding needs and not, as dreamers may have thought,
creating room for a world of lazy happiness and inspiring artistic activities.
I do not believe that such economic laws have been properly foreseen by scientists, and
forgive me, but did you ever realise that timesaving does not excist, to put it bluntly.
It is safe, I believe, to conclude that social and cultural changes within a span of time can

be described meticulously and analysed intelligently, but cannot be easily predicted.
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Although that would certainly be welcome. In man's history how deeply felt is the longing
for an ideal society. And in what fiery prose are the political programmes which should
lead to this society written. The most beautiful description of an ideal society can be found

in what we call since Thomas More "Utopias". If we were living in such an ideal state I
would not be addressing you today, since in an ideal state social change is no longer an
issue. Change is no longer necessary, the state is a blue print for happiness, the end result
of having faith in a manmade society. More, Bacon, Bellamy and Campanella created
realities without deficiencies, but also without complicated cultural diversity and
inconvenient individuality. It is interesting to see that Utopias are mainly based on an
analysis of the current times and are charges against the existing society. This analysis of
the present does not so much lead to predictions of the future, which would be more or less
scientific, (Marx pretended that), but rather to a description of the ideal as a perfect mirror
image of the detested social-economic reality. But please let us leave reality for what it is
and dream along with the great visionary about the future, just as we did when we where
kids, with Jules Verne. Just think of his imaginary world in for instance Twenty thousand
leagues under the sea.
But is it really imaginary? It is equally possible to uphold that his books are based on a
careful inventory of his time and an unprecedented capacity to extrapolate the techniques
then known. It is this capacity which makes him more of a keen observer than a dreamer,
and which makes his recently discovered early work Paris in the Twentieth Century so
fascinating. It was written during the 1860s and deals with Paris during the 1960s, one
hundred years later. To put it bluntly, his vision of the future does not focus on economy
and technique but on culture and art. With regard to culture Jules Verne extrapolated that it
had been totally marginalized by economics. And what about art? Stone-dead. No more
painting, no more painters, world literature almost non-existent. Just a handful of banished
elderly people and one wandering young poet amazed by the fact that there are no scholars
or professors member of the boards of the huge education institutions, just representatives
of utility; business people.
A situation by the way, which was recently adopted without any resistance by the Dutch
universities. Most of all the book is an extremely absurd caricature in which contemporary
tendencies are magnified and ridiculed.
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Thomas More and Jules Verne both in their own individual style write about the future but
mainly comment on or are inspired by their own era. In fact, they do not really look to the
future but to the present so their vision of the future is primarily determined by the level of
appreciation of that present. Maybe this is nevertheless the moment to make some cautious
remarks with regard to the future.

I have saveguarded myself enough. After all we are facing a new millennium and anyone
courageous enough to talk about social and cultural change must carry the burden of
expectations. (Thank God we have not yet reached 1999.)
Thousand years ago people were filled with fear of the devil who could make everything
worse, and they hoped for the protection of God.
Especially in the Western world however God seems to have taken a leave of absence and
just before the year 2000 people are not worried about the devil, but by destructive power
of men, kept in a strange sort of balance by an unwavering faith in progress, but yet
leading to the totall destruction of earth. I would not predict that, although the new
millenium is near.
Hopefully what I have said so far is seen in the right perspective. A thousand times more
often predictions have not come true compared to the times they have. The only modest
possibility is to follow the line of current tendencies, and a great believe in the adaptability
of mankind. At first I will restrict myself to the observation that the opinions on presentday social and cultural standards, and even the dissatisfaction with modem culture, more
often determine predictions for the future than do rational conclusions. Any television
viewer who has watched the opening of a McDonald's restaurant in China with abhorrence,
may become convinced of the total international victory of mass culture, where Heineken,
Coca Cola and McDonald have become the cultural anchor places, and where before long
even taste buds all over the world are brought into line. Anyone who is full of distrust
towards the widespread belief in the blessings of the free market as a universal remedy for
everything, will easily come to the conclusion that we have - as someone wrote- 'arrived at.
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a casino-economy, a fake world of glitter and wealth at a globalised roulette table'. Such a
person will perceive the future as a Valhalla of nonsense.
However from a more sensible perspective I would dare to say that the creation of a global
economy, a global village, the unheard of technological revolution which causes distances
to fall away, the supremacy of the telecommunication industry,- although not always so
obvious- will presumably lead to a certain internationalisation of the worlds of culture and
ideas. The effects of globalisation will probably be overestimated on the short term, but
will be hard to overestimate in the long run. Once again this is a matter of great concern to
some, since they foresee a drab uniformity in the new world. For them the end of history is
followed by the end of culture.
However, the sociologist Manuel Cartells foresees that the social structure of the world will
be greatly altered by the possibilities of information technology leading to one economy on
a global level, but he doesn't mention uniformity. He predicts a whole range of new
international networks apart from state and regional networks. And apart from the virtual
world culture a tendency will probably arise to strengthen cultural identity rather than
banish it.

Within social structures.
May I add that the globalisation of the economy will probably indeed lead to less control by
the national state but will possibly increase the power of city cultures? The revival of the
cities as cultural junctions in a world-wide network. A world where the multiculturalism of
the cities could be a better guarantee for civil freedom than a world crowded with national
states, with national ideologies and national cultures ever offered. That would not be a
loss, but could be an improvement and even a cultural enrichment. This reminds me of
something which happened last autumn. I was walking downhill from Fresole to Florence
towards the city where prices in the shop windows are in lira, dollars and yen. Towards
the city of the Medici, the city where Machiavelli wrote, and of Savanarola. The city of
unparalleled artists such as Botticelli, Leonardo, Vasari, Raphael and Titian. How could I
be dejected about the future. I thought about how much Florintine art was embedded in its
own time. And how this would also be true of the unknown future, as is shown in the
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Dutch movie of Digna Sinke about new classical music, in which the sounds of modem
citysociety are brought in line withthe sounds of the new classical music. A new emphasis
on city culture could be a great challenge for scientists and artists, as was the case in
history but now embedded in a transparent world. A world where frontiers fade away and
where new technologies will drastically change the process of creation and re-creation.
Where art schools not only conservatively pass on old values but are the first to look for
new developments. Inquisitive, professional, international, yes. Where there is diversity in
cultural life and not only between nation-cultures. Where in primary and secondary
education the users of the future, listeners, viewers, have to be prepared for art which is
not necessarily the same old familiar sort of art. Not only for art itself but to help ·shape and
undergo reality in a sensible way. These dynamics are not flat and repulsive but fascinating
and challenging. You will realise that static cultures are doomed to die and that a world
which is so much subject to change as ours is, can also entail a new renaissance. You have
to remember that within the framework of a so-called stable and familiar culture, people
have always longed for change, especially those on the fringes such as artists.
Remembering my uncle John once again I think that if his village had stayed isolated from
the outside world his religious values and folklore would probably have remained intact,
but then would he ever have heard Bach?
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